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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Material-analysis techniques play a crucial role in the development of new materials, in 

the development of material modification techniques and in more fundamental solid state 

research. Materials are characterized by their elemental composition, chemical nature and 

structure. A large number of techniques have been developed and are available to 

provide information about these properties. 

One broad class of material-analysis techniques employs electro-magnetic radiation, 

electrons, neutrons or ions to irradiate a sample. Information about the sample can be 

obtained from radiation products or from scattered radiation. Some well established 

techniques are X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy SEM (structure 

information), X-ray fluorescence XRF, auger electron spectrometry AES (elemental 

composition) and atomic absorption spectrometry (chemical nature). 

Ion-beam analysis (IBA) techniques can roughly be divided into two categories: slow

ion beam techniques and fast-ion beam techniques. This separation is based on the 

distance of the closest approach in a head-on collision of an ion projectile with a target 

atom. For slow ions this distance is larger than the atomic screening length and the 

collision is dominated by atomic interactions. For fast ions the projectile nucleus 

approaches closer to the target nucleus and the collision is dominated by a nuclear 

interaction. 

Slow ions are only suitable for studying the first atomic layer of the material. In LEIS 

(Low Energy Ion Scattering) scattered beam particles provide information about the 

atomic composition and structure of the surface. In SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy) the mass spectrum of ions sputtered from the surface is measured. The 

latter technique allows the determination of the composition of the first surface layer 

with a high sensitivity (ppm level). Concentration depth profiling (or simply: depth 

proftling) is performed with SIMS by continued ion sputtering and surface analysis. The 

strength of SIMS is its high sensitivity for light elements. The main problem is to 

quantify the results, because of dissimilar erosion rates or preferential sputtering effects. 

Fast-ion beams penetrate into the sample to depths of a pm or even more. While 

traversing matter ions, lose energy and from energy loss measurements of scattered 

projectiles, recoils or nuclear products depth information is obtained. Fast-ion beams are 

pre-eminently suitable for depth profiling because of the possibility of quick analysis and 

straightforward quantification of the results. Moreover these analysis techniques are in 

general non-destructive and may therefore be followed by complementary analysis. 
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Rubin et al. ftrst reported about the possibilities of using fast ions in material analysis 

in 1959 fl]. They employed a high resolution magnetic spectrometer to analyze the 

energy of scattered projectiles. With the appearance of silicon particle detectors and firSt 

multi-channel analyzers the development of analysis techniques with fast ions was 

strongly stimulated. In ion-beam analysis with fast ions the silicon particle detector is 

widely used because of a combination of advantages: small size, possibility to operate 

in vacuo, linear and high-resolution energy response, reliability and relatively low costs. 

Since the first analysis experiments with fast ions the application of these analysis 

experiments has been steadily growing and a large number of accelerators is exclusively 

used for this purpose. 

The ftrst analysis techniques using fast ions are Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) and 

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS). In NRA depth information on a specific 

element is obtained either from energy-loss measurements of a nuclear product ion or 
from resonance depth profiling. In the latter case a sharp cross-section resonance is 

utilized and by tuning the beam energy the depth at which the resonance occurs is 

varied. 
The RBS technique is mostly applied for routine analysis. From the energy of 

backscattered projectiles the mass of sample nuclei may be derived. The energy of 

backscattered projectiles also depends on the depth below the surface at which the 

scattering event took place. As two quantities, mass and depth, are derived from one 

measured quantity, the energy of backscattered projectiles, results are unambiguous only 

when the sample is either very thin or (known in advance to be) completely 

homogeneous. One of the first remarkable applications of RBS is the determination of 

the elemental composition of the lunar surface with an alpha source, which was one of 

the experiments during the scientific mission of Surveyor V in 1967 [2]. 

RBS and NRA techniques may also provide structure information if the beam is 

aligned with one of the crystal axes of a crystalline sample (channeling technique). 

Analysis techniques using fast ions do not provide information about the chemical nature 

of the sample. For full characterization a combination of complementary analysis 

techniques must be employed, because each analysis technique has its own limitations 

and strengths. 

RBS is very sensitive to heavy elements in a light matrix, but the detection limit for 

light elements in a heavy matrix is disappointing. Carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are of 

great significance in the near-surface regions of materials. For these light elements NRA 

and Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) have become widely accepted analysis 

techniques. An important application of these analysis techniques is found in 

microelectronic technology research. With, for example, ion implantation and chemical 

vapour deposition techniques silicon-oxide layers and silicon(oxy-)nitride layers are 
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fabricated. The composition of these layers and their interfaces with other layers has 

been studied with the ERDA technique. Another example of applications is the study of 

depth profiles of implanted nitrogen in ferrous alloys. Ferrous alloys are implanted with 

nitrogen to improve surface related mechanical properties. A large effort is put into the 

development of production methods for "diamond-like" amorphous carbon coatings, 

which improve the hardness of material surfaces. The oxygen content in ceramic 

superconductors is of great importance for electrical, structural and superconducting 

properties. Of course not all possible applications to proflle carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 

can be summarized here, but these examples are mentioned to show the significance of 

these elements in the development of new materials. 

In ERDA experiments the energy of particles (recoils) ejected from the sample by 

projectiles is measured. These recoils are usually ejected by heavy-particle beams (for 

example by chlorine beams). Information about composition and depth is obtained in a 

similar way as in RBS. During the development of the ERDA technique much attention 

has been paid to the detection methods, which have to measure the recoil energy as 

accurate as possible and which (in most cases) also have to separate the recoils from a 

large number of forward scattered projectiles. For optimum depth resolution time of 

flight (TOF) measurements are performed and magnetic analyzers are used. 

To resolve recoil mass/depth ambiguity and to improve sensitivity recoil mass 

selection is performed by measuring different detection parameters in a multi-parameter 

experiment, or by measuring one detection parameter with a condition set to (an)other 

detection parameter(s). In ERDA experiments depth information is obtained from 

measurements of recoil energy, recoil TOF or recoil magnetic deflection. Recoil mass 

selection is obtained from measuring a second detection parameter: recoil energy, recoil 

TOF, recoil stopping power, detector-pulse shape or scattering angle (or energy) of 

coincidently scattered alpha projectiles. Different combinations of these detector 

parameters are possible to achieve recoil mass selection. Combinations which have been 

applied in ion-beam analysis are shown in table 1. 1. Increasing the number of detection 

parameters improves the sensitivity for a specific nuclide. In Accelerator Mass 

Spectrometry a large number of detection parameters is combined (at least energy, TOF, 

magnetic deflection and electric deflection) and impurity concentrations down to 1011 

atlcm3 can be detected. 

In general fast ions for ion-beam analysis are delivered by Van-de-Graaff accelerators. 

With most Van-de-Graaff machines protons can be accelerated up to 3 MeV, alpha 

particles up to 6 MeV. During the last decades Van-de-Graaf machines with higher 

terminal voltages became available for ion-beam analysis experiments because the 

nuclear physics interest changed to much higher energies. With Tandem Van-de-Graaff 

accelerators having a terminal voltage of about 6 MV most ERDA experiments using 
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Table 1.1 Different combinations of detection parameters used in ERDA experiments to 

obtain depth information of light elements without suffering from mass/depth ambiguity. 

For each combination number the name of the analysis technique (or detector 

instrument used) is given below this table. 

depth infonnation .. energy TOF magnetic 

recoil mass selection 
deflection 

y 

recoil energy 1 2 

recoil TOF 3 

recoil stopping power 4 

recoil range in detector 5 

electric deflection 6 

detector-pulse shape 7 

angle coincidently scattered projectile 8 10 

energy coincidently scattered projectile 9 10 

1 ERDA-TOF; J.P. Thomas et. al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 815 (1986) 443 

2 Magnetic Spectrograph; C.R. Gosset, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 815 (1986) 481; 

G. Dollinger et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 864 (1992) 422 

3 ERDA-TOF; S.C. Gujrathi et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 864 (1992) 789 

4 AE-E method; W.M. Arnold Bik et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 864 (1992) 832 

5 Bragg ionization chamber; W. Assmann, Nucl. lnstr. and Meth. 864 (1992) 267 

6 Wien velocity filter; (also performed with energy measurements), G.G. Ross et al., 

Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B64 (1992) 603 

7 Detector pulse shape selection techniques; J.B.A. England et al., Nucl. Instr. and 

Meth. A280 (1989) 291 

8 CERDA (coincident ERDA); S.S. Klein, Nucl. lnstr. and Meth. B15 (1986) 464 

9 ERCS (elastic recoil coincident spectrometry), H.C. Hofsass et al., Nucl. Instr. and 

Meth. B58 (1991) 49 

10 CERDA-TOF (a condition is set to both the angle and energy of the coincidently 

scattered projectiles); see chapter 4 
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heavy ion beams (HI-ERDA) are performed. 

The Physics department of the Eindhoven University of Technology operates an A VF 

cyclotron. This cyclotron is able to accelerate protons up to 26 MeV and alpha particles 

up to 30 MeV. Before 1985 this cyclotron was used for nuclear physics. At that time 

the cyclotron was also used to exploit the PIXE technique (particle induced X-ray 

emission) and a microbeam facility was developed. 

In 1985 the development of C(coincident) ERDA to detect carbon using an alpha

particle beam was initiated by Kle.in [3). In that experiment carbon recoils were ejected 

by a 30 MeV alpha-particle beam and both recoils and coincidently scattered projectiles 

were measured. For coincident detection projectiles or scattered projectiles have to pass 

through the sample. Alpha-particle beams are suitable for CERDA experiments because 

alpha particles have sufficient penetration power and still transfer sufficient energy to 

recoils. The success of the CERDA experiment with alpha-particle beams originated the 

central question of this thesis: are alpha-particle beams with energies above 10 MeV 

favourable to perform analyses and what are the unique analyzing capabilities of 

techniques using such beams compared to conventional techniques using lower energy 

alpha-particle beams or using heavy ion beams ? These questions are treated in detail 

for depth profiling of light elements {carbon, nitrogen and oxygen) in a heavy matrix. 

In chapter 2 the existing ion-beam analysis techniques using fast alpha particles are 

surveyed. In conventional RBS experiments alpha-particle beams with energies up to 2 

MeV are used. New analyzing possibilities using higher energy alpha-particle beams in 
backscattering experiments and in recoil detection experiments are discussed and the 

results of the first experiments are reported. 

In RBS the mass resolution for very heavy masses (A> 100) is improved when using 

alpha-particle beams with higher energies {above 10 MeV). For scattering on light 

elements C, N and 0 these high-energy alpha projectiles overcome the Coulomb barrier 

and the scattering cross-section values deviate from Rutherford cross-section values. In 

this thesis beams of alpha projectiles, which overcome the Coulomb barrier, are called 

high-energy alpha-particle beams. 

For high-energy alpha-particle beams the cross-section values as functions of energy 

and scattering angle show a strongly fluctuating behaviour. Compared to conventional 

RBS backscattering experiments with non-Rutherford cross-section values (HE-BS) show 

an improved sensitivity for light elements in a heavy matrix, if a suitable cross-section 

resonance is found [4]. High-energy alpha-particle beams are also utilized to perform 

ERDA experiments (a-ERDA). The a-ERDA technique is shown to be useful for routine 

analysis of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Analyzing capabilities of a-ERDA are 

compared to conventional ERDA using heavy ion beams (HI-ERDA) [5]. 

The analyzing capabilities of the ERDA technique strongly depend on the recoil 
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detection method. In a-ERDA the recoil detection methods differ essentially from the 

recoil detection methods used in HI-ERDA because in a-ERDA carbon, nitrogen and 

oxygen recoils have to be discriminated from lighter forward scattered alpha-projectiles. 

Therefore a large effon has been put into the development of alternative recoil detection 

methods for a-ERDA. Two recoil detection methods have been developed: ERDA-PSD 

(Pulse-shape discrimination, chapter 3) and CERDA-TOF (Time Of Flight, chapter 4). 

In these analysis techniques the charge pulse shape of a silicon particle detector in 

response to a particle hit is of prime imponance. When a particle enters such a detector 

a large number of free electron-hole pairs is created. By the electric field in the 

depletion layer electrons and holes are separated and collected at the detector electrodes. 

This charge collection process has been studied for different detector conditions (chapter 

5). 

In chapter 3 the ERDA-PSD technique is discussed. Recoils and forward scattered 

alpha projectiles are separated using a silicon particle detector with a very thin depletion 

layer. Recoils are stopped within this depletion layer and long-range alpha projectiles 

pass through it. For long-range alpha particles most charge carriers are liberated within 

the electric-field free region behind the depletion layer and this charge is collected more 

slowly by diffusion. This slow charge collection process has been studied in detail. By 

applying pulse-shape discrimination to amplified detector-charge signals long-range 

alpha particles can be distinguished from recoils [6}. 

If the samples are sufficiently thin (transparent for the alpha projectiles or scattered 

alpha projectiles) coincidence measurements may be performed. The CERDA technique 

selects recoil mass by angular correlation and/or energy correlation between the recoil 

and the coincidently scattered projectile (see table 1.1). The depth resolution of this 

technique is restricted by the recoil-energy resolution of the silicon particle detector. To 

improve the depth resolution CERDA has been combined with TOF measurements 

(chapter 4) [7]. In CERDA-TOF start and stop signals are generated by the silicon 

particle detectors, which detect the recoil and the coincidently scattered alpha projectile. 

The CERDA-TOF technique is not restricted to thin self-supporting foils with a 

thickness below 1 pm, but can also be applied to samples with a thickness up to 20 pm. 

Concentration depth profiles can be measured up to depths of several pm. By also 

measuring the energy of the recoil and the energy of the associated alpha particles in a 

multi-parameter experiment the mass resolution and the sensitivity of the CERDA-TOF 

technique can be improved. For optimized depth resolution, mass resolution and 

sensitivity of the CERDA-TOF technique both a high detector energy resolution and a 

high detector timing resolution are required. 

For the TOF measurements in CERDA-TOF the timing quality of PIPS [81 (passivated 

implanted planar silicon) detectors has been studied (chapter 5) [9}. The detector 
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window of PIPS detectors is the ion-implanted p+ -layer of the p+ -n detector junction. The 

thickness of this detector window must be as small as possible to minimize energy 

straggling in the detector window and therefore to optimize the detector energy 

resolution. The timing quality of ion-implanted silicon particle detectors, however, 

suffers from the resistance of this thin detector window. Requirements on the thickness 

of the detector window for a high time resolution conflict with those for a high detector 

energy resolution. In collaboration with the firm Canberra Semiconductor N.Y. the 

timing quality of PIPS detectors has been improved by covering the detector window 

with a very thin aluminum layer (which only slightly affects the energy resolution). 

Although the timing quality of PIPS detectors has been considerably improved, some 

timing fluctuations are still observed as a function of position of irradiation. These 

timing fluctuations are ascribed to bulk-resistivity variations in then-type detector wafer. 

The effects of these bulk-resistivity variations may be suppressed by overdepleting the 

detector, in which case the depletion layer equals the detector wafer thickness [10]. 

The timing response of silicon particle detectors has been measured in detail as a 

function of detector bias voltage. With these measurements the charge collection 

processes within the depletion layer have been studied. 

In chapter 5 the timing properties of resistive dividing position-sensitive detectors 

(PSD) are also discussed. Because one of the detector electrodes of a PSD is resistive 

the timing problem of PSD is analogous to the timing problem of PIPS detectors. Using 

position information corrections to the timing can be made in a multi-parameter 

experiment and subnanosecond timing should be possible even with these position

sensitive detectors [11]. 
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Chapter 2 

Ion-beam analysis techniques 
for depth profiling of light elements 

2.1 Introduction 

Ion-beam analysis techniques using MeV charged particle beams for concentration depth 

profiling are RBS (Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry), NRA (Nuclear Reaction 

Analysis) and ERDA (Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis). The RBS technique is most 

suitable for profiling heavy elements in a relatively light matrix, while NRA and ERDA 

are specially suitable for profiling the elements from H up to 0 in a relatively heavy 

matrix (for example Si). 

In section 2.2 of this chapter the principles of these analytical techniques are treated. 

In general RBS utilizes alpha-particle beams of about 2 MeV, NRA proton beams of 

about 1 MeV and ERDA heavy-ion beams (mass> 30) of about 30 MeV. In this thesis 

the analytical possibilities of alpha-particle beams above 10 MeV are treated. 

For very heavy nuclei (A > 100) mass resolution in RBS has been improved using 

alpha-particle beams with energies above 10 MeV (section 2.3). In the remainder of this 

chapter the use of high-energy alpha-particle beams to profile the light elements C, N 

and 0 in a heavy matrix is discussed. Special attention is paid to backscattering 

experiments with enhanced non-Rutherford cross sections (HE-BS) and recoil detection 

experiments (a-ERDA). 

A survey of existing ion-beam analysis techniques using alpha-particle beams to detect 

light elements in a heavy matrix is given in section 2.4. Compared to conventional RBS 

HE-BS improves sensitivity for light elements by about a factor of 100 (section 2.5). 

Recoil measurements with high-energy alpha particles (a-ERDA) are discussed in 

section 2.6. Ion-beam analysis techniques using MeV alpha-particle beams to profile 

light elements are compared in section 2.7. 

2.2 Principles of analytical techniques using MeV ion beams 

In RBS and ERDA experiments the sample to be analyzed is hit by an ion beam and the 

energies of scattered projectiles or ejected target atoms (recoils) are measured. From 

energy spectra of these particles information about the composition of the sample is 

obtained. 
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RBS ERDA 
Figure 2.1 Definitions of the beam entrance angle 'If and the exit angle ~for standard 

sample orientations in RBS experiments and ERDA experiments. 9 is the scattering 

angle of the projectile M1 and cp is the ejection angle of the recoil M2• 

For a given scattering angle 9 the energy of scattered projectiles, the energy of 

correlated recoils and their ejection angle cp can be derived from energy and momentum 

conservation. The energy of the scattered projectile depends on the target atom mass M2 

and is proportional to the beam energy Eo 

(2.1) 

The kinematic factor K is a function of scattering angle 9, projectile mass M1 and recoil 

mass M2• The kinematic factor for recoils KR is equal to 1-K. 

The energy of detected scattered projectiles depends not only on the kinematics of the 

scattering process. Particles traversing matter lose energy because of the interaction with 

target electrons and target nuclei. For a scattering event at a depth t below the sample 

surface the energy E' of a detected scattered projectile is given by 

(2.2) 

S1 and S2 are average stopping powers (J/m) for the projectile and scattered projectile; 

'If is the beam entrance angle and ~ is the exit angle of the scattered projectile (see 

figure 2.1 ). The energy of detected recoils can also be given by equation 2.2 after 

replacing the kinematic factor K by KR and S2 by an average stopping power for the 

recoil. 

For MeV charged particles "nuclear" stopping power (the effect of interaction with 
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atoms as a whole) is small compared to electronic stopping power (caused by interaction 

with electrons). Stopping-power values are difficult to calculate, especially at the 

stopping-power maximum in which case the effective charge of an ion traversing matter 

is difficult to predict [1]. However, maximum stopping-power values are of most interest 

when an optimum depth resolution is required. Therefore a large amount of 

experimentally determined stopping-power values have been fitted by empirical 

formulae. The empirical model of Ziegler et. al [2] is most frequently used. The 

stopping values given by this model can be obtained from the code TRIM. The accuracy 

of these fits for alpha particles is within 10 %. For heavy ions this accuracy is slightly 

worse, < 20%. 
Because energy of scattered projectiles or recoils depends on target mass M2 as well 

as on depth t mass/depth ambiguity may occur. In this case the sample composition as 

a function of depth can be determined only by assuming a homogeneous composition 

of the sample. Sophisticated computer codes (for example RUMP for RBS measurements 

[3,4]) may then be used to obtain a composition of the sample from measured energy 

spectra. When recoils are detected mass/depth ambiguity can be avoided by 

determination of the recoil mass (see section 2.6.3). 

The differential cross section da'/dQ for elastic ejection of recoils can be calculated 

with the Rutherford formula 

(2.3) 

Z1 and ~ are the nuclear charges of the projectile and the target atom. The derivation 

of the Rutherford formula takes into account the Coulomb forces between the target 

nucleus and the projectile nucleus only. For higher projectile energies when projectiles 

overcome the repulsive Coulomb barrier the cross-section value deviates (in some cases 

drastically) from the Rutherford value. The projectile energy Er, above which the cross

section value deviates from the Rutherford value, depends linearly both on Z1 and ~ [5]. 

Above Er nuclear reactions and inelastic scattering events may occur. For alpha 

projectiles backscattered on carbon Er is about 1.2 MeV and Er scales roughly with 

0.24~ (MeV/charge number) [5]. 

2.3 Mass resolution 

The detected energy of alpha projectiles scattered from a target surface atom with mass 

M2 is smeared out {with 6E) because of detector energy resolution, beam energy spread 

and kinematic energy spread. The kinematic energy spread contribution to aE, due to 
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Figure 2.2 RBS spectrum of a 500 nm Sm-Ba-Cu-0 layer on a Sr'Ti01 substrate 

obtained with a 4 MeV alpha-particle beam (6 = 165°, 'lf = 90°). The position of alpha 

projectiles scattered from Sm, Ba, Cu and 0 at the surface and scattered from Sr and 

Ti at the top of the substrate are indicated with arrows. In this spectrum the elements 

Sm and Ba can not be separated and a small oxygen signal is seen on a large 

background. The dashed line is a simulation result obtained with the program RUMP 

for a Sm-Ba-Cu ratio of 1:2:3. 

variations in the scattering angle, is caused by finite detector solid angle, beam 

divergency and finite beam spot size. The energy spread AE deteriorates mass resolution 

AM2 in the scattering experiment which is defined by 

(2.4) 

For a given projectile mass M1 the mass resolution is optimal at 8 = 180°, for two 

reasons: firstly dK/dM2 has a maximum value at 6 = 180° and secondly the contribution 

of the kinematic energy spread to AE is eliminated as dK/d6 = 0 at 9 = 180°. 

Mass .resolution can be further optimized by increasing the beam energy E0• When 

using V an-de-Graaff accelerators the energy spread AE is dominated by the detector 
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energy resolution (for alpha particles about 15 keV [6]). When using the Eindhoven 

A VF cyclotron beam, the beam energy spread (about 1.5%o of the beam energy) also 

contributes to the energy spread .1E. 
Mass resolution can also be improved by using heavier projectiles. For 9 = 180° and 

M2 > M1 dK/dM2 increases with increasing projectile mass M1 (see equation 2.4). For 

heavier projectiles mass resolution is, however, not improved in proportion with dK/dMz, 

because the energy resolution of silicon particle detectors is worse for heavier 

projectiles, which results in an increase of .1E. Therefore the mass resolution for a 10 

MeV alpha-beam is comparable to that for a 30 MeV 12C-beam (9 = 180°) [7]. The 

detector energy resolution for heavy projectiles may be improved by using a TOF 

detector system instead of a silicon particle detector [8,9]. Improved mass resolution by 

increasing the energy of alpha-particle beams is demonstrated below. 

At the physics department of the Delft University of Technology thin SmBaCuO-films 

were epitaxially grown on a SrTi03 substrate [10]. The composition of this high-Tc 

material has been studied for different growth conditions. During the growth process the 

evaporation rates of the metals, the oxygen pressure close to the substrate, as well as the 

substrate teipperature are varied. To verify the composition estimate from the 

evaporation rates of the metals, a selected number of films has been measured with 

Electron Probe Micro Analysis. This analysis technique uses an electron beam to 

bombard the target and X-rays produced by excited target atoms are measured. The 

energy of emitted X-rays is characteristic of the excited target atom. From the ratio 

between peak contents (number of counts) of different peaks in a X-ray energy spectrum 

the composition of the sample can be determined. However, the background in the X-ray 

energy spectra and peak contents depends on thickness and composition of the sample, 

which complicates the quantification of the results. For this reason these films have also 

been analyzed with conventional RBS (with 2 MeV alpha-particle beams) to determine 

the ratio between Sm, Ba and Cu. However, in this analysis the masses of Sm and Ba 

could not be separated [11]. 

Figure 2.2 shows an RBS spectrum of a SmBaCuO film on a SrTi03 substrate for an 

alpha-particle beam of 4 MeV (8 = 165° and 'I' = 90°, .1E = 18 keV). Ate = 165° a 

silicon particle detector measured the energy of the scattered projectiles. In the RBS 

spectrum the depth profile of Sm almost completely overlaps the depth profile of Ba 

because of the small value of dK/dM2 for these masses. This analysis is further 

complicated by Sm having seven stable isotopes in comparable amounts (mass Sm: 147-

154; mass Ba: mainly 138). 

Better mass resolution has been achieved with a 13.4 MeV alpha-particle beam (see 

figure 2.3). Compared to a beam energy of 4 MeV the energy spread AE increased from 

18 keV to 25 keV, mainly because of the increase of the energy spread of the 
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Figure 2.3 RBS spectrum of a 500 nm Sm-Ba-Cu-0 layer on a SrTi03 substrate 

obtained with a 13.4 MeV alpha-particle beam (8 = 165°, 'II= 90°). The peak at 12 

MeV is enlarged in the inset of the figure. The position of alpha projectiles scattered 

from Sm, Ba and 0 at the surface are indicated with arrows. In this spectrum the 

masses Sm and Ba are partly separated and from simulations with the program RUMP 

(dashed line) the ratio between these masses is determined (Sm:Ba = I :2 ). Because of 

a large cross-section resonance for scattering on oxygen a large oxygen signal is visible 

on a "background" of counts from Sr and Ti. 

(cyclotron) beam. In the 13.4 MeV RBS spectrum the surface edge corresponding to Ba 

is well separated from the surface edge corresponding to Sm. At this high alpha-particle 

beam energy the cross-section values for Sm and Ba still have Rutherford values. For 

oxygen a strong cross-section resonance has been observed (see section 2.5). 

With the RUMP code [3,4] the 4 MeV RBS spectrum (see figure 2.2) and the 13.4 

MeV RBS spectrum (see figure 2.3) have been analyzed. From the analysis of the 13.4 

MeV RBS spectrum the SmBaCuO-film thickness and the Sm-Ba ratio have been 

determined. By using these values, the 4 MeV RBS spectrum has been used to 

determine the ratio between Cu and the other metals, Sm and Ba. The energy Er for 

alpha-particle backscattering on Cu is about 7 MeV. The results of this analysis show 

that the composition of SmBaCuO-films can be estimated from the evaporation rate of 

the metals within an inaccuracy of 15% [II]. 
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2.4 Analysis techniques using MeV alpha-particle beams to detect light elements in 

a heavy matrix 

RBS is most sensitive to heavy elements in a light matrix. The RBS detection limit for 

light elements in a heavy matrix is disappointing. The sensitivity for light elements in 
a heavy matrix is limited because of the smaller kinematic factor value and because of 

the lower Rutherford cross section (= Zl, see equation 2.3) compared to the elements 

in the heavy matrix. Therefore light elements appear in the RBS spectrum as small 

edges or small peaks on a large background of the heavy matrix. This is demonstrated 

in figure 2.2. The high background of heavy elements Sr and Ti results in a low 

detection limit for oxygen. 

Analysis techniques which are more sensitive to light elements in a heavy matrix are 

Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA), backscattering experiments with non-Rutherford cross 

sections (HE-BS) and Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA). The two latter 

techniques are extensively discussed for depth profiling of C, N and 0 in section 2.5 and 

section 2.6. Comparisons between these three techniques are made in section 2. 7. 

In NRA experiments depth information of a specific element can be obtained in two 

ways: by energy measurements of a nuclear product ion or by resonance depth profiling. 

In the case of resonance depth profiling a sharp cross-section resonance (resonance 

width .. 10 keV) is used. By tuning the beam energy the resonance is scanned as a 

function of depth. Depth profiles are obtained from measuring the nuclear product yield 

as a function of beam energy. Useful nuclear reactions have positive Q-values and with 

relatively low beam energies high-energy reaction products are produced. In general 

NRA experiments with resonance depth profiling are performed with proton beams or 

deuteron beams of about 1 MeV [12]. 

NRA with resonance depth profiling is rather time consuming and has the risk of 

target change during the depth scan. Therefore the application of nuclear reactions with 

constant cross-section value over a sufficiently energy range has advantages. In this case 

the cross section remains constant while the projectile transverses a certain depth below 

sample surface. Depth information is obtained from determination of energy loss of the 

nuclear product ion. An example of this approach is the use of the nuclear reaction 
14N(a.,p)170 at 3.9 MeV to profile nitrogen [13). The proton reaction products are 

detected at a scattering angle of 135°. The elastically scattered alpha projectiles are 

stopped by a (stopper) foil and the proton reaction products, which pass trough this 

stopper foil, are measured background free if no interfering nuclear reactions with other 

target elements occur. 

Extreme sensitivities for C, N and 0 (down to the ppb level) can be achieved using 

the charged particle activation analysis technique [14,15]. With high-energy particle 
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Figure 2.4 Cross-section values dGide as a function of alpha-projectile energy for alpha 
particles scattering on oxygen (160, a:::; 165°), 

beams (> 10 MeV protons, deuterons and helium, 3He) samples are irradiated and 

radioactive isotopes are produced. After the irradiation the activity of the sample is 

measured as a function of time. With the knowledge of decay times of radioisotopes the 

amount of element of interest can be detennined. The choice of projectile type and beam 

energy depends on the nucleus of interest (mostly C, Nor 0) and on the sample matrix 

which activity must be kept to a minimum. The activity of the sample is measured 

mostly with y-ray spectrometry. Because '(-radiation activity is measured, the charge 

particle activation analysis technique does not provide depth infonnation. 

2.5 Backscattering experiments with high-energy alpha particles 

Cross-section values for projectile energies above energy Er show a strongly fluctuating 

behaviour as a function of energy and scattering angle due to many nuclear resonances. 

An example of such fluctuating behaviour is shown in figure 2.4 for elastic scattering 

of alpha-particles on oxygen (0 = 165°) [16]. This figure shows many sharp resonances. 

Between 8.4 and 8.7 MeV the cross section is relatively constant Although larger cross 

sections may be found the use of an 8.7 MeV alpha-particle beam is preferable, because 

the cross section remains relatively constant, while this beam penetrates the top layer 
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Figure 2.5 RBS spectrum of a SrTi03 substrate obtained with a 8.7 MeV alpha-particle 

beam (9 = 165°, \jl = 90°). Compared to conventional RBS with 2 MeV alpha projectiles 

the oxygen signal is enhanced with respect to the background. The position of alpha 

particles scattered from Sr, Ti and 0 at the surface are indicated with arrows. 

of a target until 0.3 MeV is lost. In this case deconvolution procedures for changing 

cross section as a function of depth are avoided. 

Figure 2.5 shows a backscattering spectrum for a SrTi03 substrate obtained with an 

alpha-particle beam of 8.7 MeV. At this beam energy the cross section for 

backscattering on Sr still has a Rutherford value and the cross section for backscattering 

on Ti nearly has a Rutherford value. The cross section for backscattering on oxygen is 

22 times larger than the Rutherford value, which results in a large surface edge height 

for oxygen. This oxygen resonance has been often used to determine the oxygen content 

in high-Tc superconductors. The background from the heavy matrix (Sr and Ti) remains 

almost flat as a function of energy [16]. This allows a simple background subtraction 

to obtain the oxygen depth profile. Unfortunately for lighter substrates, like silicon, this 

background is strongly fluctuating as a function of energy, which complicates the 

determination of oxygen depth profiles. 

At an alpha-particle beam energy of 9.3 MeV a cross-section resonance with a width 

of a few 100 keV exists for elastic backscattering on nitrogen (9 = 177°). This 

resonance has been used for profiling nitrogen in TiN coatings [17]. 
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Figure 2.6 Kinematic factor KR (divided by cos2(q>)) as a function of projectile mass M1 

for the recoil masses 12 and 16 (M2). In the medium mass range of 12 < M2 < 16 the 

kinematic factor KR in a-ERDA is comparable to that in HI-ERDA using Cl projectiles. 

For 4.26 MeV incident alpha particles a sharper resonance exists for elastic 

backscattering on carbon. The width of the resonance peak is 70 ke V and the maximum 

cross section is 1.15 barn/sr. This cross-section resonance has been used for resonance 

depth profiling by several groups [18,19]. Resonance depth proflling in elastic 

backscattering experiments has also been successful for oxygen, using a cross-section 

resonance at an alpha-particle beam energy of 3.05 MeV with a resonance width of 20 

keY [20,21). 

The 13.4 MeV RBS spectrum in figure 2.3 shows a very large surface edge height for 

oxygen. According to literature [38] the cross section for backscattering on oxygen (9 

"" 180°) at E0 = 13.3 MeV has a value of about 2 barn/sr: 360 times the Rutherford 

value. This resonance has not yet been explored in detail as a function of energy and 

scattering angle. 

Although a large amount of cross-section data is available [22-24] this amount of data 

is not always sufficient: material analysis experiments require a detailed knowledge of 

the cross sections as a function of energy and scattering angle or recoil angle. The 

available cross-section data must be regarded as a guide to find a suitable cross-section 

resonance for the material analysis problem. In most cases cross-section data 

measurements must be repeated in more detail as a function of energy and scattering 
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angle before utilizing cross-section resonances for depth profiling analyses. 

2.6 Recoil measurements 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Carbon, nitrogen and oxygen concentrations are often profiled as a function of depth by 

ERDA experiments using heavy ion beams (e.g. Cl and Ar). This technique is simple 

and yet provides high sensitivity, good depth resolution and the possibility of multi· 

element depth profiling (depth profiles of more elements in one spectrum) [25-27]. 

In this section material analytical capabilities of ERDA using alpha-particle beams (C:X· 

ERDA) are discussed and compared to those of ERDA using chlorine-ion beams. ERDA 

with chlorine beams is representative for ERDA with heavy-ion beams (HI-ERDA). This 

discussion is especially focused on depth profiling of light elements (C, N and 0). 

Fundamental limits to the depth resolution (section 2.6.2), recoil detection methods in 

general (section 2.6.3) and cross sections for ejection of recoils by alpha particles 

(section 2.6.4) are treated. First applications are given in section 2.6.5. Conclusions 

about specific advantages of a-ERDA are given in section 2.7. 

For elastic scattering the kinematic factor KR, the fraction of the beam energy Eo 
transferred to the recoils, is given by 

KR = ~ =~cos2'P 
B0 (1 +v)2 

(2.5) 

~ is the recoil energy, cp is the recoil ejection angle and for projectile mass M 1 and 

recoil M2 v equals MJM1• Replacing v by 1/v does not change ~: This means that the 

same fraction of beam energy is transferred to a carbon recoil by an alpha projectile or 

by a mass 36 (nearly 35Cl) projectile for a given cp (see figure 2.6). The scattering angle 

of associated projectiles does depend on v. For M1 < M2 the scattering angular range is 

180° while for M1 > M2 the scattering angular range is restricted to forward angles up 

to arcsin(v). 

2.6.2 Fundamental limits to the depth resolution 

For alpha projectiles and 35Cl projectiles depth resolutions as a function of depth for 

carbon in a silicon matrix have been calculated in the standard (reflection) ERDA 

geometry (cp = 30°, 'I'= 15° and ; = 15°) up to a depth of 500 nm (see figure 2.7). 

Only the fundamental limits to the depth resolution (multiple scattering, lateral spread 

and energy straggling) are taken into account. Due to a large number of small angle 
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Figure 2.7 Fundamental limits to the depth resolution as a junction of depth for carbon 

in silicon. The sample orientation and recoil detection angle are illustrated for the 

reflection geometry and the transmission geometry. For the calculations in transmission 

geometry a foil thickness of 1 p.m has been taken. 

scattering processes (multiple scattering) the path of ions traveniing matter is not a 

straight line. This causes a path length spread for projectiles to reach a given depth and 

a path length spread for recoils to reach the surface from that depth. These path length 

spreads (lateral spread) result in a recoil energy spread for recoils ejected from a given 

depth. Projectile angular spread and recoil angular spread caused by multiple scattering 

of projectiles and recoils effectively increase beam divergency and recoil detector solid 

angle, which also results in a recoil energy spread. Energy straggling is energy loss 

spread due to the statistical nature of the stopping process. Multiple scattering angular 

spread is calculated with formulas given by Sigmund and Winterbon [28]. Lateral spread 

is calculated according to the formulas given by Marwick and Sigmund [29]. The Bohr 

energy straggling formula is corrected with empirical scaling formulas as given by Yang 

and co-workers [30]. More details about multiple scattering angular spread, lateral spread 

and energy straggling are given in section 4.4 (chapter 4). 

For 10 MeV Cl projectiles and 10 MeV alpha projectiles the depth resolution is 

comparable down to a depth of 350 nm (see figure 2.7). 30 MeV Cl projectiles give a 

slightly better depth resolution for all depths. For 10 MeV Cl projectiles the energy of 
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the carbon recoils from depths below 300 run drops to a few MeV. In this case multiple 

scattering angular spread and lateral spread contributions grow strongly. The advantage 

of the larger stopping power of Cl projectiles is almost fully lost by increased multiple 

scattering angular spread and energy straggling of the Cl projectile. 

In a-ERDA depth resolution is mainly restricted by multiple scattering angular spread 

of the recoils. For small recoil energy losses the effect of multiple scattering is not very 

sensitive to Eo: the multiple scattering angle, which acts as an error in the recoil 

detection angle q>, is proportional to 1/Eo. while dEJdcp is proportional to Eo. Optimal 

depth resolution in ex-ERDA is obtained, when the stopping power of the recoils is at 

a maximum. For C, N and 0 recoils in a silicon matrix this occurs around 3 MeV, but 

the stopping power decreases very slowly with increasing energy. At low recoil energies 

(a few MeV) and large recoil energy losses (more than 50 percent), lateral spread also 

contributes to the total recoil energy spread. 

Recoil energy spread caused by multiple scattering is proportional to dKJdq> (

sin2cp), so small q> would be advantageous. For ERDA experiments in the standard 

reflection geometry (see figure 2.7) a recoil detection angle of less than 30° leads to 

practical problems. At smaller recoil detection angles cp (smaller 'If and ~ lateral spread 

is increased, extremely flat samples are required and the size of the beam spot on the 

sample has to be minimized. Using alpha-particle beams moderately thick samples may 

be analyzed in a transmission geometry. This would allow small recoil detection angles 

q> and an improvement of the depth resolution {see figure 2.7). Moreover, very large 

cross-section resonances exist at small recoil detection angles. 

2.6.3 Recoil detection methods 

In HI-ERDA a simple way to separate recoils from a large number of forward scattered 

projectiles is to place a stopper foil in front of the silicon particle detector, which stops 

the heavy scattered projectiles and allows only relatively light recoils to pass. In this 

case depth resolution is limited by energy straggling in the stopper foil and by the 

detector energy resolution. When using projectiles, which are heavier than all target 

elements, the projectiles have a maximum forward scattering angle of arcsin{vm.J (v...,. 

is the maximum value of v = M:JM1). A detector placed at a larger forward angle only 

measures recoils. 

Other recoil detection methods are a combination of energy and time of flight 

measurements, a combination of energy and magnetic bending radius measurements and 

a aB-E telescope. These more sophisticated recoil detection methods determine recoil 

mass and compared to HI-ERDA with a stopper foil, these methods may provide an 

improved depth resolution, a higher sensitivity and/or a larger depth range. 
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Figure 2.8 Energy spectrum of a 140 nm Si02 layer on a Si substrate (E0 = 13.4 MeV, 
'11 = ~ = 15° and q> = 30°). This spectrum has been measured using a 4.2 }1m film 
detector with an effective thickness of 6 }1m by tilting it by 45°. The maximum energy 
deposited in the detector by alpha particles is 1.8 MeV. Due to pile-up effects a 
considerable background in the recoil spectrum is present up to 4 MeV. This spectrum 
has been measured within 3 minutes with a beam current of 50 nA and a detector count 
rate of 20000 particles/s. 

So far alpha-particle beams have only been used in ERDA experiments to profile 

hydrogen [31,32]. Mostly a stopper foil is used to separate hydrogen recoils from the 

scattered alpha projectiles. The recoil detection methods applied in a-ERDA, which 

separate carbon, nitrogen and oxygen recoils from relatively light scattered alpha 

projectiles, differ essentially from the recoil detection methods applied in HI-ERDA, 

which separate recoils from relatively heavy scattered projectiles. Different recoil 

detection methods for a-ERDA are discussed below. 

a-ERDA experiments in combination with recoil magnetic deflection measurements 

are proposed by Boerma et. al [33]. In their experiment the recoils and scattered alpha 

projectiles are separated by a magnetic bending magnet in combination with a position

sensitive detector, which measures the bending radius and the energy of scattered alpha 

particles and recoils. Because of the high energy resolution of the magnetic spectrograph 

depth resolutions down to I nm are predicted. The ion optics of this spectrograph allows 
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relatively large recoil detection solid angles(= 0.3 msr). For absolute quantification the 

charge state distribution of the recoiled atoms., which depends on recoil energy, depth 

and sample composition, must be known, but is difficult to predict. 

Also proposed are a.-ERDA experiments in combination with a Bragg ionization 

chamber [34]. In this type of an ionization chamber a homogeneous electric field is 

present along the particle track and the electrons produced by ionization of gas atoms 

drift to the anode. The shape of the charge pulse at the anode depends on the length of 

the particle track. The length of the track i.e particle range, is related to the nuclear 

charge ~ and mass of the particle. Particle identification is obtained from a combination 

of energy measurements and pulse shape measurements. 

A simple way to separate recoils (C, N and 0) from scattered alpha projectiles is to 

use a very thin detector (film detector) which stops the short range recoils and lets the 

long-range alpha particle pass through. This has been demonstrated with a film detector 

having a wafer thickness of 4.2 pm. By tilting this detector by 45° with respect to the 

recoil direction the effective thickness of this detector was increased to 6 pm. Figure 2.8 

shows an oxygen depth profile for a 140 nm Si02 layer on a Si substrate <Eo = 13.4 

MeV, 'I'= 15°, <p = 30°). The short range oxygen recoils (4.5 pm for 6 MeV) are fully 

stopped in the film detector. Scattered alpha projectiles with energies above 1.8 MeV 

pass through the film detector and deposit only a part of their energy in the detector. For 

a 6 pm detector alpha particles are suppressed down to 1.8 MeV in the energy spectrum 

and the depth profile of oxygen is clearly visible on a small number of background 

counts. Because of the large number of scattered alpha projectiles ("" 104 counts/s) the 

energy spectrum suffers from pile-up counts below 4 MeV (see figure 2.8). Electronic 

pile-up reduction circuits can reduce this problem. 

Two other recoil detection methods for a.-ERDA are treated in detail in this thesis: 

ERDA-PSD (pulse-shape discrimination) and CERDA-TOF (coincident ERDA with time 

of flight measurements). ERDA-PSD uses a detector with an n-type detector wafer 

having a low bulk resistivity (500 O.cm). By applying no external bias voltage to this 

detector a small depletion depth with a thickness of 10 pm exists. Short range particles 

(recoils and low energy alpha particles) are fully stopped within the depletion layer and 

the free charge carriers of created electron-hole pairs are collected at the detector 

electrodes by the electric field within the depletion layer. Long range scattered alpha 

projectiles create most electron-hole pairs beyond the depletion layer. A part of the 

created free charge carriers diffuses to the depletion layer and contributes to the 

detector-charge pulse. Because of the slow diffusion process a slow pulse component 

adds to the charge pulse. A pulse-shape discriminating electronic circuit optimizes the 

separation of long range scattered alpha-projectiles from the short range particles (see 

chapter 3). 
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Figure 2.9 Cross-section values dG!de as a function of alpha-projectile energy for 

scattering on carbon (11C, <p = 27.5°) and for scattering on oxygen (160, <p = 29°) . 

These cross-section data are taken from references 38 and 39. Large cross-section 

resonances exist at 12 MeV for carbon and at 133 MeV for oxygen. 

A film detector or a detector with a thin depletion layer only separates recoils from 

scattered alpha projectiles. but does not determine recoil mass. When measuring only 

one detection parameter, the energy of fully stopped recoils (in the depletion regions), 

mass/depth ambiguity occurs. This mass/depth ambiguity problem may be solved by 

changing alpha-particle beam energy and/or by changing the detection angle, which alter 

the cross-section ratio between different detected recoil masses. Cross-section resonances 

can be used to enhance the sensitivity for a nuclide of interest Examples are given in 

section 2.6.4. 

By measuring both the recoil and corresponding scattered alpha particle at selected 

detection angles (CERDA, [35]) or by measuring the energy of both the recoil and 
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corresponding scattered alpha particle (ERCS (Elastic Recoil Coincidence Spectroscopy 

[36]), recoil mass is selected unambiguously. A drawback of these coincidence 

techniques is that the projectile or the scattered projectile always has to pass the whole 
thickness of the sample. High-energy alpha-particles have sufficient penetration power 

and still transfer sufficient energy to recoils. For samples of medium thickness ( < 20 

pm) and an alpha-particle beam energy in the range of 10-15 MeV CERDA experiments 

have been successfully performed (see chapter 4). Depth resolution of (C)ERDA and 

ERCS is limited by detector properties. Recoil time-of-flight (TOF) is easily measured 

in CERDA experiments: recoils and coincidently scattered projectiles generate timing 

signals for recoil TOF measurements. Recoil TOF measurements improve the surface 
depth resolution to about 5 nm (see chapter 4). 

Recently a AE-E telescope bas been used in an a.-ERDA experiment. This telescope 

separates not only recoils from forward scattered alpha projectiles, but also selects recoil 
mass. Both the energy deposited in the AE-detector and the energy deposited in the E

detector (behind the first AE-detector) are measured in a multi-parameter experiment. 
First a.-ERDA experiments with the AE-E telescope show the possibility to discriminate 

between carbon and oxygen recoils [37]. 

2.6.4 Cross sections for recoil ejection by high-energy alpha particles 

Rutherford cross sections for ejection of C, N and 0 by alpha projectiles are by about 

a factor of 100 lower than those for heavy ion projectiles. For example, the Rutherford 

cross section for ejection of carbon by a 30 MeV chlorine projectile is a factor of 70 

larger than that for a 10 MeV alpha projectile. This seems dramatic, but the cross 

sections for ejecting C, N and 0 by alpha projectiles have non-Rutherford values above 

a beam energy of 2 MeV and suitable cross-section resonances exist above this beam 

energy. A survey of literature for suitable cross-section resonances for elastic ejection 

of C, N and 0 by alpha projectiles bas been performed. An example of typical cross
section data (found in literature [38,39]) is given in figure 2.9 which shows cross 

sections for ejecting carbon (t:tC) and oxygen e60) between 10 MeV and 18 MeV. For 

oxygen a broad resonance at 13.3 MeV is found with a value of 180 mbam/sr (20% of 

typical Rutherford cross sections in HI-ERDA with 30 MeV Cl). This cross section is 

useful for routine ERDA measurements. For example, the measuring time of the energy 

spectrum shown in figure 2.8 is three minutes. A similar cross-section resonance for 

carbon e2C) is found at 12 MeV. These resonances have a nearly flat top of 200 keV 
wide, so the cross section remains reasonably constant, while the alpha projectile 

penetrates the first 1000 nm of the .sample (12 MeV alpha particles lose about 100 keV 

in 1000 nm Si}. For alpha-particle beam energies between 10 and 15 MeV and a recoil 
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Figure 2.10 ERDA-PSD spectra of a 80 nm SiP IV layer on a Si substrate for different 
recoil angles <p (E0 = 13.4 MeV, 'If= 15°). At larger recoil angles the nitrogen signal 
becomes more pronounced in the spectra. The carbon peaks are caused by surface 
contamination. 

detection angle of 30° the carbon and oxygen recoils ejected from the sample surface 

have energies between 5 and 8 MeV. At these energies the stopping power for recoils 

has maximum values, which is required for optimum depth resolution. 

Figure 2.10 demonstrates the sensitivity of the cross section to the recoil detection 
angle. With an alpha-particle beam of 13.4 MeV an 80 nm Si20 3N layer on a Si 

substrate is irradiated and energy spectra are measured for different recoil detection 

angles (lJI = 15°). These energy spectra are obtained in an ERDA-PSD experiment using 

a detector with a thin depletion layer (10 pm) in combination with a pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit (see chapter 3). Scattered alpha projectiles are suppressed down 

to 4 MeV in the energy spectrum. In figure 2.10 the width of the oxygen depth profile 
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Figure 2.11 ERDA-PSD spectra of a 250 nm carbon layer (containing I5% oxygen) on 

a Si substrate for E0 = I2.I MeV (cp = 30°, 'If= 15°) and E0 = 13.4 MeV (cp = 275°, 

'If = 15°). In the 13.4 MeV spectrum the number of counts from oxygen is enhanced 

compared to the 12.1 MeV spectrum. In the /3.4 MeV spectrum counts from inelastically 

ejected carbon recoils C appear. The position of C, 0 and C recoils are indicated with 

arrows. The dashed lines represent an imaginary separation between counts from oxygen 

recoils and counts from carbon recoils. 

is largest for cp = 25° because the recoil exit angle~ is smallest (= 10°). In this case the 

surface depth resolution for oxygen is about 10 nm. At cp = 29° the cross section for 

oxygen is maximum and an oxygen depth profile is seen on a low background. Nitrogen 

recoils hardly disturb this oxygen depth profile (O"o = 180 mbarn/sr and c:rN = 15 

mbarn/sr). Oxygen can be profiled down to 250 nm before overlap occurs with scattered 

alpha projectiles at 4 MeV. Further increase of the recoil detection angle changes the 

cross-section ratio between oxygen and nitrogen and at cp = 37° the cross section for 

nitrogen becomes larger than for oxygen (c:r0 = 15 mbarn/sr and c:rN = 35 mbarn/sr). In 
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Figure 2.12 ERDA spectra of a 250 nm carbon layer (containing 15% oxygen) on a Si 

substrate for E0 = 15.3 MeV andfor different recoil angles <p ('If= 15°). These recoil 
spectra are measured with a 4.2 1-4m film detector. At <p = 45° the elastically ejected 
carbon recoils almost disappear and above 3.5 MeV the spectrum is dominated by the 
oxygen depth profile. 

the energy spectra at <p = 33° and <p = 37° a carbon peak from surface contamination is 

visible. 

The problem of two interfering depth profiles of carbon and oxygen in the energy 

spectrum can be solved in two different ways: by variation of the beam energy and/or 

by variation of the recoil detection angle. A carbon layer on a Si substrate which 

contains oxygen has been analyzed by a 12.1 MeV alpha-particle beam (<p = 30°) and 

by a 13.4 MeV alpha-particle beam (<p = 27.5°). The energy spectra are shown in figure 

2.11. The 12.1 MeV energy spectrum is dominated by the carbon depth profile ( Gc "' 

175 mbam/sr and <10 = 75 mbam/sr). From the width of the carbon depth profile the 
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thickness of the carbon layer has been determined: 250 nm. In the 13.4 MeV energy 

spectrum the oxygen depth profile is enhanced and the surface edge height of the carbon 

depth profile is comparable to that of oxygen ( Gc ... 50 mbarn/sr and a0 "" 180 

mbarn/sr). From the surface edge height ratios for carbon and oxygen in the 13.4 MeV 

energy spectrum the 0/C ratio at the sample surface has been determined: 0.15. With 

the knowledge of cross-section ratios for ejection of carbon and oxygen by 12.1 MeV 

and 13.4 MeV alpha projectiles it would be possible to perform simulations for both 

energy spectra and a unique solution for both the carbon depth proflle and oxygen depth 

proflle can be obtained. In the 13.4 MeV energy spectrum a depth profile from 

inelastically ejected carbon recoils (C.) is also present 

As an alternative to solve mass/depth ambiguity by changing the beam energy, carbon 

and oxygen have been separated by changing the recoil detection angle <p. This has been 

done for a 15.3 MeV alpha-particle beam. Energy spectra of the same sample as 

discussed in the previous paragraph (a 250 nm carbon layer with 15% oxygen on a Si 

substrate) are shown in figure 2.12 ('If= 15°). These energy spectra have been measured 

with a thin film detector of 4.2 pm. The beam energy of 15.3 MeV is chosen because 

of the large cross-section ratio between carbon and oxygen at <p = 45° ( Gc < 2 mbarn/sr 

and Go "" 50 mbarn/sr). In this case the carbon depth proflle almost disappears and the 

oxygen depth profile dominates the energy spectrum down to 3.5 MeV (see figure 2.12). 

Below 3.5 MeV inelastically ejected carbon recoils dominate the energy spectrum. When 

the recoil detection angle is increased to 50° the inelastically ejected carbon recoils 

disappear and a depth profile of elastically ejected carbon recoils appears. Unfortunately 

the thickness of the thin film detector is too small to stop the carbon recoils fully (the 

range of 5.8 MeV Cis 5.1 pm) and therefore a flat top on the carbon depth profile is 

absent. 

Van IJzendoom et. al [40] have measured the cross-section ratios between 12C, 12C 
, 

14N, 14N" and 160 recoils (C* and N" are the inelastically ejected recoils) as a function 

of recoil detection angle between 29° and 49° for beam energies of 11.9 MeV, 13.4 

MeV and 14.6 MeV. These cross-section measurements fill in gaps in the data available 

from literature. These cross-section ratios agree with those obtained from literature 

within a few percent. Absolute cross sections, however, show deviations up to 20%. 

2.6.5 First applications 

Mter exploring the material analyzing capabilities of a-ERDA routine analyses have 

been performed. With a-ERDA amorphous hydrogenated carbon films and amorphous 

Si-H layers on silicon substrates have been analyzed. These layers were fabricated by 

plasma deposition at the physics department of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 
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Figure 2.13 ERDA-PSD spectra of plasma deposited carbon layers on a Si substrate (E0 

= 1'2 .I MeV, lJf = 15° and q> = 30° ). Carbon can be profiled down to a depth of 400 nm. 

For sample a the thickness of the carbon layer exceeds this value. For sample b the 

thickness of the carbon layer is not homogeneous. In the carbon layer of sample c 

oxygen is present (see figures 2.ll and 2.12). Sampled is a 'clean' Si substrate. 

Because of the large number of parameters involved in the fabrication process (for 

example different gas flows in the plasma source and power consumption), it was 

difficult to control the composition of the plasma deposited layers. Therefore the 

influence of these parameters has been studied in detail. Different techniques such as 

Infrared Absorption Spectrometry, Raman Spectroscopy and elipsometry techniques has 

been applied to analyze the produced samples. To quantify the results of these 

techniques complementary analyses have been performed using techniques with fast ion 

beams. 

A fabrication problem of amorphous Si-H layers was the incorporation of oxygen in 

these layers. These Si-H layers are interesting for the production of solar cells on a large 

scale. The presence of oxygen in these layers is undesirable, because it increases the 

resistance of solar cells and forms trapping centra, which strongly reduces generated 

currents in solar cells. During the approach to this problem the 0/Si ratio in a number 

of amorphous Si-H layers has been determined by a-ERDA experiments using a 13.4 

alpha-particle beam. From the height of the flat top of the oxygen depth profile in the 
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energy spectra the oxygen density in the Si-H layers has been measured. A Si substrate 

with an 80 nm Si20 3N layer on top has been used as a reference sample. The 0/Si ratio 

of the analyzed samples vary between 0 and 0.2 ± 0.01. A few Si-H layers show a larger 

concentration of oxygen at the surface. After improvement of the fabrication process the 

0/Si ratio in Si-H layers has been reduced to 0.02. 

A number of amorph~ hydrogenated carbon layers were fabricated on a Si substrate 

with different gas flow rates of Ar, CH4 and C2H2 in the plasma source [41]. The 

influence of these gas flow rates on the C-H ratio in the amorphous hydrogenated carbon 

layers has been studied. These layers have been analyzed with a 12.1 MeV alpha-particle 

beam and some energy spectra are shown in figure 2.13. The carbon ftlm thicknesses 

varied among the analyzed samples and in some cases the ftlm thickness are not 

homogeneous. The energy spectrum of sample c (see figure 2.13) shows some oxygen 

within the carbon layer. In figure 2.11 results of this sample are shown for E0 = 13.4 

MeV. 

The determination of the CIH ratio in hydrogenated carbon layers with ERDA-PSD 

has not been successful yet, because some carbon layers are too thick (for example 

sample a and b, see figure 2.13) and because there is no reference sample with a thin 
(< 400 nm) hydrogenated carbon layer having a known CIH ratio. 

During the plasma deposition process carbon was also deposited on aluminum foils 

with a thickness of 10 pm. Some of these samples have been analyzed with CERDA

TOP (see chapter 4). In a simpler experiment, with a 3 MeV proton beam, the C-H ratio 

has been determined for a larger number of samples [42]. Backscattering spectra (0 = 
165°) have been measured and the contents of the peaks due to carbon and oxygen have 

been determined. The amount of hydrogen has been determined from the peak due to 

hydrogen in the simultaneously measured forward scattering spectra (0 = 45°). The 

beam entrance angle is 90° and the beam traverses the 10 pm aluminum foil before 

reaching the carbon layer, present at the back of the aluminum foil. In this experiment 

depth information is poor because of the small energy loss of protons in the carbon 

layers and because the proton beam and backscattered protons suffer from energy 

straggling effects and multiple scattering effects in the 10 pm aluminum foil. 

The reference sample in the experiment described above is a 10 pm aluminum foil 

covered by a 2 pm Mylar foil with a known C/0/H ratio. To exclude uncertainties about 

sample radiation damage, reproducibility measurements have been performed. Within 

a measuring error of less than 0.03 for the ratio values of HIC and 0/C no composition 

change has been observed for the reference sample nor for the samples analyzed. For 

the samples analyzed the HIC ratio varies between 0.6 and 1.3. The measuring error for 

the HJC ratio varies between 0.02 and 0.05, mostly depending on the thickness of the 

hydrogenated carbon layer. The 0/C ratio varies between 0 and 0.2 (for 0/C = 0.1 the 
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Table 2.1 Comparison of different ion-beam analysis techniques, using MeV alpha

particle beams, for depth profiling of light elements {C, Nor 0) in a Si matrix (or 

comparable to that). The values for HE-BS are given fora Ti matrix. The values for HI

ERDA are given for 30 MeV S projectiles and a AIP3 substrate. 

technique RBS HE-BS 1 NRA a- m-
(a,p) 2 ERDA ERDA 

selection method - - foil PSD 3 foil 

beam energy (MeV), proj. 2a ~ 3.9a 12 a 30 s 

sample matrix Si Ti Si Si Al20 3 

entrance angle 'I' (deg.) 15 15 15 15 15 

exit angle ~ (deg) 20 30 60 15 15 

det. angle (:), <P (deg.) 175 165 135 30 30 

surface depth res. (nm) 6 15 100 4 15 30 4 

depth range (pm) 0.2 0.5 5 0.15 s 0.3 0.1 

sensitivity (at/cm2
) 5·1017 6 5·1015 5•10IS 5·1014 5·1014 

count rate detector (#/s) .. 103 .. 103 < 102 =10" < 102 

background subtraction ? yes yes no no no 

Rutherford cross section ? yes no no no yes 

reference 43 16 13 sec. 3.4 44 

1 the values in this column are given for profiling N with a cross-section resonance at 

9.3 MeV (top width 200 keV) having a magnitude 200 x the Rutherford value [17) 
2 the values in this column are given for profiling N with an (a,p) reaction at 3.9 MeV 

having a constant cross section down to 3.8 MeV (see reference 13). 
3 pulse-shape discrimination 
4 the depth resolution is limited by the energy straggling in the stopper foil. 
5 the depth range is limited by the top width of the cross-section resonance. 
6 at these high sensitivity values the sensitivity is usually expressed in units of atomic 

percent (5·1017 at/cm2 corresponds with about 10 atomic percent) 
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measuring error is about 0.02). In a "diamond-like" carbon fl.lm with a low H/C ratio 

of 0.6 no oxygen has been found in the carbon film, while for carbon films with H/C 

ratios above 1 oxygen is present within the carbon film. The amount of oxygen show 

a dependence on the atmospheric conditions in which the samples are kept. After having 

exposed the samples for four weeks to air, the 0/C ratio had been increased (for some 

samples by a factor of 2). 

2. 7 Conclusions and discussion 

The use of high-energy alpha-particles is of growing interest to profile light elements 

such as C. N and 0 in a heavy matrix, because of the possibility to enhance the 

sensitivity for the element of interest with cross-section resonances. So far high-energy 

alpha-particle beams have been applied only in backscattering experiments. This chapter 

shows the possibility to apply high-energy alpha-particle beams in ERDA 

experiments. 

In table 2.1 the analyzing capabilities of RBS, HE-BS, NRA, HI-ERDA and a-ERDA 

are summarized. The values given in this table are applicable to depth profiling of C, 

N, and 0 in a Si matrix. These values are obtained from different referenees (see last 

row) but the experimental conditions (beam entrance angle 'Jf, exit angle~ and sample 

matrix) are comparable. Therefore a comparison between the analytical capabilities of 

these techniques is possible. The analyzing capabilities of NRA, HI-ERDA and a-ERDA 

are given for simple recoil detection methods: a stopper foil for both NRA and HI

ERDA; a thin depletion layer detector in combination with pulse-shape discrimination 

for a-ERDA (ERDA-PSD). 

For conventional RBS the sensitivity for light elements in a Si matrix is only 10 

atomic percent In HE-BS this sensitivity is less than 1 atomic percent which depends 

on the magnitude of the cross-section resonance for the element of interest. Because HE

BS relies on background subtraction, the cross-section behaviour of the substrate as a 

function of energy must be smooth. 

A sensitivity for light elements in a heavy matrix comparable to that of HE-BS can 

be achieved in NRA using an (a,p) nuclear reaction (detection limit"" 5·1015 at/em~ 

[13]. Scattered alpha projectiles are stopped by a stopper foil and the proton nuclear 

reaction product passes through this stopper foiL In spite of the use of a stopper foil this 

technique may suffer from background of nuclear products produced by interfering 

nuclear reactions. This NRA experiment, however, has a worse depth resolutien. A 

better depth resolution can be obtained by using a sharp cross-section resonance 

(resonance depth profiling), but this is rather time consuming. 

If both a high sensitivity and a good depth resolution for light elements in a heavy 
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matrix are required, the ERDA technique is preferred. A comparison between a.-ERDA 

and HI-'ERDA is made in section 2.6 and is summarized here. The recoil kinematic 

factor in both techniques is comparable. Although the stopping power for the projectiles 

in HI-ERDA is about a factor of 100 larger than the stopping power for alpha 

projectiles, the fundamental limit to the depth resolution is only slightly worse for a.

ERDA (about a factor of 1.5 when comparing 10 MeV alpha projectiles to 30 MeV Cl 

projectiles). The depth range for a specific element may be larger for a.-ERDA because 

of the low stopping for alpha projectiles and the possibility to enhance one element of 

interest with a suitable cross-section resonance (for example 0 in a Si10 3N layer, see 

section 3.6.4). For quantification of the results in a.-ERDA additional detailed cross

section measurements as a function of energy and recoil detection angle must be 

performed to fill up gaps in literature. The first applications of a.-ERDA simply use 

reference samples to quantify the results. 

The sensitivity of ERDA depends largely on the recoil detection method. In table 2.1 

HI-ERDA using a stopper foil is compared to ERDA-PSD. In this case the sensitivity 

of both analysis techniques is comparable. Because of the stopper foil the surface depth 

resolution in HI-ERDA is somewhat worse. On the other hand in ERDA-PSD the count 

rate in the detector is high, which causes a small pile-up background in the energy 

spectra and some detector radiation damage (see chapter 3). However, all ERDA-PSD 

experiments have been performed with the same detector without observing energy 

resolution deterioration caused by detector radiation damage. 

Recoil TOF measurements can simply be performed with a.-ERDA by using the 

coincidently scattered alpha projectile and the recoil to generate the start and stop signals 

(see chapter 4). From angular correlation between coincidently scattered alpha projectile 

and the recoil, the recoil mass can be selected, which improves sensitivity and depth 

range. Recoil TOF measurements improve the depth resolution to values up to 3 nm. 

The CERDA-TOF technique has been applied to samples with thicknesses up to 20 pm. 

From the stopping difference between heavy projectiles and alpha projectiles one may 

conclude that samples analyzed by a.-ERDA suffer less from radiation damage, 

especially for samples of which the chemical bonding structure is easily changed by 

electronic excitations (for example breaking of C-H bonds in polymers [45]). ERDA

experiments to profile hydrogen and deuterium in polystyrene films show different 

results for alpha-particle beams and heavy-ion beams [46]. Also for surface layers with 

low thermal conductivity the local heating effects may be less for alpha-particle beams. 

A detailed study is proposed to find out more quantitatively the radiation induced 

damage differences between heavy-ion beams and alpha-particle beams for some specific 

polymer samples. 
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Chapter 3 

ERDA-PSD experiments 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2 different recoil detection methods for ERDA with high-energy alpha-particle 

beams are discussed. One simple way of separating recoils from scattered alpha beam 

particles is to use thin silicon particle detectors. Unfortunately thin detectors with a 

wafer thickness below 25 pm require a special fabrication process and are therefore 

expensive. 

An alternative to thin detectors are detectors with a thin depletion layer. By decreasing 

the detector bias voltage thin depletion layers are obtained. Using detectors with thin 

depletion layers is very flexible [1,2] as one can simply adjust the thickness of the 

depletion layer to the requirements of the material analysis problem. The effective 

thickness of such a detector is, however, larger than the depletion-layer thickness, 

because charge from beyond the depletion layer can also be collected by diffusion or by 

other charge collection processes (see section 3.2). 

For particles stopped inside the depletion-layer collection times are short and depend 

slightly on penetration depth (and ionization density distribution) [3,4]. This effect has 

been used to discriminate between different detected nuclei [5-8]. Rather fast electronics 

and precise adjustments are required. This discrimination method has only been 

demonstrated in a multi-parameter experiment. 

When particles penetrate beyond the depletion layer, the rise time of the detector

charge pulse depends much more on the particle range in the detector, as slow pulse 

components appear due to (slow) diffusion of charge carriers from beyond the depletion 

layer. With a pulse-shape discrimination circuit pulses with a slow component (long

range alpha particles) can be selected from pulses without a slow component (recoils and 

short-range alpha particles). In this way the effective thickness of the detector can be 

reduced for a given bias voltage (section 3.3). 

Long-range alpha particles are discriminated from recoils by observing their detector

charge pulse shapes. This pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) experiment has frrst been 

performed with a detector having an n-type detector wafer with a bulk resistivity of 

1500 ncm [9]. In these preliminary ERDA-PSD experiments alpha particles were 

suppressed down to 5 MeV in the energy spectrum. Further improvements have been 

obtained by using a detector with a bulk resistivity of 500 Qcm. Remaining limits to the 
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Figure 3.1 Partially depleted detector. For a point source of electron-hole pairs at z = 
z0 the boundary condition ni z = d) = 0 is fulftlled by assuming a (negative) image point 
source of electron-hole pairs at z = 2d • z0• 

alpha-particle suppression are discussed in section 3.3. The material analyzing 

capabilities of the ERDA-PSD experiment (depth resolution, depth range. and 

sensitivity) are treated in section 3.4. This chapter is summarized in section 3.5. 

3.2 Charge collection from beyond the depletion layer 

3.2.1 Diffusion model 

In section 5.2.2 (chapter 5) the charge collection process is described for a particle 

which is fully stopped within the depletion layer. In this case the charge carriers drift 

to the detector electrodes by the electric field in the depletion layer. When particles 

have a range R larger than the depletion-layer thickness d electron-hole pairs are also 

created beyond the depletion layer. The free charge carriers beyond the depletion layer 

move by diffusion. Hole carriers which reach the depletion layer are collected by the 

electric field within the depletion layer at the p•-etectrode of the detector. In this section 

a diffusion model is given, which describes the movement of free charge carriers within 

the field free region beyond the depletion layer. 

In absence of an electric field the movement of charge carriers is described by the 

differential equation 

(3.1) 

n(r,t) is the charge carrier density (at/cm3
) depending on position r(x.y.z) and time t, D 
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is the diffusion constant. For free charge carriers the diffusion constant equals (kT/q)p 

(pis the carrier mobility). For electrons with 11. = 1350 cm2Ns the diffusion constant 

D. is 35 cm2/s and for hole carriers with J.lb = 500 cm2Ns Db is 12.5 cm2/s (T = 300 K). 

The charge density in an infmite three dimensional space in response to a point source 

of charge carriers at r0 generated at t = 0 is given by 

1 (r-rJ2 
Do(r.t)=(--)3exp(---) 

2J1tDt 4Dt 
(3.2) 

Consider a point source of electron-hole pairs at z = Zo beyond the depletion layer (see 

figure 3.1) and assume that charge carriers move from this spot only by diffusion. 

Though the diffusion constant of electrons is larger than that of hole carriers, the 

electrons do not diffuse faster than the hole carriers. Electrons and hole carriers are 

generated in equal amounts. A difference between the density of electrons n. and the 

density of hole carriers n., would cause a net electric field between electrons and hole 

carriers. This electric field equalizes the densities nb and n •. To describe the diffusion 

process of both electrons and hole carriers an effective diffusion constant D.rr is 

introduced (Db < D.rr <D.). With n. = nb the net charge flow beyond the depletion layer 

remains zero and according to equation 5.5 (chapter 5) no charge is induced at the 

detector electrodes. 

As soon as charge carriers reach the interface between depletion layer and undepleted 

region (z = d) hole carriers are extracted by the electric field in the depletion layer, are 

collected at the p+-electrode and contribute to the detector-charge pulse. The negative 

charge of remaining electrons at the interface spreads over the full area of this interface 

with a relaxation time constant of a few ns. For the simplicity of the diffusion model 

a possible influence of a disturbed electric field distribution just beyond the depletion 

layer is not taken into account. This is discussed separately in section 3.2.3. The 

influence of recombination effects, which reduce the hole carrier life time, is not taken 

into account either. This is discussed separately in section 3.2.4. 

The detector-charge pulse caused by a point source at z = Zo is determined by the 

hole-carrier flow jb (- dn..fdz) into the depletion layer at z = d. The solution for nb is 

given by equation 3.2 for an infinite three dimensional space. To fulfil the boundary 

condition nb(z = d) = 0 the solution of a negative image point source at z = 2d-:zu must 

be added. If (s-:zu) » (:zu-d) and A» :zu2 (sis the detector wafer thickness and A is the 

detector surface area) the hole-carrier flow density ib(x,y,:zu,t) into the depletion layer at 

z = d and a spot (x,y) is given by 
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Figure 3.2 Stopping power as a function of alpha-particle energy (A) and stopping 

power as a function of depth for 10.2 MeV alpha-particles stopped in silicon (B). 

The evaluation of this expression for ih(x,y,z:o,t} and integrating over an inflnite interface 

area (x andy} gives for the hole-carrier flow Mz:o,t) into the depletion layer at z = d [10] 

(3.4) 

If the distance (s-z:o} is comparable to (z:o-d), the image sources at z = 2n(s-z:o)+Zo and 
at z = 2d-2n(s-z:o)-Zo (n > 0) must be taken into account. The contribution of these extra 
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image sources to i, can be calculated with equation 3.4 by replacing Zo-d with 2n(s

Zo)+Zo·d. In practical cases of (s-Zo) > 4(d·Zo) the contributions of image sources with 

n > 0 are negligible. 

When a particle enters a detector, electron-hole pairs are created along the particle 

track. The density of electron-hole pairs along this track is proportional to the stopping 

power S of the particle in silicon. In figure 3.2a S is shown as a function of energy for 

an alpha particle in silicon. These stopping-power values has been obtained from TRIM 

[11]. In figure 3.2b the energy scale is converted to a depth scale z for a 10.2 MeV 

alpha particle. The stopping power S(z) reflects the electron-hole density as a function 

of depth. Dividing the stopping-power values S(z) (expressed in keV/pm) by 3.7 eV 

gives the electron-hole density expressed in the number of electron-hole pairs/pm (3.7 

eV is the average energy required to produce 1 electron-hole pair). 

The detector-charge pulse Q(t) can be split into two parts. One part of this detector

charge pulse Qc(t) is generated by the collection of electrons and hole carriers from 

electron-hole pairs created within the depletion layer. The other part of the detector

charge pulse Qo(t) is generated by the collection of hole carriers from electron-hole pairs 

created beyond the depletion layer which reach the interface z = d by diffusion. 

The particle track can be regarded as a continuous line of point sources with weighting 

factors S(Zo). The diffusion process of all point sources beyond the depletion layer can 

be regarded as a summation of the diffusion processes for all these point sources. In this 

case the detector-charge pulse Q(t) is given by 

t 4 R t 

Q(t) = ~(t) +Q0 (t) = ~(t) + fJh(l)dl = Js(Zo)u(O)dzo + J JS(Zo)jh(z0,l)u(l)dldzo (3.5) 
0 0 4 0 

Jh(t} is the total hole-carrier flow into the depletion layer and defined as JS(Zo)jh(Zo,t)dzo. 

In equation 3.5 Q(t) is expressed in energy units: dividing by 3.7 eV gives the charge 

in units of electron charge. The charge collection time of charge carriers within the 

depletion layer is small (about 1 ns) with respect to the time scale of the diffusion 

process (at depths larger than d + 3 pm). Therefore the shape of Qc(t) is approximated 

by a unit step function u(t) (instantaneous charge collection). 

The detector-charge pulse Q(t) and the total hole-carrier flow Jh(t) have been 

calculated for a 10.2 MeV alpha particle (R = 70 pm) and depletion depths of 40 pm 

and 60 pm (see figure 3.3). Ford"" 60 pm 1.5 MeV is deposited beyond the depletion 

layer and after 2500 ns almost all charge is collected. For d = 40 pm 5 MeV is 

deposited beyond the depletion layer and the total hole-carrier flow Jh into the depletion 

layer is larger than ford = 60 pm (t > 10 ns). 

For comparison the results of a "10.2 MeV"-point source 30 pm beyond the depletion 
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Figure 3.3 Total hole-carrier flow into the depletion layer Jh (A) and the detector 

charge Q (B) as a function of time for a 10.2 MeV alpha particle stopped 10 JUn beyond 

the depletion layer (a), for a 10.2 MeV alpha particle stopped 30 JUn beyond the 

depletion layer (b) and for a "10.2 MeV" point source 30 JUn beyond the depletion layer 

(c). 

layer are shown in figure 3.3. In this case it takes time before a first measurable amount 

of hole carriers("" 100 keY) reaches the interface z = d and the total hole-carrier flow 

Jh shows a maximum at t = 60 ns. 

3.2.2 Experimental results 

The diffusion model as described in the previous section has been compared to pulse 

height measurements as a function of depletion depth. For this purpose a detector 

(detector 10, see table 3.1) was irradiated by alpha particles and the bias voltage on the 
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Figure 3.4 Determination of the bulk resistivity of detector 10 which is used to test the 

diffusion model. The energy peak FWHM as a function of bias voltage for 113 MeV 

alpha particles shows a transition at V8 = 48 V which corresponds to a bulk resistivity 

of 465 !lcm (the rangeR of 11.3 MeV alpha particles is 84 JJm). 

Table 3.1 Specifications of the detectors used to test the diffusion model (detector 10) 

and to perform ERDA-PSD experiments (detector 10 and 11 ). These detectors are 

delivered by the firm Canberra Semiconductor N.V. I 13]. For detector 11 the bulk

resistivity value as specified by the manufacturer is given . 

detector number 10 11 

detector surface (mm2
) 10 50 

bulk resistivity (Qcm) 465 ± 10 1500 

depletion depth (iJm) 9 (VB= 0 V) 24 (VB= 0.6 V) 

alpha suppression energy (MeV) 4.3 (VB= 0 V) 5.1 (VB= 0.6 V) 
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Figure 3.5 Pulses at the input of the pulse height analyzer are derived from detector

charge pulses as calculated by the diffusion model. (A) Detector-charge pulses Q 
produced by 102 MeV alpha particles ford> particle range (a) and ford= 40 JU1I (b); 

(B) Step response of the charge sensitive preamplifier; (C) Convolution of this step 

response with the calculated detector-charge pulses; (D) Pulse shaping of this 

convolution result with an integration time constant 1: and a differentiation time constant 

1:, both equal to 50 ns . 

detector i.e. depletion depth was varied. 

Detector 10 was irradiated by alpha particles with different energies. Different alpha 

particle energies are obtained by bombarding a carbon foil with 12.1 MeV alpha 

particles and placing the detector at different detection angles. When placing the detector 

at a forward detection angle of 45° 10.2 MeV alpha particles from elastic scattering on 

the carbon foil irradiate the detector. Also 5.9 MeV inelastically scattered alpha particles 

and 4.6 MeV carbon recoils show up in the pulse height spectrum. For a bias voltage 
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of 200 V the pulse height spectrum has been calibrated with an AmCu-source (most 

intense alpha-particle lines are 5.484 MeV and 5.806 MeV). As a function of bias 

voltage the pulse height spectrum has been calibrated by the pulse height of 5.9 MeV 

alpha particles. 5.9 MeV alpha particles have a range of 30 pm and are fully stopped 

within the depletion layer. 

The bulk resistivity of detector 10 has been determined in a separate experiment with 

11.3 MeV alpha particles. In this case the detector is placed at a forward detection angle 

of 30°. The range of 11.3 MeV alpha particles in the detector is 84 pm. The FWHM 

(Full Width Half Maximum) of the 11.3 MeV peak in the pulse height spectrum has 

been measured as a function of the bias voltage V 8 (see figure 3.4). At V 8 = 48 V a 

transition takes place from a linearly decreasing FWHM to a constant FWHM. By 

assuming that at V 8 = 48 V the depletion layer thickness equals the range of 11.3 MeV 

alpha particles the bulk-resistivity value of detector 10 has been determined: 465 ± 10 

ilcm. This method of bulk-resistivity determination has also been applied to other 

detectors and has shown to be reliable (see section 5.6.3, chapter 5). 

Detector-charge pulses are amplified by a charge sensitive preamplifier. The rise time 

of the (energy) output of this preamplifier in response to a step input pulse depends on 

the total capacitance load at the input of the preamplifier and equals 200(CA +C0 ): Co is 
the detector capacitance and CA is the capacitance between the detector and preamplifier. 

For V 8 > 10 V with CA = 50 pF (see section 5.3.3, chapter 5) and C0 < 15 pF the rise 

time of preamplifier output pulse varies between 10 and 13 ns only. The output pulses 

of the charge sensitive preamplifier are amplified and shaped by an equal integration 

time constant and differentiation time constant 't. From these amplified and shaped 

voltage pulses a pulse height spectrum is generated by a multi-channel analyzer. 

To compare the diffusion model to experiments the calculated detector-charge pulses 

must be convoluted with the step response of the charge sensitive preamplifier and 

shaped by a time constant 't. This procedure is shown in figure 3.5 for a 10.2 MeV 

alpha particle which is fully stopped within the depletion layer (d > 70 pm) and for a 

10.2 MeV alpha particle which is only partly stopped within the depletion layer (d = 40 

pm). The pulse height of calculated amplifier pulses for d = 40 pm is 35% lower than 

that ford > 70 pm ('t = 50 ns). This pulse height difference can be roughly explained 

by the difference in charge collected at t = 50 ns (see figure 3.5a). To ensure that the 

shaping amplifier used in the experiment indeed shapes with a single integration time 

constant 't and a single differentiation time constant 't, the response pulse of this 

shaping amplifier to a step input pulse (rise time "" 10 ns) has been compared to the 

calculated pulse for a fully stopped particle and an agreement has been found. 

In figure 3.6 the calculated pulse heights for 't = 50 ns , 't = 500 ns and 't = 10 J.IS 

are compared to measured pulse heights. Ford= 75 pm the calculated pulse heights are 
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Figure 3.6 Measured pulse height values as a function of depletion depth for 102 MeV 

alpha particles and for t = 50 ns, t = 500 ns and t = 10 JI.S. These measured values 

are compared to pulse height values as calculated by the diffusion model (dashed lines). 

The calculated pulse height values are given forD = 25 cm21s and t = 50 ns (a), for 

D = 35 c~/s and t =50 ns (b),for D = 25 cm2/s and t = 500 ns (c) and forD= 25 

cm2/s and t = 10 JI.S (d). At d = 75 Jl.m the calculated pulse height values are scaled to 

102 MeV. Ford < 75 J1.m these calculated values are scaled with the same scaling 

factor. 

set to 10.2 MeV and ford< 75 pm the calculated pulse heights are scaled with the same 

factor. Fort= 50 ns the measured pulse height is larger than calculated. This means 

that for t = 50 ns more hole carriers flow into the depletion layer than expected from 

the diffusion model. In contrast, for higher values of t the measured pulse height is 

smaller than the calculated pulse height and less hole carriers flow into the depletion 

layer than calculated. 

In the next sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 an attempt is made to explain these deviations 

between the experiment and the diffusion model. 

3.2.3 Electric field distribution at the start of the collection 

For t = 50 ns at d = 40 pm 10% more hole carriers are collected than would be 
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expected from the diffusion model described in section 3.2.1. This could be caused by 

an error in the experimentally derived bulk-resistivity value of 465 Ocm from which the 

depletion depth scale in figure 3.6 has been calculated. For the most close fit a bulk

resistivity value of 530 Ocm must be assumed. However, for 530 Ocm the slope of the 

calculated pulse height as a function of the depletion depth (M>H/ad) does not agree 

with the measured slope value. Moreover, the value of 530 Ocm does not fit within the 

measuring error of the bulk-resistivity determination: ±10 Ocm. 

Pulse height calculations have been repeated with D.rr = D. (35 cm2/s), and a closer 

fit with the measured values has been obtained (see figure 3.6). Also between d = 40 

pm and d = 60 pm the calculated slope M>H/ad agrees better with the measured slope 

value. Best fit for t = 50 ns has been made with D = 40 cm2/s, but a diffusion constant 

larger than the electron diffusion constant can hardly be understood physically. In the 

case of D.rr = D. hole carriers follow the diffusion movement of electrons. From 

literature it is not clear which value of D.rr should be taken. Hopkinson [12] used an 

average value of 25 em% but no arguments for this choice were given. 

Another possibility to explain the deviation between measured pulse heights and 

calculated pulse heights for t = 50 ns, is the electric field disturbance in the detector 

just after the particle hit. Two different effects may cause an electric field disturbance: 

diffusion-cloud polarization and field funneling. Both effects cause electric fields beyond 

the depletion layer which may speed up the movement of hole carriers towards the 

depletion layer. In this case, compared to the diffusion model, the depletion layer seems 

to be enlarged with an extra depletion depth dE. 

When the neutral diffusion cloud of charge carriers reaches the interface, hole carriers 

are extracted in the depletion layer and electrons remain at z = d. These electrons 

produce a small electric field beyond the depletion layer. This electric field polarizes the 

diffusion cloud close to the interface: it attracts hole carriers to the interface and speeds 

up the hole-carrier movement to the interface (see figure 3.7a). The magnitude of the 

electric field depends on the number of electrons N. close to the hole carrier extraction 

position. This amount of free electrons is determined by the hole carrier flux Jb (number 

of hole carriers/s) into the depletion layer and the time constant t. for relaxation of the 

electric field produced by these electrons 

(3.6) 

The hole carrier flux Jb depends on the difference between particle range and depletion 

layer thickness and is about 1000 hole carriers/ns for (R-d) = 30 pm and t < 30 ns (see 

figure 3.3). With t. = 0.5 ns (= pe, £ is the dielectric constant) the number of electrons 

N. close to the hole extraction position is 500 which produces an electric field about 
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Figure 3.7 (A) Illustration of the polarization effect. During the diffusion electrons and 

holes move together in the field free region beyond the depletion layer. At the interface 

z = d hole carriers are extracted from this region leaving electrons close to the hole 
extraction position. The electrons produce a small electric field just beyond the depletion 
layer. This electric field attracts hole carriers in the diffusion cloud to the hole 
extraction position (B) Illustration of the funneling effect. A high density charge carrier 

column disturbs the electric fzeld distribution resulting in a longitudinal electric field of 
the order of V JR beyond the original depletion layer. 

equal to N.q/(4:rt£il). For r = 5 pm this electric field is about 20 V/cm. In this case the 

hole-carrier drift speed is about 104 cm/s and is of the order of the carrier diffusion 

speed. The polarization effect disappears as soon as the hole carrier flux Jb decreases 

(after= 30 ns for (R-d) = 30 pm). The extra depletion depth caused by the polarization 

effect is estimated by a few pm (-. 104cm/s x 30·10·9s = 3 pm). 

Another disturbance of the electric field distribution may be caused by field funneling. 
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Generally this effect is described as follows [14-17]: Immediately after a particle hit a 

high density column is produced (1021 caniers/cm3
). This plasma column disturbs the 

electric field distribution in the detector and a funnel electric field of the order of V rJd 

penetrates beyond the original depletion layer (see figure 3.7b). During the life time of 

the plasma column ft charge carriers at the edge of the plasma column are collected at 

the detector electrodes by the funnel electric field. This funneling effect can be regarded 

as a temporary and local enlargement of the depletion depth by a funneling depth dr· 
This funneling depth dr can be estimated by: v d'ft. where v d is the hole carrier drift 

velocity in the funnel electric field [14,15]. 

Various models have been proposed to estimate the funnel life time tr. In literature 

most attention is paid to the effective funneling length model [14]. This model assumes 

that the plasma column exists until all electrons are pulled out of this column by a radial 

funnel field (=Nsfd) around the plasma column (see figure 3.7b). The magnitude of the 

electron flux flow out of the plasma column is estimated by N0 v • (N0 the dopant density 

of the detector bulk and v. is the electron velocity in the radial funnel electric field). 

During the funnel life time hole carriers are collected at the p+ -electrode by the 

longitudinal funnel electric field (see figure 3.7b). This field is estimated by V8 /R. 
The effective funneling length model has been experimentally verified with p+-n 

junctions having low resistivity n-type bulk(= 10 Ocm). For a bulk resistivity of about 

5 Ocm this model predicts a~ of about 100 ps and a funneling depth dr of a few pm 

[14]. This value for dr has been supported by experiments [15]: for bulk resistivities of 

1 Ocm and 5 Ocm funneling depths of 1 pm and 1.5 pm have been measured. 

For a bulk resistivity of 500 Qcm the effective funnel length model predicts a funnel 

life time of 25 ns and a funneling depth of 30 pm. The funneling model of Hu [17] also 

predicts these large funneling depths. In their model the funneling depth is a fraction of 

0.3 of the depletion depth for p+-n junctions with n-type bulk. Only Zoutendyk et al. 

[18] report an experimental indication of the appearance of such large funneling depths 

in a high bulk-resistivity detector (15 pm for 6.8 and 8.8 MeV alpha particles in a 200 

Ocm n-type detector). 

These large funneling depths, however, do not agree with the experimental results as 

shown in figure 3.6. A funneling depth of 30 pm would imply that for a depletion depth 

of 40 pm all charge liberated by a 10.2 MeV alpha particle (range= 70 pm) would be 

collected. 

It is doubtful whether it is justified to extrapolate the effective funnel length model 

to higher bulk resistivities. Because the electron flux flow out of the plasma column is 

estimated by N0 ve, the funnel life time and the funneling depth roughly scale with the 

bulk-resistivity. This scaling procedure predicts funnel life times of a few times 10 ns 

for bulk resistivities larger than 100 Qcm. A point of discussion is whether it is correct 
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Figure 3.8 Pulse height difference between d =55 pm and d = 40 pm as a function of 

the amplifier time constant for 10.2 MeV alpha particles. Pulse height differences as 

calculated by the diffusion model are given for different combinations of D •If and 'tL as 

indicated in the figure. 

to scale the flux flow out of the plasma column with the bulk resistivity. Plasma column 

life times of 10 ns can not be physically understood when taking into account the carrier 

movement by diffusion. 

Because of the discrepancy between available funneling models in literature and 

experimental results presented in this thesis, an alternative approach to the funnel life 

time is suggested. This approach assumes that the field funneling effect disappears as 

soon as the charge carrier density in the "plasma" column becomes about equal to the 

dopant concentrations of low resistivity semiconductors. Within 100 ps the radius of the 

plasma column (initially about 30 A) becomes 1 pm by ambipolar diffusion when taking 

into account a diffusion constant of 25 cm2/s [19]. For a 10.2 MeV alpha particle this 

radius corresponds to a charge carrier density of 2 ·1016 em· 3• This charge carrier density 

is much too small to justify the. existence of a plasma column. In this case the electric 

field penetrates into the "plasma column" and the electric field distribution returns to the 

situation as before the particle hit. A plasma column life time tr of less than 100 ps and 

an estimation of the longitudinal funnel field Er by 5000 V /em ("' V JR, see figure 3. 7b ), 

gives a maximum value of 2.5 pm for the funneling depth de (= JlbEr tr). 
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The addition of an extra depletion depth ~ of about 5 pm to the depletion depth scale 

of figure 3.6 could explain the deviation between the calculated pulse heights (for D = 

25 cm2/s) and measured pulse heights fort= 50 ns. Within the first 100 ps after the 

particle hit the funneling effect enlarges the depletion depth with ~ "" 2.5 pm. During 

the diffusion process a fictive enlargement of the depletion layer with about 3 pm is 

caused by the diffusion-cloud polarization effect. The complexity of the models 

describing these effects and the rough assumptions made in these models only allow an 

estimation of the order of magnitude for dE: about a few pm. Because of this small value 

of ds it is difficult to derive definitive conclusions about these models from available 

experimental results. 

3.2.4 Recombination effects; hole-carrier life time 

For high values of the amplifier time constant t the calculated pulse heights are higher 

than the measured pulse heights (see figure 3.6). In comparable experiments Yaney et 

al. [20) measured charge collection efficiencies of 60% for 5 MeV alpha particles while 

from charge carrier life times of the order of 100 ps a collection efficiency of almost 

100% was expected. These charge carrier losses could not be explained [21]. 

A possible explanation for this deviation is that hole carriers are lost during the 

diffusion process due to recombination. Therefore the diffusion model described in 

section 3.2.1 has been adjusted by adding a recombination factor to the expression of 

the hole-carrier flow jb into the depletion layer 

(3.7) 

jb is the hole-carrier flow into the depletion layer as given by equation 3.4 and ft. is a 

hole-carrier life time. Pulse height calculations have been repeated with jh' instead of jb 

for different values of ft.. Pulse height differences between d = 55 pm and d = 40 pm 

for 10.2 MeV alpha particles have been calculated as a function of the time constant t 

of the shaping amplifier (see figure 3.8). This pulse height difference represents the 

number of hole carriers, liberated between depths of 15 pm and 30 pm beyond the 

depletion layer, which did not flow into the depletion layer within about a time t. For 

tL = 100 ps the calculated pulse height differences between d =55 pm and d = 40 pm 

are lower than the measured values (t > 100 ns). Better fits to the measured values are 

obtained assuming a hole-carrier life time tL of a few times 100 ns (500 ns for D.rr = 
25 cm2/s and 300 ns for D.rr = 35 em%). 

After the production of silicon wafers by the floating-zone technique the hole-carrier 

life time has been measured and values between 2000 and 6000 ps have been found for 
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Figure 3.9 Detector leakage current as a function of depletion depth for detector 10. 

The leakage current increases much slower when the depletion depth is larger than the 

maximum range of detected alpha particles. 

bulk resistivities between 1000 llcm and 7000 Ocm [22]. Literature gives a hole-carrier 

life time of 100 ps for a bulk resistivity of 500 Ocm [23]. However, these values for 

hole-carrier life times are much larger than the experimentally found hole-carrier life 

time 'G._ of a few 100 ns. 

A possible explanation for the small hole-carrier life time could be the existence of 

recombination centra or traps in the detector bulk, which shorten the hole-carrier life 

time. Detector 10 was intensively used in ERDA-PSD experiments (see section 3.4) 

before it was used to test the diffusion model. An increase of the detector radiation 

damage and an increase of the number of traps show up in an increase of the detector 

leakage current density J: J == (q n; d)/2tL (n; is the intrinsic carrier density, 1.5·1010 

em· 3) [24]. The detector leakage current has been measured as a function of depletion 

depth (see figure 3.9). The derivative of the leakage current to the depletion depth 

decreases with increasing depletion depth. This implies that the number of traps 

decreases with increasing depletion depth. At d = 105 pm the leakage current starts to 

increase much slower. A depletion depth of 105 pm equals the range of 13 MeV alpha 

particles (13 MeV is the maximum energy for alpha particles detected). For a depletion 
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Figure 3.10 Measured pulse height values as a function of depletion depth for 5.3 MeV 

alpha particles and fort= 50 ns and t = 10 JlS. These measured values are compared 

to pulse height values as calculated by the diffusion mode/for D,g = 35 cm2/s, t =50 

ns and tL = 100 JlS. At d = 30 Jm1 the calculated values are scaled to 5.3 MeV and 
below d = 30 Jm1 the calculated values are scaled with the same scaling factor. 

depth of 40 pm the leakage current of the detector is 20 nA. Taking into account that 

the detector is mostly irradiated only at a small spot in the centre (1 mm2) and by 

assuming that the leakage current density at other positions is low (= 10 nNcm2
), an 

upper limit for the leakage current density J of 2 p.Ncm2 at the irradiated spot is given. 

This leakage current density gives a hole-carrier life time of about 2.5 ps, which is still 

8 times larger than the experimentally found hole-carrier life time of a few hundred ns. 

3.2.5 Experimental results for low bias voltages 

For 5.3 MeV alpha particles pulse height calculations and pulse height measurements 

have been repeated and the results are shown in figure 3.10. 5.3 MeV alpha particles are 

obtained from elastic scattering of 12.1 MeV alpha particles at a scattering angle of 

100°. Pulse height spectra are calibrated by the pulse height from 2.2 MeV inelastically 

scattered alpha particles which have a range of 8 p.m. Calculated pulse height losses 

depend only on the penetration length of the alpha particle beyond the depletion layer. 
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Figure 3.11 Bipolar output of an amplifier with a shaping time constant of 100 ns in 

response to preamplifier pulses. These pulses are generated by carbon recoils (4.4 and 

6.8 MeV) and alpha particles (65 MeV and 11.3 MeV) irradiating detector 11 with a 

depletion-layer thickness of 24 J4m. Pulses from 6.8 and 4.4 MeV recoils cross zero at 

the same time. Pulses from 113 MeV alpha particles (cto) and 65 MeV alpha particles 

(a.1) cross zero at later times. These pulses were photographed from an oscilloscope 

screen. The oscilloscope was triggered by the fast timing output of the preamplifier. 

Therefore the same pulse height loss behaviour as for 10.2 MeV alpha particles would 

be expected. This has indeed been observed for depletion depths larger than 15 pm. For 

D.ff == 35 cm2/s, 't == 50 ns a good agreement exists between calculated pulse heights and 

measured pulse heights. For bias voltages below 1 V (depletion depths below 15 pm) 

measured pulse heights are larger than expected from calculations and tend to a constant 

value. Similar behaviour has been observed for detector 11. 

For low bias voltages (VB < 10 V) measured pulse heights for fully stopped 2.2 MeV 

alpha particles decrease. The pulse height difference between VB = 5.7 V and VB = 0 

V is about 55% for these particles. This decrease slightly depends on the amplifier time 

constant 't. For the response of a test pulse offered at the input of the charge sensitive 

preamplifier the pulse height difference between VB = 5. 7 V and V 8 == 0 V is only a few 

percent. Because the amplifying properties of the electronics remain nearly constant the 

pulse height decrease for 2.2 MeV alpha particles must be caused by changing detector 
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properties. 

Detector impedance measurements for bias voltages below a few Volts show a strong 

increase of the detector capacitance to values of the order of 1 nF as well as an increase 

of the dissipative term of the impedance. An attempt to determine the detector 

impedance has failed, because the measured impedance values for different signal 

frequencies are inconsistent It is unclear how the detector properties behave at low bias 

voltages and what the consequences are for the shape of detector-charge pulses. 

3.3 Pulse-shape discrimination experiment 

Amplified and shaped detector-charge pulses for particles, which are stopped beyond the 

depletion layer, show a longer tail than for particles, which are fully stopped within the 

depletion layer (see figure 3.5d). The height and length of this longer tail depend on the 

amount of charge collected from beyond the depletion layer and the speed of this 

relatively slow charge collection process. By analyzing amplified and shaped detector

charge pulses short range particles, which are fully stopped within the depletion layer 

(recoils and low energy alpha particles), can be selected from long-range alpha particles. 

A first attempt to select long-range alpha particles from recoils by analyzing amplified 

and shaped detector-charge pulses has been made using detector 11 [9]. For this purpose 

a 20 pg/cm2 carbon foil was bombarded with 12.1 MeV alpha projectiles and detector 

11 was placed at a detection angle of 30°. At this angle four particle groups are 

measured: 11.3 MeV elastically scattered alpha particles, 6.5 MeV inelastically scattered 

alpha particles, 6.8 MeV elastically ejected carbon recoils and 4.4 MeV inelastically 

ejected carbon recoils. By applying a bias voltage of 0.6 V to detector 11 (bulk 

resistivity is 1500 Ocm) a depletion depth of 24 pm is obtained. 

Figure 3.11 shows the bipolar output of a shaping amplifier (Ortec 410, t = 100 ns) 

for the four particle groups. Carbon recoils are fully stopped within the depletion layer 

and their bipolar amplifier pulses cross zero at the same time. The bipolar amplifier 

pulses corresponding to the alpha particles have longer tails and cross zero at later times, 

because the range of 6.5 MeV and 11.3 MeV alpha particles (36 and 71 pm) is larger 

than the depletion depth. 

The zero crossing time of the amplifier pulses depends on the particle range. The zero 

crossing time differences between different particles are measured using a time to 

amplitude convertor (T AC). This TAC is started by a fast timing circuit using the timing 

output of the charge sensitive preamplifier (Silena Catsa 82), a fast amplifier, and a 

constant fraction discriminator (see figure 3.12). The TAC is stopped by a pulse-shape 

analyzer (ORTEC 552), which detects the zero crossing time of the bipolar pulses from 

a main amplifier with a shaping time constant •PS· With the output of the T AC and a 
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Figure 3.12 Electronic setup of the ERDA-PSD experiment. In the pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit the zero time crossing of the bipolar pulses is measured by a time 

to amplitude convertor (TAC). The start pulse for the TAC is obtained from the fast 

timing output of a preamplifier (PA), a fast amplifier (FA), and a constant fraction 

discriminator (CFD ). The stop pulse for the TAC is obtained from the output of a pulse

shape analyzer (PSA). A single channel analyzer (SCA) selects the fast cross-overs (see 

figure 3.13) to gate the multi-channel analyzer (MCA). 

multi-channel analyzer a cross-over time spectrum are generated (see figure 3.13). 

In the TAC NIM module a single channel analyzer (SCA) is present. By setting the 

window of this SCA at the FWTM of the carbon peak in the cross-over spectrum (at the 

"fast cross-overs") logic gating pulses are generated for a multi-channel analyzer. The 

electronic circuit, which generates these logic gating pulses, is called the pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit (see figure 3.12). This multi-channel analyzer generates a pulse 

height spectrum from preamplifier pulses which are amplified and shaped by a second 

main amplifier with a shaping time constant 'tE. The use of a second main amplifier 

allows the optimization of the pulse height to noise ratio with 'til independently of the 

optimization of the pulse-shape discrimination circuit with 'G>s· 
To show the application possibilities of pulse-shape discrimination in ERDA 

experiments a Si wafer covered by a carbon layer was placed in a standard ERDA 

sample orientation (IJI = 15°). Detector 11 was placed at a forward detection angle of 

30°. When bombarding the sample with a 12.1 MeV alpha particle beam the detector 

was swamped by scattered alpha particles of energies between 0 and 11.8 MeV. For V 8 

= 0.6 V the energy spectrum shows a large peak around 5.8 MeV with a FWHM of 0.7 

MeV (see figure 3.14). This "foldback" peak is caused by high-energy alpha particles 

which penetrate through the depletion layer. As energy increases, more charge carriers 

are liberated beyond the depletion layer and a larger amount of charge carriers is 

collected by diffusion, which compensate for the smaller contribution from charge 

carriers liberated in the depletion layer. The broad "foldback" peak masks the carbon 
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Figure 3.13 Cross-over time spectrum generated by the TAC from the bipolar pulses as 

shown in figure 3.11. The cross-over time for recoils is set to zero. The fast cross-overs 

are the pulses which appear between the FWTM of the carbon recoil peak. A SCA 

selecting these "fast cross-overs" is used to gate the multi-channel analyzer. 
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Figure 3.14 Energy spectra of a carbon layer on a Si substrate measured in a standard 

ERDA geometry (E0 = 12.1 MeV, q> = 30° and 'II = 15° ). Both energy spectra have 

been measured using detector 11 with a depletion depth of 24Jlm (te = 250 ns). In the 

energy spectrum gated by the fast cross-overs in the pulse-shape discrimination circuit 

('tps = 250 ns) carbon recoils are visible. 
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Figure 3.15 Energy spectra of a carbon layer on a Si substrate measured in a standard 
ERDA geometry (E0 = 12.1 MeV, cp = 30° and'lf = 15°). Both energy spectra have been 
measured using detector 10 with a depletion depth of 9 Jim (tE = 0.5 JlS). If the energy 
spectrum is gated (figure B) by the fast cross-overs in the pulse-shape discrimination 
circuit (trsD = 100 ns) carbon can be profiled down to a depth of about 350 nm (trs 

= 100 ns). 

depth profile. When the energy spectrum is gated by the "fast cross-overs" (in reality the 

MCA is gated) alpha particles are suppressed down to an alpha(-particle) suppression 

energy of about 5.2 MeV and the carbon depth profile is visible (see figure 3.14). 

Further improvement of the alpha suppression energy has been obtained by replacing 

detector 11 by detector 10. which has a lower bulk resistivity. Using detector 10 the 

same ERDA experiment as described in the previous paragraph has been performed. In 

this case Y 8 = 0 Y (depletion depth is 9 pm) and tE = 0.5 ps. When the MCA is not 

gated by the pulse-shape discrimination circuit, the energy spectrum shown in figure 
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3.15a has been obtained. Alpha particles are suppressed down to 5.3 MeV and the 

effective detector thickness is 25 pm, 16 pm more than the depletion-layer thickness. 

Between 5 and 7 MeV the carbon proflle is seen on an intense background caused by 

pile-up counts. 

When gating the energy spectrum by "fast cross-overs" the energy spectrum shown 

in figure 3.15b bas been obtained. In this case the alpha suppression energy is 4.3 MeV, 

which corresponds to an effective detector thickness of 19 pm. The depth profile of a 

325 nm thick carbon layer shows up almost free from background. Pile up counts are 

strongly reduced by the pulse-shape discrimination circuit as piled-up pulses also have 

delayed cross-overs except for pairs of alpha particles entering the detector within 25 

ns from each other (which is the width of the SCA window of the TAC). An increase 

of the discriminator level of the constant fraction discriminator in the pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit also reduces pile-up counts. In this way the large amount ofT AC 

start pulses from low energy alpha particles, which is of no interest, is suppressed. 

To study the alpha suppression capabilities of the pulse-shape discrimination method 

the alpha suppression energy has been measured as a function of the bias voltage for 

different values of tPS. The results are shown in figure 3.16. In this figure calculated 

alpha suppression energy values are also shown for "ideal" pulse-shape discrimination 

and for absence of a pulse-shape discrimination circuit. The alpha suppression energy 

for "ideal" pulse-shape discrimination is given by the maximum energy deposited within 

the depletion layer. The alpha suppression energy for absence of a pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit has been calculated using the diffusion model as described in 

section 3.2. with Deec = 35 cm2/s, tL = 300 ns and t = 0.5 ps. For a number of alpha 

particle energies the pulse height bas been calculated and the maximum pulse height 

(after conversion to an energy value) is the alpha suppression energy. Between the two 

calculated alpha suppression energy values pulse-shape discrimination improves the 

measured alpha suppression energies for V8 > 3 V. At bias voltages below 1 V pulse

shape discrimination improves the alpha suppression energy by 1 MeV. At low bias 

voltages the alpha suppression energy tends to a constant value and the alpha 

suppression energy becomes even larger than the calculated value for absence of a pulse

shape discrimination circuit. This behaviour has also been observed for the pulse height 

measurements of 5.3 MeV alpha particles (see figure 3.10). If detector properties would 

not change at low bias voltages, the alpha suppression energy would probably be about 

3 MeV for V8 = 0 V. 

An alternative to pulse-shape discrimination may be pulse height discrimination of fast 

signals from the fast timing output of the preamplifier. The pulse height of these fast 

pulses depends on the amount of charge, which is liberated within the depletion layer 

and on the amount of charge, which is liberated just beyond the depletion layer and 
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Figure 3.16 Alpha suppression energy as a function of bias voltage for detector 10. 

Measured values are given for 'tps = 50 ns, 'tps = 500 ns, 'tps = 2 ps and for absence of 

a pulse-shape discrimination circuit (no PSD). Calculated values are given for "ideal" 

pulse-shape discn'mination ("ideal" PSD) and for absence of a pulse-shape 

discrimination circuit ('te = 0.5 JlS). 

collected by "fast" diffusion. The latter contribution to the pulse height of fast pulses 

depends on the shaping time constants of a shaping amplifier i.e. the speed of the 

amplifying electronics determines the size of the effective detector thickness. For fast 

pulses with a rise time of 10 ns and shaped by a differentiation time constant of 10 ns 

the effective detector thickness is about d + 5 J.lm (90% of charge liberated at 5 pm 

beyond the depletion layer is collected within 10 ns). 
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Figure 3.17 ERDA-PSD spectrum of a 80 nm SiJV03 layer on a silicon substrate (E0 = 
13.4 MeV, <p = 30°, 'If= 15°). This spectrum has been measured using detector 10 (V8 

= 0 V). The swface depth resolution for oxygen is 12 nm. 

3.4 Material analysis with ERDA-PSD 

With ERDA-PSD (elastic recoil detection analysis with pulse-shape discrimination) 

plasma deposited carbon layers, amorphous silicon layers and high-Tc superconducting 

materials have already been analyzed and more materials will be analyzed in the future 

(see chapter 2). The ERDA-PSD analysis has proven to be a useful technique in 

profiling low Z elements in a heavy matrix of thick substrates. In this section the 

material analytical capabilities of ERDA-PSD are treated in detail (depth resolution, 

depth range and sensitivity). 

Depth resolution in ERDA-PSD is restricted by the energy resolution of the detector. 

In practice also kinematic energy spread caused by beam divergency, beam spot size on 

the sample and finite detection solid angle contribute to the depth resolution. In figure 

3.17 an ERDA-PSD spectrum of an 80 nm Si20 3N layer on a silicon substrate is shown 

(Eo= 13.4 MeV, 'If= 15° and <p = 30°). This energy spectrum shows an oxygen depth 

profile. The depth resolution at the surface for oxygen is 12 nm. Depth resolution for 

oxygen at the interface between Si20 3N layer and Si substrate is slightly larger (16 nm) 

because of multiple scattering and energy straggling of oxygen recoils. In this 
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Figure 3.18 Sensitivity of the ERDA-PSD technique for oxygen. ERDA-PSD spectra of 

·"clean" silicon substrates have been measured for different values of the beam current 

I (E0 = 13.4 MeV, <p = 30° and 'II = /5°). An oxygen peak from a 1.5 nm Si02 layer and 
carbon peaks (elastic and inelastic scattering) are visible in the upper two spectra. The 
background level is estimated from the total counts between 6.6 and 7.2 MeV. From the 
background level the oxygen detection limits (below) are calculated as a function of the 
beam current for a fiXed dose of 20 p.C and for a fued measuring time of 1000 s. 

experiment the surface depth resolution is limited by recoil energy spread caused by the 

detection solid angle, beam spot size on the sample (::> 4 mm) and detector energy 

resolution. After subtracting the contributions of detection solid angle and beam spot 

size from the measured recoil energy spread, the detector energy resolution for oxygen 

has been estimated: 80 keV. This value agrees well with the values for silicon particle 

detectors given in literature: 90 ke V for 6 MeV 0 measured by Hinrichsen et al. [25] 

and 85 keV for 7 MeV 0 measured by Ostling et al. [26]. During the detector energy 

resolution measurements they applied a bias voltage of about 100 V to the detectors. 
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From this one may conclude that an extremely low bias voltage seems not to affect the 

detector energy resolution. If only the detector energy resolution of 80 keV limits the 

depth resolution, the surface depth resolution in figure 3.17 improves from 12 nm to 7 

nm. 

Although the stopping power for carbon is lower than for oxygen, the depth resolution 

for carbon is comparable to oxygen because of a better detector energy resolution for 

carbon (60 keV [26]). 

At this moment depth range in ERDA-PSD is restricted by the alpha suppression 

energy of 4.3 MeV. For I;= 15° and E0 = 12.1 MeV carbon can be profiled down to a 

depth of 350 nm (see figure 3.15b) and oxygen can be profiled down to a depth of 250 

nm for I; = 15° and E0 = 13.4 MeV. Although the alpha suppression energy is not 

optimized yet depth profiles up to a few 100 nm can be obtained, which is sufficient for 

most material analysis applications. The problem of interfering depth profiles may be 

solved by repeating the analysis with a changed cross-section ratio for the light elements 

present in the sample (see section 2.2.4). 

To determine the sensitivity of the ERDA-PSD technique clean silicon substrates have 

been analyzed and the resulting energy spectra are shown in figure 3.18 (E0 = 13.4 

MeV, cp = 30° and I; = 15°). Energy spectra have been measured for four different 

values of the beam current i.e. detector count rate (110 nA corresponds to a detector 

count rate of 18000 counts/s). These energy spectra show an oxygen peak from the Si02 

surface layer and two carbon peaks (elastic and inelastic scattering) from surface 

contamination. The background level has been determined from the number of counts 

between 6.6 MeV and 7.2 MeV. The peak content of oxygen N0 has been determined 

from the number of counts between 6.2 and 6.5 MeV corrected for the total number of 

background counts N8 in this energy interval. The amount of oxygen in the Si02 surface 

layer has been estimated to be 6·1015 at/cm2
, corresponding to a Si02 thickness of 1.5 

nm. The detection limit is calculated as 6·1015 x 3...JN8 I N0 • Detection limits as a 

function of beam current are shown in figure 3.18. For a restricted dose of 20 pC the 

detection limit is best for low beam currents. In this case the detection limit ranges 

app~ximately between 4·1014 at/cm2 and 1015 at/cm2 (I < 120 nA). For a given 

measuring time of 1000 s the best results are obtained for a beam current of 80 nA. 

When only a pile-up of two pulses contributes to the background, a constant detection 

limit as a function of beam current would be expected for a constant measuring time. 

In fact a small increase of the sensitivity value at low beam currents is seen, which can 

be explained by a background contribution proportional to the beam current. The origin 

of this background contribution is probably incomplete charge collection processes 

within the detector and/or backscattering of alpha particles in the detector. In the latter 

case long range alpha particles can be fully stopped within the depletion layer. The 
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increase of the sensitivity value at I= 120 nA can be explained by multiple pile-up (pile 

up of more than two pulses). 

Above = 9 MeV (2 times the alpha suppression energy) the background almost 

disappears. Higher alpha-particle beam energies may be used to obtain recoil energies 

above 9 MeV. When suitable recoil ejection cross sections at higher alpha-particle beam 

energies are found in literature improvements of detection limit are possible. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Charge collection from beyond the depletion layer has been described by a diffusion 

model. This model has been compared to experiments and for small amplifier time 

constants (< 200 ns) an agreement within 10% has been found. Better fits can be 

obtained with a high effective charge carrier diffusion constant D•«• equal to the electron 

diffusion time constant. The remaining small deviations could be explained by 

polarization effects and funneling effects. For higher amplifier time constants (> 200 ns) 

much less hole carriers are collected than expected from the diffusion model. Better fits 

are obtained by introducing a hole-carrier life time 'tL in the model. Low values for 'tt_ 

of the order of a few 100 ns have been found. 

In ERDA-PSD experiments long-range alpha particles are separated from recoils by 

analyzing the pulse shape of the amplified and shaped detector-charge pulses. For low 

bulk-resistivity detectors with low or even no bias voltage the depletion layer is thin (9 

pm for 500 Qcm and VB = 0) and long-range alpha particleS pasS through the depletion 

layer. Compared to detector-charge pulses from recoils, detector-charge pulses from 

long-range alpha particles have slow-pulse components because of the relatively slow 

charge collection of hole carriers from beyond the depletion layer by diffusion. 

For a 500 Ocm detector with a bias voltage below 1 V (d < 15 pm) alpha particles in 

the energy spectrum have been suppressed down to 4.3 MeV. However, from diffusion 

model calculations suppression down to 3 MeV would be expected. At low detector bias 

voltages the detectors used show strange impedance behaviour and changing detector 

properties probably restrict the alpha suppression energy. 

Material analyzing properties of ERDA-PSD are determined in detail for oxygen. 

Measurements have been performed in a standard ERDA geometry with a 13.4 MeV 

alpha-particle beam ('If= 15° and <p = 30°). A surface depth resolution of 12 nm has 

been measured. The detector energy resolution for oxygen recoils is the fundamental 

limit to the surface depth resolution. The detection limit for oxygen on a Si substrate is 

""5·1014 cm·2• For carbon impurities on a silicon substrate the same analyzing properties 

are expected. Also large cross sections for the ejection of carbon at 30° by 12.1 MeV 

alpha particles exist (see section 2.6.4, chapter 2). 
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Chapter 4 

CERDA-TOF experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in chapter 2 Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) is widely applied 

for depth profiling of light elements in a heavy matrix [1-5]. When sufficiently heavy 

projectiles are used to eject the light atoms, forward scattered projectiles may be 

prevented from reaching the recoil detector by a suitable stopper foil. The stopper-foil 

thickness may be critical and the depth range to be analyzed rather limited. Moreover, 

the depth resolution is compromised by energy straggling of recoils in the stopper foil, 

as well as by stopper-foil inhomogeneities. In concentration depth profiling over 

significant depth ranges, it is necessary to avoid mass/depth ambiguity. These problems 

are solved by recoil mass selection. Apart from electric and magnetic deflection 

detection methods [6-11], coincidence detection methods [12-20] are applied to achieve 

the desired recoil mass selection. Other recoil detection methods are the ~E-E telescope 

[21-23] and a combination of recoil time-of-flight (TOF) measurements and recoil 

energy measurements [24-28] (see table 1.1, chapter 1). 

Coincidence detection methods select recoil mass by measuring the angular correlation 

[12-18] or the energy correlation [19,20] between the recoil and the coincidently 

scattered particle. At least one of these particles or the projectile has to pass through the 

sample. Therefore the coincidence detection method can only be applied to extremely 

thin samples except when penetrating beams of very light particles (H, D, 3He and 4He) 

are used. Alpha particles are preferable because they transfer sufficient energy to 

comparatively heavy recoils and still have sufficiently penetrating capability. 

Coincidence experiments for profiling low mass impurities have first been done by 

Cohen and Moore [12,13]. Mass resolution has been obtained by restricting the detection 

solid angle of both detectors in the coincidence setup. For profiling hydrogen with 

proton or alpha-particle beams mass selectivity is not very critical [12,17]. To separate 

the light elements 12C and 160 angular selection has to be more precise. By using 

position-sensitive detectors (PSD) in a multi-parameter experiment the detection solid 

angle may be increased while retaining information about the angular correlation 

between recoil and scattered particle. In this way Klein et al have separated 63Cu and 
65Cu with a detection angular range of 10° [15]. 
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When beam properties or multiple scattering angular spread prevent sufficient mass 

selection by angular correlation, the angular correlation condition may be supplemented 

or even be replaced by a condition on the energy of the scattered particles. This has 

been demonstrated by Klein with the separation of the carbon isotopes 12C and 13C in 

a single parameter CERDA (Coincident ERDA) experiment [14]. 

In ERCS {Elastic Recoil Coincidence Spectrometry) recoil mass is selected by 

measuring the energy correlation between the scattered alpha particle and the recoil 

[19,20]. In this case large detection solid angles {=1 sr) are allowed without 

compromising the depth resolution. Larger detection solid angles improve the sensitivity 

of this technique. 

An additional advantage of using very light projectiles is the possibility to profile light 

elements over a large depth range. Using 17 MeV protons Cohen [12] has profiled H 

in metal foils of a few mm thick. For alpha-projectiles of about 15 MeV a depth range 

of several pm for elements up to 0 can be achieved. 

Table 4.1 Contributions to the surface recoil energy inaccuracy dEs of carbon recoils 

(all values are given in keV). The experimental conditions for column A, Band Care 

given below this table. 

contributions to dEs A B c 

1 energy spread beam 1l 11 11 

2 angular divergency beam 53 12 12 

3 finite detection angular range 33 0 0 

recoil detector (horizontal) "fR = oo "fR = 30o "fR = 30o 

4 time resolution TOF setup 20 8 14 

5 width of the beam spot on the 4 4 23 

sample (horizontal waist is lmm) 

calculated dEs 67 19 31 

measured dEs 

Wsnm 
19 30 

measured depth resolution 11 nm 5 nm 

A: 12.1 MeV a, q> = 30°, 'lf = -60°, ~ = 90°, "fa = 0° and ~ = 3.5 m (ref. 16). 

B: 12.1 MeV a, q> = 30°, 'I'= -60°, ~ = 90°, "fa= 0° and~= 3.5 m (section 4.3) 

C: 13.4 MeV a, q> = 30°, 'l' = 15°, ~ = 15°, "fa = 45° and ~ = 2 m (section 4.6.5). 
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Figure 4.1 Basic setup of the CERDA-TOF experiment (PA = charge sensitive 

preamplifier, FA =fast amplifier, CFD = constant fraction discriminator, TAC =time 

to amplitude convertor). Scattering detection angle a, recoil detection angle cp, recoil 

exit angle l;. beam entrance angle 'ljl, recoil flight path LR, distance between alpha

detector and target L ... and detector tilt angles 'Ya. and 'YR are indicated in the figure. 

In (C)ERDA and ERCS experiments the depth resolution at the surface is mainly 

restricted by the energy resolution of the silicon particle detector (for example 70 keV 

for 6 MeV carbon particles). In preliminary CERDA experiments an improvement of the 

surface depth resolution has been achieved by recoil time of flight measurements (TOF) 

[16]. In this CERDA-TOF experiment the equivalent energy resolution of TOF 

measurements was 20 keV for 6 MeV carbon particles. The depth resolution at the 

surface (surface depth resolution) for carbon, however, was limited to 33 nm by two 

other contributions to the sutface recoil energy inaccuracy dEs: the (angular) divergency 

of the beam (53 keV) and the detection solid angle of the recoil detector (33 keV). In 
table 4.1 (column A) the magnitudes of all contributions to dEs are listed. 

The setup of the CERDA-TOF experiment is reviewed in section 4.2. Section 4.3 

describes a further optimization of the sutface depth resolution by compensating for the 

detection solid angle contribution and restricting the beam divergency. Depth resolution 

below the surface is separately discussed in section 4.4. 

So far the coincidence detection methods have only been applied to self-supporting 

foils, which are generally not easy to prepare. As surface treatments (deposition, 

implantation, etc) can be performed on metal foils or silicon membranes, CERDA-TOF 
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R 

I II III 

Figure 4.2 Three possible CERDA sample orientations for cp = 30"' and a "' 105"' in 

which only alpha particles are allowed to pass the sample. For each sample orientation 

the range of the beam entrance angle 'J1 is indicated and given below the figures. In 

sample orientation I 'J1 has a negative value and in sample orientations II and Ill 'J1 has 

a positive value. 

experiments have been performed to study with thin layers (thicknesses of a few 100 

nm) on aluminum substrates (thicknesses up to 20 pm). 

CERDA-TOF depth profiles of light elements in self-supporting foils and in thin layers 

on moderately thick substrate are presented in section 4.5 and 4.6. Depth resolution, 

mass selectivity, depth range, and sensitivity of CERDA-TOF experiments are discussed 

here. 

4.2 CERDA-TOF experimental setup 

In figure 4.1 the basic setup of a CERDA-TOF experiment is shown. High-energy alpha 

particles (> 10 MeV) eject recoils from the sample. Recoils are measured at a detection 

angle cp of 30"' and coincidently scattered alpha particles are detected by a silicon 

particle detector, placed close to the sample (6 em), accepting scattering angles a 
between 100"' and 110"'. For C recoils detected at 30"' the scattering angle 9 of 

coincidently scattered alpha particles is 101"' and for 0 recoils this scattering angle 9 

is 106°. The detector which measures the coincidently scattered alpha particles ("alpha

particle detector") generates start pulses for the recoil time-of-flight measurements. Stop 

pulses are generated by a large area silicon particle detector (450 mm2), which detects 

the recoils and which is placed at a forward detection angle of 30° with a distance ~ 
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of 2 m or 3.5 m from the target. For convenience this detector is called the recoil 

detector. 

The silicon particle detectors used are PIPS (passivated implanted silicon detectors) 

detectors. These detectors are fabricated by the ftrm Canberra Semiconductor N.V. [29]. 

PIPS detectors have been made suitable for timing experiments by covering the resistive 

detector window with an extremely thin aluminum layer. The time resolution of these 

detectors has been measured in a "CERDA-TOF" experiment in which the recoil flight 

path La is only 9 em (see section 5.3, chapter 5 and ref. 30). 

Detector charge pulses are converted to timing signals suitable for a Time to 

Amplitude Convertor (TAC) by the fast timing circuit of a charge sensitive preamplifier 

(PA), a Fast Amplifier (FA) and by a Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD). The 

output of the T AC, which is proportional to the time difference between start and stop 

signal, is offered to a Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA), which generates TOF spectra (for 

details about timing electronics see section 5.3.3, chapter 5). 

Depth resolution and depth range in CERDA-TOP depend on the sample orientation, 

beam emittance and beam energy. In this chapter much attention is paid to the effects 

of the beam entrance angle 'I'· Consider a scattering event at the surface. For coincident 

detection of the recoil and the scattered alpha projectile at least one of these particles 

or the projectile has to pass through the sample. Variation of the beam entrance angle 

'I' shows six possible combinations of which of these three particles pass(es) through the 

sample. Adding the restriction that only alpha particles are allowed to pass through the 

sample three sample orientations are left (see figure 4.2). Sample orientations I and II 

are used to analyze thin self-supporting foils, sample orientation m is used to analyze 

thin layers (thicknesses of a few 100 nm) on thick substrates (thicknesses up to 20 pm). 

CERDA-TOP experiments have been performed using 10.9 MeV, 12.1 MeV and 13.4 

MeV alpha-particle beams. For beam energies E0 of 12.1 MeV and 13.4 MeV cross

section resonances (180 mbarn/sr) exist at cp = 30° for the ejection of carbon and oxygen 

respectively (see chapter 2 section 2.6.4 and ref. 31,32). These cross-section resonances 

have an approximately flat top of about 200 keV wide, so the cross section remains 

reasonably constant, when the alpha projectile penetrates the first 2000 nm of the sample 

(12 MeV alpha particles lose about 100 keV in 1000 nm Si). For 10 MeV < E0 < 15 

MeV the energies of carbon and oxygen recoils ejected from the surface and detected 

at cp = 30° are between 5 MeV and 8 MeV. For these recoil energies the stopping is 

maximum, which is required for optimum surface depth resolution. 

To detect nitrogen recoils a 10.9 MeV alpha-particle beam has been used. In this case 

at cp = 30° the cross-section resonance structure as a function of energy is much sharper 

and also somewhat lower (60 mbam/sr) than for carbon and oxygen, but broader 

resonances exist at cp = 40° [33]. At this moment the recoil flight pipe can only be 
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Figure 4.3 CERDA-TOF spectra of a 14 Jtglcm2 carbon foil for!;, = 90° ('If= -60°, 

sample orientation/) and for!;,= 30° ('If= 60°, sample orientation II) (E0 = 12.1 MeV, 

cp = 30° and LR =35m). The measured surface depth resolution is 11 nmfor!;, = 90° 

and 6 nmfor!;, = 30°. The dashed lines represent calculated TOF depth profile shapes. 

These calculations take into account the surface recoil energy inaccuracy, multiple 

scattering effects, lateral spread effects and energy straggling (see section 4.4). 

installed at cp = 30° and 45°. In future the recoil flight pipe should be continuously 

adjustable between cp = 15° and 45° to obtain more flexibility in choosing the best 

suitable cross-section resonances. 

4.3 Surface depth resolution 

The surface depth resolution is limited by a number of contributions to the surface recoil 

energy inaccuracy dE5• The most important limitations to the surface depth resolution 
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are caused by the beam divergency and the beam spot size on the sample (section 4.3.4 

and section 4.3.5). Errors in recoil TOF measurements have been reduced by improving 

the timing properties of PIPS detectors and the timing electronics (section 4.3.1). The 

energy spread of a cyclotron beam is rather large and could be reduced by a dispersive 

system (section 4.3.2). The recoil energy spread contribution of a finite detection solid 

angle can be completely eliminated (section 4.3.3). 

In figure 4.3 CERDA-TOF spectra of a 14 pg/cm2 carbon foil are shown. In this 

experiment carbon recoils are ejected from a carbon foil by a 12.1 MeV alpha-particle 

beam (sample orientation I, see figure 4.1). The surface depth resolution for carbon in 

this CERDA-TOF experiment is 12 nm for a recoil exit angle ~ of 90°. Compared to 

preliminary CERDA-TOF experiments the surface depth resolution has been 

considerably improved (see table 4.1, column A and B). This improvement has been 

mainly achieved by minimizing the beam divergency and beam energy spread and 

eliminating the contribution of the finite recoil detection solid angle to dEs. 

From the width of the early edge of the TOF depth profiles in figure 4.3 (470 ps) the 

surface recoil energy inaccuracy dEs (19 ke V) has been deduced 1
• Details of all 

contributions to the surface recoil energy inaccuracy are treated in the next sections 4.3.1 

- 4.3.5. The contribution of energy spread of coincidently scattered alpha particles to 

TOF spread in the CERDA-TOF spectrum has been neglected because of the small flight 

path of these particles (La = 6 em). 

The surface depth resolution and the depth resolution below the surface as a function 

of the beam entrance angle 'If are discussed in section 4.3.6 and section 4.4. 

4.3.1 Equivalent energy resolution for TOF measurements 

For TOF measurements with a time resolution dt and a flight path L the equivalent 

energy resolution dEroF for a particle with energy E and mass M is given by 

3 

dE = 4E2 dt 
TOF LJ2M' 

(4.1) 

In the CERDA-TOF experiments described in this chapter both the alpha-particle 

detector and the recoil detector are special timing PIPS detectors. The recoil detector has 

an active area of 450 mm2
• The alpha-particle detector has an active area of either 50 

mm2 or 300 mm2
• The time resolution dt of the TOF setup includes the time resolution 

of timing electronics and the intrinsic time resolution of both detectors. For 6.8 MeV 

1 All inaccuracy values and resolution values are FWHM values. 
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Figure 4.4 Explanation of isochronous recoil TOF spheres: (A) velocity vector of the 

alpha projectile before the scattering event (SE) in the laboratory system, (B) velocity 

vectors of the recoil and the alpha projectile before the scattering event in the centre-of

mass system; (C) idem B, but after the scattering event in the centre-of-mass system, (D) 

idem C, but translated to the laboratory system with the centre-of-mass velocity vector. 

In figure D the recoil velocity vectors end on a sphere through 0. 0 and Z are the 

points at which the scattering event takes place in the laboratory system and the centre

of-mass system respectively. 

carbon recoils and a recoil flight path 4 of 3.5 m the time resolution dt is 175 ps, 

which corresponds to an equivalent energy resolution dEroF of only 8 keY. This is only 

a small contribution to the surface recoil energy inaccuracy, so the recoil flight path 4 
may be decreased, which improves the recoil detection solid angle and thus the 

sensitivity of the CERDA-TOF experiment. Most CERDA-TOF experiments have been 

performed with the recoil detector placed at a distance 4 =2m (dEroP = 14 keY). 

4.3.2 Beam energy spread 

Beam energy spread has been reduced from 0.3 % at the cyclotron exit to values 

between 0.15 % and 0.2 % by a dispersive system in the bearnline. This dispersive 

system also reduces the beam halo, so well defined beam spots on the sample are 

obtained. When the beam enters the sample perpendicularly the beam spot on the sample 

is about 1 mm2
• The dispersive system reduces the beam current by a factor of 3. The 

beam energy spread has been measured for a 12.1 MeV and 13.4 MeV alpha-particle 

beam using a very thin carbon foil and a high resolution alpha-particle detector placed 

at a forward detection angle of 10°. At this detection angle the pulse height spread of 
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elastically scattered alpha particles is 25 keY. The subtraction of the contributions of the 

kinematic energy spread (7 keY) and detector energy resolution (15 keY) gives a value 

of 19 keY for the energy spread of the beam. 

A fraction KR of the beam energy spread appears as recoil energy spread. This fraction 

KR is the recoil kinematic factor, i.e. the fraction of the alpha-projectile energy 

transferred to the recoil (see section 2.2, chapter 2). 

4.3.3 Detection solid angle 

Recoils detected at slightly different recoil detection angles have large kinematic energy 

differences. Usually these kinematic energy differences are reduced by simply restricting 

the horizontal angular acceptance range of the recoil detector 1
• Detection solid angle 

may be conserved by accepting larger azimuthal angular ranges. This demands 

unconventional detector shapes. 

It is possible to eliminate the contribution of the recoil detection solid angle in the 

case of recoil time of flight measurements: for elastic ejection at a given time all recoils 

of a given mass are found at later times on spheres through the scattering point and 

centred on a point moving along the beamline [34). This is explained as follows with 

help of figure 4.4: consider a point 0 to be the point at which the scattering event takes 

place. Before the scattering event the recoil is at rest and the alpha projectile moves 

towards the scattering point with a velocity v. When translating the laboratory system 

to the centre-of-mass system the velocity vector of both particles is translated by the 

centre-of-mass velocity vector vcM· In the centre-of-mass system the alpha projectile 

moves with a velocity v-vcM and the recoil moves towards the alpha projectile with a 

velocity VcM· After the scattering event with a centre-of-mass scattering angle 9cM the 

recoil moves from the alpha particle. The recoil velocity vector and the alpha-particle 

velocity vector are on one line and their lengths are the same as before the scattering 

event. The translation back to the laboratory system shows that for all ecM the resulting 

recoil velocity vectors end on a sphere through 0 of which centre moves with a speed 

VcM along the beam direction. 

When the recoil detector is tilted by an angle 'YR• equal to the recoil detection angle 

q'l, the detector surface area is tangent to the isochronous recoil TOF sphere. In this case 

all detected recoils have approximately the same recoil TOF and the contribution of the 

recoil detection solid angle to dEs is negligible. By using large detector arrays tangent 

to isochronous surfaces it should be possible to design a recoil TOF spectrometer with 

1 The horizontal detection angular range is defined as the width of the detection solid 
angle in the scattering plane. Analogously the horizontal beam divergency is defined. 
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Figure 4.5 Measured surface recoil energy inaccuracy values as a function of beam 

divergency for LR = 2 m and LR = 3.5 m. The dotted line gives the calculated values 

when only the contribution of the beam divergency is taken into account. 

a large detection solid angle without suffering from an enlargement of the surface recoil 

energy inaccuracy. 

Similar considerations apply to the alpha-particle detector. To ensure equal flighttimes 

for the coincidently scattered alpha particles the alpha-particle detector should be tilted 

by an angle Ya• equal to the difference between laboratory and centre-of-mass scattering 

angles. 

4.3.4 Beam divergency 

Accelerator beams have a finite beam emittance, which means that they can neither be 

focused to a point nor be made perfectly parallel. The beam spot size on the sample 

causes recoil angular differences as well as flight time differences between recoils and 

between scattered alpha particles (see section 4.3.5). Beam divergency causes kinematic 

energy differences which can not be easily compensated for. 

When the beam of the Eindhoven cyclotron is focused on the sample to a horizontal 

waist size of about l mm2
, the horizontal beam divergency (simply called beam 
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divergency) is about 7 mrad. To improve the surface depth resolution the beam 

divergency is further limited to 1.25 mrad by slits in the beam line 2 m before the 

sample. The beam current loss is roughly proportional to the reduction of the beam 

divergency. 

To show the influence of the beam divergency on the surface recoil energy inaccuracy 

dEs, the CERDA-TOF experiment (as described at the beginning of this section) has 

been repeated for different values of the slit width corresponding to different angular 

divergencies and for La = 2 m and La = 3.5 m (see figure 4.5). The dotted line in figure 

4.5 gives the calculated values for dEs, when only the contribution of the beam 

divergency is taken into account. At large slit widths dEs is dominated by the beam 

divergency. At small beam divergencies(< 2 mrad) all contributions to dES are of the 

same order of magnitude (4- 12 keV, see table 4.1, column B). 

4.3.5 Beam spot size on the sample 

In all ERDA experiments the depth resolution is affected by the horizontal size of the 

beam spot. The horizontal beam waist size w at the sample (in all experiments about 1 

mm) causes recoil detection angular differences, when the detector is located at a finite 

distance La. The maximum kinematic recoil energy difference dE8s1 caused by a 

horizontal waist size w equals 

(4.2) 

In practical sample orientations with no extreme small beam entrance angles 'J1 dEas1 is 

small(< 5 keV if 1'1'1 > 10°). 

In TOF experiments flight path differences between recoils and between scattered 

alpha particles from different parts of the beam spot are also of importance. Figure 4.6 

shows the flight path differences between scattered alpha particles ALa and between 

recoils LlLa· If the alpha-particle detector is tilted by Ya extra flight path differences 

IlL,.' between scattered alpha particles are introduced (see figure 4.6). The TOF 

difference .:lt in the TOF spectrum caused by these flight path differences equals 

(4.3) 

w~,. -- --(sin(6-1f:m +1jl) - cos(6-1f2rc +1jl)tan{y )) 
sin1jl 2E,. ,. 
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~detector surface 

Figure 4.6 Flight path differences ALR and AL"' caused by a horizontal waist size w. 

The contribution of these flight path differences to the recoil energy inaccuracy dE8, 2 

can be eliminated by tilting the alpha-particle detector by r"' and introducing an extra 

flight path difference AL"''. 

MR and M .. are the masses of recoils and alpha particles, ~ and Ea are their energies 

respectively and vR and va are their velocities respectively. 

For 'Ya = oo and 'If = -57° (sample orientation I) the TOF difference At is zero, which 

means that the flight time differences caused by L1LR and ALa compensate for each other 

in the CERDA-TOF spectrum. For 'Ya 0° and 'II= 15° (sample orientation Ill) At is 

not zero and the corresponding recoil energy inaccuracy dE8s2 is 33-w keV (w 

expressed in mm), which is a serious limit to the surface depth resolution. This value 

has been calculated for the CERDA-TOF experiment as described at the beginning of 

this section. 

The recoil energy inaccuracy dE852 can be fully eliminated by tilting the alpha-particle 

detector. For this purpose in the case of 'II = 15° the alpha-particle detector has to be 

tilted by 'Ya = 65°. However, by tilting the alpha-particle detector its detection angular 

range is decreased. A sufficient detection angular range must be conserved to measure 

both the coincidently scattered alpha particles from carbon and oxygen. Therefore the 

tilt of the alpha-particle detector 'Ya is restricted to 45° and the recoil energy inaccuracy 

dEss2 is only partly eliminated and is 17·w keV, which is comparable with other 

contributions to dE5• 
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Figure 4.7 Depth resolution of carbon in a carbon matrix for CERDA experiments and 

CERDA-TOF experiments as a function of beam entrance angle \jl at the suiface (0 nm) 

and at depths of 100 nm and 300 nm (E0 = 12.1 MeV, cp = 30° and w = 1 mm). The 
energy resolution of silicon particle detectors for 6 MeV carbon particles is 60 keV and 

the equivalent energy resolution ofTOF measurements for these particles is 14 keV (LR 

=2m). 

4.3.6 Surface recoil energy inaccuracy 

The surface recoil energy inaccuracy (dE5) has been calculated by adding all 

contributions which are discussed in the previous sections quadratically. All these 

contributions to dEs are treated as independent contributions. For the contributions of 

beam spot size on the sample and beam divergency this is only true when the sample 

is in a waist of the beam. 

The surface depth resolution has been calculated as a function of the beam entrance 

angle 'If for the CERDA-TOF experiment as illustrated in figure 4.1. These calculations 

take into account a beam energy E0 of 12.1 MeV, a recoil detection angle cp of 30°, an 

alpha detector tilt angle Yu of oo, a horizontal beam waist size w of 1 mm, a recoil 

flight path Lg_ of 2m and an equivalent energy resolution dEroF of 14 keY. Calculated 

recoil energy inaccuracy values are converted to depth-resolution values using a 

stopping-power value of 6.6 keV/(J.Ig/cm2
) and a carbon layer density of 2.3 g/cm3

• 
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Figure 4.8 Depth resolution of carbon in a carbon matrix for CERDA-TOF experiments 

as a function of beam entrance angle 'If at the surface (0 nm) and at a depth of 30 nm. 

The depth-resolution values are given for alpha-particle detector tilt angles "faof0° and 

of 45° and for full elimination of the contribution dE8s2 (E0 = 12.1 MeV, cp = 30°). 

In figure 4.7 the calculated depth-resolution values are shown as a function of the 

beam entrance angle 'I'· For -90° <'I' < -15° (sample orientation I) the surface depth 

resolution (0 nm) is about 12 nm. Near 'I' = 0° the depth resolution is worse because of 

the large beam spot size on the sample. Near 'I' = 30° the recoil exit angle ~ is small 

and the surface depth resolution is obviously optimal for perfectly flat samples. 

In figure 4.7 for comparison also the calculated depth-resolution values are shown for 

CERDA with conventional recoil energy measurements using silicon particle detectors. 

For 6 MeV carbon particles the energy resolution of silicon particle detectors is 60 keV, 

while the equivalent energy resolution d~oF is 14 keV for these particles. In sample 

orientation I the surface depth resolution in CERDA-TOF experiments is about a factor 

of 4 better than in CERDA experiments. In the glancing sample orientation III at 'I' = 

15° this improvement is only a factor of 2, mainly because of the large contribution of 

the beam spot size on the sample (dE8s2 = 33·w keV) to the surface recoil energy 

inaccuracy dEs. For thin self-supporting foils sample orientation II is preferable for 

optimal surface depth resolution. 

The results shown in figure 4.7 do not take into account the possibility to eliminate 
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the recoil energy inaccuracy dE852 by tilting the alpha-particle detector. In figure 4.8 

calculated depth-resolution ValUeS for I' a. = 45°, 1a. = 45° and full elimination Of dEBS2 

are compared. In sample orientation II alpha-particle detector tilting does not have much 

effect on the depth resolution. In sample orientation III beam spots on the sample are 

larger and alpha-particle detector tilting significantly improves depth resolution. For 'If 
= 15° full elimination of dE852 improves the depth resolution by a factor of 2 to 3.5 nm. 

For partial elimination with r .. = 45° the depth resolution for 'I'= 15° is 4.5 nm. 

In these depth resolution calculations the contributions of energy straggling and 

multiple scattering angular spread of the alpha projectile are neglected, assuming the 

thickness of thin self-supporting foils (sample orientation I and II) and the thickness of 

thin layers on a thick substrate (sample orientation III) to be less than a few 100 nm. 

4.4 Depth resolution below the surface 

In this section the depth resolution below the surface is discussed. When (MeV) particles 

traverse matter their energy and travel direction are (mainly) changed by the electronic 

interaction process and multiple (small angle) scattering on sample atoms. The stochastic 

nature of these processes causes energy loss spread (energy straggling) and multiple 

scattering angular spread. These effects largely determine the depth resolution below the 

surface. Details of these effects and the consequences for depth resolution and shape of 

the TOF spectra are given below. 

Multiple scattering angular spread confuses the relation between detection angle and 

recoil ejection angle and therefore causes via dKRfd<p an extra recoil energy spread. 

Hooton and others [35] found a good agreement between their multiple scattering 

angular spread experiments and the multiple scattering angular spread formula as given 

by Sigmund and Winterbon [36]. The multiple scattering angular spread -1<!>mul for an 

energetic particle with an energy E passing through a sample thickness t is given by [36) 

(4.4) 

Z1 and ~ are the nuclear charges of the energetic particle and sample atoms, a is the 

Thomas-Fermi screening radius, 'tis a reduced effective thickness, and N is the atom 

density of the sample. The function f('t) is given by ktl'. The parameters k and p are 

tabulated for different ranges of 't in reference 37. 

The multiple scattering angular spread formula 4.4 has been derived using a classical 

approach to the single scattering cross section. This approach is only valid if 

0.025M1 (Z1~2) > (E)M.v [35]. This condition is fulfilled for carbon particles travelling 

in a carbon matrix up to 400 MeV. 
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Figure 4.9 Measured recoil energy inaccuracy values as a function of aluminum 

thickness (5 data points) compared to calculated values. The calculated values are 

obtained by adding quadratically the recoil energy spread contributions of multiple 

scattering angular spread (MS), energy straggling (ES) and surface recoil energy 

inaccuracy (SR). In the figure the calculated contributions of MS, ES and SR are 

indicated with dashed Jines and the quadratic sum of these contributions is indicated 

with a solid line. 

Due to a large number of small angle scattering processes (multiple scattering) the 

path of ions traversing matter is not a straight line. This causes a path length spread for 

recoils to reach the surface from a given depth d and for projectiles to reach a given 

depth d. This path length spread A"A is approximated by 

A A. d cot(~) Acl>mw 
sin(~) r 

(4.5) 

AIJlmul is the multiple scattering angular spread (see equation 4.4) and ~ the recoil exit 
angle. The scaling factor r has a value of about 1.8 [36]. Multiple scattering of recoils 

causes a lateral spread in the exit position of recoils on the surface. Therefore in 

literature the path length spread contribution to the recoil energy spread is often called 

lateral spread contribution. 
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The energy straggling has been calculated by using a scaled Bohr straggling formula. 

Recently empirical formulas have been derived for energy straggling of ions in matter 

and compared to a large amount of energy straggling experimental data [39]. According 

to these empirical formulas the energy straggling for 6.8 MeV carbon recoils travelling 

in a carbon matrix is about 30% larger than the Bohr straggling value fls. 
No detailed energy straggling and multiple scattering angular spread studies have been 

made yet for carbon particles in the energy range around 6 MeV. The reliability of the 

available formulas for these effects has been checked in CERDA-TOF experiments for 

6.8 MeV carbon recoils travelling through thin aluminum layers (sample orientation I, 

'I'= -60°). Aluminum layers with various thicknesses (up to 95 pglcm2
) were evaporated 

on carbon foils before these foils were removed from the glass slides on which they are 

commercially available. In this CERDA-TOF experiment these carbon foils were 

mounted in such a way that the carbon recoils pass through the AI layers. From the 

early edge of the TOF spectra the recoil energy inaccuracy has been determined, which 

includes energy straggling, multiple scattering angular spread and surface recoil energy 

inaccuracy. The contribution of lateral spread is zero because the recoil exit angle ~ is 

90°. In figure 4.9 theory and experiment are compared and apan from one point (at an 

aluminum thickness of 30 pglcm2
) a good agreement has been found. 

In figure 4.7 the calculated depth resolution at depths of 0 nm, 100 nm and 300 nm 

are shown. For small recoil exit angles~ ('If"" q>) the depth resolution below the surface 

is limited by the lateral spread. In sample orientation I, at a depth of I 00 nm, the 

CERDA-TOF depth resolution is a factor of 2 better than the CERDA depth resolution. 

However, in sample orientation III, at a depth of 100 nm, the CERDA-TOF depth 

resolution does not differ much from the CERDA depth resolution, mostly because of 

the large influence of recoil lateral spread and beam spot size on the sample. 

It can be concluded from figure 3.7 that in sample orientation III efforts to improve 

the depth resolution by TOF measurements only have effect for the first tens of nm 

below the surface. In sample orientation I TOF measurements have success up to about 

300 nm. 

In these first calculations of the depth resolution in a basic CERDA(-TOF) experiment 

only the beam entrance angle 'If has been varied. The influence of other parameters, for 

example, recoil detection angle q> and alpha-panicle beam energy has not been studied 

in detail yet. One should realize, however, that these parameters can not be varied 

without altering the cross-section value for recoil ejection. For an optimum cross section 

only a few combinations of recoil detection angle and beam energy are suitable. 

In figure 4.3 the calculated TOF depth profiles and the measured TOF depth profile 

agree well for sample orientation I. For sample orientation II the late edge of the 

measured TOF depth profile is broader than calculated. This is probably caused by 
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Figure 4.10 (A) CERDA-TOF spectrum of a 200 nm Si,N4 self-supporting foil (Eo= 13.4 

MeV, <p = 30°, LR =2m and 'JI = -60°; sample orientation I). Apart from the nitrogen 

depth profile the carbon and oxygen surface impurities at the back of the foil {b) and 

front of the foil (f) are visible. In figure B, the nitrogen depth profile is shown in detail 

together with a calculated TOF depth profile (dashed line). These calculations are 

performed taking into account all recoil energy inaccuracy contributions. 

rumples in the carbon foil, which show up more strongly when recoils are ejected with 

a smaller exit angle ~. 

4.5 Multi-mass CERDA-TOF with self-supporting foils 

Figure 4.10a shows a CERDA-TOF multi-mass spectrum of a 200 nm self-supporting 

Si3N4 foil (Eo = 10.9 MeV, <p = 30° and 'If = -60°, sample orientation I). Carbon, 

nitrogen and oxygen recoils show up in this spectrum. Scattering angles of coincidently 
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Figure 4.11 CERDA-TOP spectrum of a 60 JJglcnf carbon foil (E0 = 13.4 MeV, <p = 30°, 

LR = 2 m and 'If = -60°; sample orientation 1). The depth scales (expressed in nm) are 

indicated at the top. 

scattered alpha particles are 100.9°, 104.0°, and 106.0° for C, N and 0 respectively. 

These scattering angles are within the 10° accepted angular range of the alpha-particle 

detector. Surface impurities of carbon and oxygen are clearly visible. The TOF depth 

proftle of nitrogen is shown in detail in figure 4.10b. The late edge of the calculated 

TOF depth profile does not fit the measured profile very well. The reason for this is the 

non-optimal cross-section behaviour as a function of energy: the cross section increases 

by about 10%, when the alpha projectile traverses the SiN foil. 

Figure 4.11 shows a CERDA-TOP spectrum of a 60 JJg/cm2 (260 nm) carbon foil <Eo 
= 13.4 MeV, <p = 30° and 'If= -60°, sample orientation 1). In this case the cross section 

for ejection of oxygen at <p = 30° (200 mbarn/sr) is larger than that of carbon (50 

mbarn/sr). The oxygen depth profile shows a very sharp surface peak at the recoil exit 

side (front) of the foil. The oxygen peak at the beam entrance side (back) of the foil is 

widened by multiple scattering angular spread, energy straggling and thickness 

inhomogeneity of the foiL At the interior of the carbon foil a small amount of oxygen 

is present, which corresponds to 1 atomic percent. 

The appearance of a 13C isotope peak demonstrates the sensitivity of the CERDA-TOP 

technique. The peak area from 13C recoils is about what is expected from the natural 
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Figure 4.12 Experimental setup for CERDA-TOF with thin layers on a 10.6 pm 
aluminum substrate (MA =main amplifier, SCA =single channel analyzer). From the 

three SCA gates ("carbon" gate, "energy" gate, and "recoil" gate) one gate for the TAC 

is generated by a coincidence unit. 

abundance (1.1% of the amount of 12C) if the cross sections for tzc and 13C are 

comparable. This assumption could not be justified with the available cross-section data 

for elastic scattering of alpha particles on 13C. The peak area of 13C recoils corresponds 

to an amount of 2.5·1016 atoms/cm2
, which has been calculated from the thickness of 

the carbon foil and the assumption of a 13CPC ratio of 0.011 in the foil. 

If no nitrogen or large amount of 13C is present 12C can be profiled down to 1700 nm 

before the depth profile starts to overlap with the 160 depth profile (see figure 4.11). If 

a larger depth range is desired an energy condition may be set to the energy of the 

backscattered alpha particles. For a larger depth ranges cross-section resonance with a 

larger energy width at the top is also required. 

4.6 CERDA-TOF with thin layers on a moderately thick aluminum substrate 

4.6.1 Experimental details 

CERDA-TOF has been applied to thin layers on 10.6 pm aluminum foils. In figure 4.12 

the CERDA-TOF setup to analyze these samples is shown. Energy straggling and 

multiple scattering angular spread of the alpha projectiles and ejected recoils are 

minimized in sample orientation III. Alpha projectiles enter the sample at a beam 

entrance angle 'If of 15° and recoils are detected at q> = 30° with an exit angle~ of 15° 



Figure 4.13 Energy spectra of the alpha-particle detector (A) and the recoil detector (B) 

in a CERDA-TOF experiment with a 400 nm deposited carbon layer (containing also 

oxygen) on a 10.6 wn aluminum substrate (E0 = 13.4 MeV, cp = 30° and 'I' = 15°; 

sample orientation Ill). The energy spectra are gated by the output of the time to 

amplitude convertor (TAC). The arrows in the lower spectrum indicate the position of 

carbon recoils and oxygen recoils ejected from the surface. The dashed lines represent 

an imaginary separation between countsft·om accidental coincidences, counts from real 

coincidences with carbon and counts from real coincidences with oxygen. 

(see figure 4.12). Coincidently scattered alpha particles have to pass through the 

aluminum foil before they enter the alpha-particle detector. 

In figure 4.13 the energy spectra of both the alpha-panicle detector and the recoil 

detector are shown. These energy spectra are gated by a fast coincidence circuit. In this 

case the output of the TAC, which only detects fast coincidence events, is used to gate 

the MCA, which measures the energy spectra. The background in both energy spectra 
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Figure 4.14 CERDA-TOP spectra of a 650 nm carbon layer on a 10.6 pm aluminum 
substrate (E0 = 13.4 MeV, <p = 30° and 'Jf = 15°; sample orientation Ill): with no gating 
by the coincidence unit (A), with gating by the coincidence unit (B), after the subtraction 

procedure (see text) (C), and without a "carbon" gate offered to the coincidence unit 
(D). 

(up to 7 MeV for the alpha-particle and up to 13 MeV for the recoil detector) is caused 

by accidental coincidence events. The sample used is an about 400 nm thick plasma 

deposited carbon layer on a 10.6 pm aluminum substrate. The carbon layer contains 

oxygen. The two peaks in figure 4.13a corresponds to alpha particles scattered from 

carbon and oxygen. The position of the two edges in figure 4.13b correspond to the 

energies of carbon recoils and oxygen recoils ejected from the surface. Alpha particles 

scattered from carbon and oxygen lose 2.4 and 2.0 MeV respectively in the 10.6 pm 

aluminum substrate. The width of the peaks in figure 4.13a is mainly determined by the 

thickness of the 400 nm layer and multiple scattering angular spread of the recoils, 
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which enlarges the energy spread of the coincidently scattered alpha particles. This 

energy spread of coincidently scattered alpha particles has a negligible consequence for 

the recoil TOF depth profile (short L..). The only consequence of the aluminum 

substrate is a small shift of the TOF depth profiles (1.1 ns for the carbon TOF depth 

proftle and 0.6 ns for oxygen TOF depth profile). The low energy cutoff at 3 MeV in 

figure 4.13a and 4.13b is set by the discriminator level of the constant fraction 

discriminator. The constant fraction discriminator does not respond to timing pulses with 

pulse heights corresponding to energies below 3 MeV. 

Considered as a beam, the coincidently scattered alpha particles have a divergency of 

4° (horizontal) x 2° (vertical) before passing the aluminum substrate (in the case of a 

650 nm carbon layer, see section 4.6.2). This divergency is caused by multiple scattering 

angular spread of the coincident recoils and its value depends on the matrix and 

thickness of the layer to be analyzed. The divergency of the coincidently scattered alpha

particle "beam" is further increased to 5° x 3.5° by multiple scattering angular spread 

in the 10.6 pm aluminum substrate. The scattered alpha-particle "beams" coincident with 

carbon recoils and oxygen recoils are both sufficiently accepted by the alpha-particle 

detector. The alpha particle detector was centred at 105° and had a detector angular 

acceptance range of 12° x 5°. 

4.6.2 Accidental coincidences 

In figure 4.14a a CERDA-TOF spectrum of a 650 nm deposited carbon layer on a 10.6 

pm aluminum substrate is shown (Eo = 13.4 MeV, <p = 30° and 'II = 15°, sample 

orientation lll). Note that the time of flight scale of a TOF spectrum is not proportional 

to the energy scale, so the height of the carbon depth profile in this TOF spectrum is 

decreasing with increasing recoil time of flight. On both sides of the carbon depth 

profile bumps are present and unfortunately a bump is also present in the carbon depth 

profile. These bumps are caused by accidental coincidences. Both the alpha-particle 

detector and the recoil detector had a high count rate of non-coincident alpha particles 

scattered from the aluminum substrate, which generate "false" timing signals. In the 

CERDA-TOF spectrum these accidental coincident events show up in a regular bump 

structure because the cyclotron beam is pulsed. If a backscattered alpha particle 

generates a "false" start signal an accidental coincidence event can be generated by a 

forward scattered alpha particle coming from the same cyclotron beam pulse or from 

following cyclotron beam pulses. The distance between these bumps is 127 ns 

corresponding to the cyclotron frequency of 7.88 MHz. The width of a cyclotron pulse 

is about 10 ns. 

In figure 4.15 the TOF of recoils and (forward scattered non-coincident) alpha 
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Figure 4.15 Time of flight of carbon recoils and oxygen recoils as a function of energy 

for LR = 2 m and LR = 1.25 m. Also shown are the TOF regions of accidental 

coincidence counts caused by alpha particles from the same cyclotron pulse («o) and 

from the following two cyclotron pulses (a, and a2). Time of flight values for energies 

below the cutoff energy of 3 MeV are not given as these energies are suppressed by the 

CFD (see text). From this figure the width and position of the bumps of accidental 

coincidence events in the CERDA-TOP spectrum can be determined. 

particles is given as a function of particle energy. Adding 12711 ns (with n 1, 2, 3, ... ) 

to the TOF of alpha particles from the first cyclotron pulse gives the "TOF" of alpha 

particles from following cyclotron pulses (see figure 4.15). From this figure the width 

and position of the bumps in the CERDA-TOF spectrum can be determined. The energy 

range of forward scattered alpha particles, which generate "false" stop signals is between 

the cutoff energy of 3 MeV and the maximum alpha particle energy of 13 MeV. This 

results in a TOF bump width of 80 ns (see figure 4.15). 

These bumps can be partly suppressed by setting conditions to the energy of scattered 
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alpha particles and the energy of recoils. Figure 4.12 shows the electronic setup for 

generating the gate for the T AC. The energy signal of the alpha-particle detector is 

offered to two SCA, of which one selects alpha particles scattered from carbon and the 

other selects alpha particles scattered from oxygen. The position and width of these 

gates are determined from the two peaks in the energy spectrum shown in figure 4.13a. 

The energy signal of the recoil detector is offered to a third SCA, which selects energies 

between 3 MeV and 8 MeV. The width of this "recoil energy" gate may be adjusted to 

the thickness of the layer and the mass range to be investigated. From these three SCA 

gates ("carbon energy" gate, "oxygen energy" gate, and "recoil energy" gate) a 

coincidence unit generates a gate for the TAC. To select both carbon and oxygen the 

coincidence requirement of the coincidence unit is set to two. When the CERDA-TOF 

spectrum is gated in this way, the amount of accidental coincidence counts in the bumps 

is lowered by a factor of 5 (see figure 4.14b). The width of the bumps is reduced, 

because the "recoil" gate only selects particles between 3 MeV and 8 MeV. 

4.6.3 Sensitivity 

With CERDA-TOP plasma deposited carbon layers of a few 100 nm on a 10.6 pm thick 

aluminum substrate have been analyzed. In these layers small amounts of oxygen have 

been detected in scattering experiments designed to determine the CIH ratio (see chapter 

2, section 2.6.5). For some of these samples the oxygen depth profile have been 

determined in CERDA-TOF experiments. 

The sensitivity and depth range in CERDA-TOP for thin layers on a thick substrate 

has been demonstrated with a 650 nm carbon layer deposited on a 10.6 pm aluminum 

layer. Measured CERDA-TOP spectra of this sample are shown in figure 4.14a and 

figure 4.14b. In spite of offering "energy" gates to the TAC (see previous section) 

bumps of accidental coincident events are still present (see figure 4.14b). These bumps 

disturb the depth profile and affect the sensitivity. 

A further suppression of the accidental coincidence counts can be achieved by 

decreasing the beam current ( 40 nA for this experiment). With decreasing beam current 

and conserved beam dose the peak to background ratio improves linearly: the number 

of accidental coincidence counts decreases quadratically and the number of real 

coincidence counts decreases linearly. However, considering the measuring time of a 

CERDA-TOP spectrum, which is about one hour for the spectrum shown in figure 

4.14b, a decrease of the beam current is not a serious possibility for removing the 

background of accidental coincidence counts. 

When extreme sensitivities are not required another option for removing the 

background of accidental coincidence counts is available. The shape and amount of 
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Figure 4.16 (A) CERDA-TOF spectrum with the same experimental conditions as figure 

4.14c but with a "carbon" gate offered to the coincidence unit instead of an "oxygen" 

gate; (B) The TOF depth profile in figure A converted to an energy scale; (C) Idem B, 

but measured with a reduced detection solid angle of the alpha-particle detector. The 

dashed lines are the calculated depth profiles. These calculations are performed taking 

into account all recoil energy inaccuracy contributions. 

counts of the first bump and the third bump (next to the carbon TOF depth profile) are 

identical (apart from statistics). From this the shape, position and size of the second 

bump which disturbs the carbon depth profile are known. When these three bumps are 

subtracted from the CERDA-TOF spectrum shown in figure 4.14b, the CERDA-TOF 

spectrum shown in figure 4.11c is obtained. 

On top of the carbon depth profiles in figure 4.14a, 4.14b and 4.14c an oxygen surface 

peak is visible. To study this peak almost without background the "carbon energy" gate 

is removed from the coincidence unit In this case the content of accidental coincidence 
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counts in the bumps is further reduced by a factor of 2. Figure 4.14d shows the 

CERDA-TOF spectrum after the "bump-subtraction" procedure. The number of counts 

in this oxygen depth profile corresponds to an amount of lOu; at/cm2
• From this number 

of counts in the oxygen depth profile and the number of counts in subtracted background 

the sensitivity for oxygen in this experiment has been estimated: 5·1014 at/cm2
• 

For optimal sensitivity and to avoid the subtraction procedure the recoil flight path 

distance La should be adjusted in such a way that the oxygen peak appears between two 

bumps (see figure 4.15 for La = 1.25 m). Another way to improve the sensitivity is to 

measure in a multi-parameter experiment both the TOF and particle energy in the recoil 

detector. In this multi-parameter experiment the recoils can be separated from forward 

scattered alpha particles (accidental coincidences) in a more effective way (see figure 

4.15). 

4.6.4 Depth range 

The oxygen peak on the carbon TOF depth profile in figure 4.14b disappears when only 

a "carbon energy" gate and a "recoil energy" gate are offered to the coincidence unit. 

After the "bump-subtraction" procedure the carbon TOF depth profile as shown in figure 

4.16a has been obtained. The carbon depth profile in figure 4.16b has been obtained 

after conversion to an energy scale. At a recoil energy of 6 MeV (at a depth of 250 nm) 

this measured depth profile starts to deviate from the calculated depth profile. This is 

probably caused by multiple scattering angular spread of the carbon recoils. which affect 

the coincidence efficiency. As recoil multiple scattering angular spread increases with 

recoil energy loss. the divergency of the coincidentJy scattered alpha-particle 'beam' 

increases with increasing depth and becomes comparable with the detection solid angle 

of the alpha-particle detector. This has been made plausible by replacing the 12x5 mrn2 

diaphragm at a = 105° by a circularly shaped diaphragm with a diameter of 4 mrn at 

a= 101° (see figure 4.16c). This reduced detection solid angle of the alpha-particle 

detector further decreases the coincidence efficiency at lower recoil energies. 

Another possibility for the decrease of counts at larger depths is the limited energy 

width of the flat top of the cross-section resonance. With a beam entrance angle 'JI of 

15° the energy loss of the alpha-particle beam is already 100 keV at a depth of 250 nm. 

Because of the inaccuracy in the measurement of the beam energy(± 50 keV) it is hard 

to predict at which depth the cross section starts to deviate from the resonance value at 

the top. A better method to measure the alpha-particle beam energy is being developed. 
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Figure 4.17 (A) CERDA-TOF spectrum of a 14 }tglcrtt carbon foil on a 10.6 }1m 

aluminum substrate (Eo= 13.4 MeV, <p = 30°, LR = 2 m and \jl = 15°; sample 

orientation Ill). The depth range for carbon is 400 nm. Two oxygen peaks from the 

surface and the interface between the substrate and the carbon foil occur in this 

spectrum. In figure B, the carbon depth profile is shown in detail together with the 

calculated TOF depth profile (dashed line). These calculations are performed taking into 

account all recoil energy inaccuracy contributions. 

4.6.5 Depth resolution 

CERDA-TOF experiments with l4pg/cm2 carbon layer on a 10.6 pm aluminum substrate 

demonstrate a high depth resolution (E0 = 13.4 MeV, <p = 30° and \jl = 15°, sample 

orientation Ill). After the bump-subtraction procedure the results are shown in figure 

4.17. As discussed in section 4.3.5, the contribution of the beam spot size on the sample 

is partly eliminated by tilting the alpha-particle detector over 45°. 

The slope of the early edge of the carbon depth profile in figure 4.17 corresponds to 
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Figure 4.18 CERDA-TOP spectrum of a 26 pglcm2 carbon foil on a 20 pm aluminum 

substrate. (E0 = 12.1 MeV, q> = 45°, LR =2m and 'If= 30°; sample orientation Ill). The 

depth resolution at the surface is 5 nm. The dashed line is a calculated TOP depth 

profile. These calculations are performed taking into account all recoil energy 

inaccuracy contributions. 

30 keY (5 nm depth resolution). The calculation of dEs agrees with this experimental 

result (table 4.1, column C). This agreement between calculations and measurements 

conflnns that energy loss, energy straggling and multiple scattering angular spread of 

the coincidently scattered alpha-particle "beam" do not significantly affect the depth 

resolution for short L,.. 
At the interface between the carbon foil and the aluminum substrate the CERDA-TOF 

spectrum shows a large amount of oxygen (see figure 4.17a). This may be ascribed to 

water locked up at the interface, when the carbon foil was ladled out of the water with 

the aluminum substrate. 

4.6.6 45° recoil detection angle scattering geometry 

In a special CERDA-TOF experiment the beam pipe was moved to q> = 45° and the 

entrance angle 'If of the alpha projectiles was changed to 30°. For carbon another large 

resonance cross section exists at Eo = 12.1 MeV and <p = 45° (150 mbarn/sr). A 
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CERDA-TOP spectrum of a 26 pg/cm2 carbon layer on a 20 pm aluminum substrate is 

shown in figure 4.18 (Eo= 12.1 MeV, <p = 45° and 'If= 30°, sample orientation lll). The 

main advantage of this geometry is the larger energy of coincidently scattered alpha 

particle (7.5 MeV at a = 70°), so this alpha particle passes more easily through the 

aluminum substrate. With higher alpha-particle beam energies layers on even thicker 

substrates can be studied with CERDA-TOP, provided that a suitable cross-section 

resonance is found. 

4. 7 Conclusions 

The depth resolution of the CERDA technique has been significantly improved by recoil 

TOF measurements (in sample orientation I down to a depth of 300 nm and in sample 

orientation III down to a depth of 50 nm). Apart from an improved recoil detection 

energy resolution, the TOF detection method allows a compensation for kinematic recoil 

energy inaccuracy caused by the finite recoil detection solid angle. 

CERDA-TOP experiments with thin self-supporting foils in sample orientation I or ll 

are successful in depth profding of the nuclides 12C, 14N and 160. The depth resolution 

is about 4 nm for sample orientation II (q> = 30° and 'I'= 45°). If the thickness of the 

investigated foil is less than 500 nm depth profiling of the nuclides 12C, 14N and 160 is 

possible without suffering from mass/depth ambiguity (multi-mass CERDA-TOF). 

CERDA-TOP experiments may also be performed to analyze thin layers on a 

moderately thick substrate (tens of pm). In sample orientation III with 'If= 15° the depth 

resolution is about 5 nm. Because of the small recoil exit angle ~ = 15° the depth range 

is smaller (300 nm) than in sample orientation I with 'I'= -60°. For thin layers on a 

thick substrate the depth profiles in the CERDA-TOF spectra are some~ hat affected by 

accidental coincidence events, but by a subtraction procedure this problem can be 

successfully handled. In this case the sensitivity is about 5·1014 at/cm2
• A further 

improvement should be obtained by adjusting the recoil flight path ~· 

The depth resolution in CERDA-TOF experiments is mainly limited by beam 

properties (see table 4.1). When using a Tandem Van-de-Graaff accelerator instead of 

a cyclotron depth resolutions down to 1 nm can be achieved. In this case the depth 

resolution does not suffer from beam energy spread, from beam divergency and hardly 

from the beam spot size on the sample. 

To obtain a larger depth range and to avoid overlapping depth proflles requirements 

must be set on the energy and/or scattering angle of the coincidently scattered alpha 

particles. If only one nuclide is of interest selection of energy or scattering angle can 

simply be achieved with an energy gate (see section 4.6.2) or a slit in front of the alpha

particle detector. If more nuclides are of interest a multi-parameter data acquisition 
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system is needed to measure both the recoil TOF and the energy of the coincidently 

scattered alpha particle. In a more sophisticated CERDA-TOF experiment this multi

parameter data acquisition system can also read out a position-sensitive detector which 

measures the scattering angle of coincident alpha particles. 

So far CERDA-TOF experiments have only been performed with an alpha-particle 

beam energy around 12 MeV and a recoil detection angle of 30°. However, in some 

CERDA-TOF experiments, for example with thin layers on a 20 pm aluminum foil 

(section 4.6.6, <p = 45°), a deviation from this basic setup is required, which depends on 

the properties of the sample to be studied. In which way the basic CERDA-TOF 

experiment has to be changed to fulfil more extreme demands {a larger depth range or 

a higher sensitivity) is subject to further study. 
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Chapter 5 

Subnanosecond timing 
with ion-implanted silicon particle detectors 

5.1 Introduction and overview 

Studies of timing properties of silicon particle detectors have so far been restricted to 

surface barrier detectors (SBD) [1-4]. Time resolution and plasma delay have been 

intensively studied. According to Pleyer [5], for optimum time resolution the detector 

must have a low capacitance and a low bulk resistivity (of the n-type detector wafer). 

The detector must be operated at a bias exceeding the value necessary for full depletion 

(overdepletion). The best resolution, however, has recently been obtained with an 

overdepleted detector with a high bulk resistivity: 63 ps has been reported by Nakagawa 

et al. [4]. Plasma delays are assumed to occur, when a strongly ionizing particle enters 

the detector and creates a high conductivity plasma, which disturbs the electric field and 

retards the charge collection (see ref. 1, 6 and discussion in section 5.7.2). 

A new type of a silicon particle detector has been introduced by the development of 

the planar Si/Si02 technology: ion-implanted p+-n junction detectors (7,8]. These 

detectors have very low leakage currents and very thin homogeneous detector windows 

(p+-layers), so a high energy resolution is obtained. PIPS detectors (Passivated Implanted 

Planar Silicon), which are fabricated according to this process [9], are commercially 

available from Canberra Semiconductor N.V. [10]. In spite of the extremely thin detector 

window of the PIPS detectors (500 A) the energy resolution for heavy ions remains 

disappointing. 

About 10 years ago the market for silicon particle detectors was almost completely 

dominated by surface barrier detectors (SBD). Nowadays the ion-implanted particle 

detectors are rapidly gaining market share. The most important advantages of ion

implanted particle detectors compared to SBD are: lower leakage current, less sensitivity 

for damaging the detector window by touching or by baking in an UHV environment 

and a better controlled production process of very thin homogeneous detector windows. 

The timing quality of PIPS detectors suffers from the resistance of the thin implanted 

p+-layer (detector window). Integration of the detector-voltage pulse by the resistance 

of the p+·implanted layer R0 and the detector capacitance Cv increases the rise time of 

the detector-voltage pulse, which delays the time response of the electronic timing 

circuit. As the integration constant R0 C0 is position dependent, the timing of an ion-
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implanted p+-n junction detector depends on the position of irradiation. Therefore the 

time resolution deteriorates, when the full surface of the detector is irradiated. For a 

PIPS detector with a surface area of 100 mm2 the time resolution is limited to 1 ns. The 

timing of PIPS detectors has been calculated and measured as a function of position of 

irradiation (section 5.4 and 5.5). The timing problem of resistive-dividing position

sensitive detectors (PSD), analogous to the timing problem of PIPS detectors, has also 

been studied. 

Two solutions for the timing problem of PIPS detectors are discussed in this thesis: 

detectors with a very thin aluminum layer evaporated on the detector window and 

rectangular detectors (see section 5.5). Both solutions have been shown to be successful 

in combining a high energy resolution with a high time resolution, which is required for 

optimization of CERDA-TOF experiments (see chapter 4). The time resolution of these 

special timing PIPS detectors has been improved to about 50 ps. This value is 

comparable with the best time resolution obtained with SBD. 

Some of these special timing PIPS detectors, however, when scanned for the timing 

as a function of position, still show relatively strong variations of the timing (up to 400 

ps). Such timing variations are proven to arise from bulk-resistivity variations (see 

section 5.6). For far overdepleted detectors (with a high bulk resistivity) these timing 

variations disappear. 

Timing variations have been measured as a function of the detector bias voltage and 

have been compared to calculations (see section 5.7). The calculations take into account 

the rise time of detector-voltage pulse and the response of both the preamplifier input 

circuit and the timing electronic circuit. 

Before treating the timing properties of PIPS detectors some general characteristics of 

silicon particle detectors are reviewed in section 5.2. Important for timing characteristics 

is the speed of charge collection within the depletion layer [14-16]. The speed of charge 

collection depends on whether the detector is partially depleted or overdepleted. 

Timing properties of SBD are generally measured in combination with a thin foil time 

pick up detector [1,4] or a thin detector (AE detector) [5], which generate the reference 

timing signal for the timing measurements. An alternative method in which the reference 

timing signal is generated by an associated particle is discussed in this chapter (section 

5.3.2). Limits to the time resolution of this associated particle method are electronic 

noise and particle energy inaccuracy of the associated particles. To separate detector 

timing properties from timing properties of the electronic amplifying circuit the latter 

have been experimentally and theoretically studied (sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4). Special 

attention is paid to the fast part of the electronic amplifying circuit, which generates the 

timing signals. 
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collection ring 

s 

z n-type silicon 

Al-layer 

Figure 5.1 Basic layout of a PIPS detector. The thickness of the depletion layer d, the 

detector wafer thickness s and the depth scale z are indicated. 

5.2 Silicon particle detectors 

5.2.1 General aspects 

The basic material of almost all silicon particle detectors is n-type silicon with a bulk 

resistivity p between 500 Ocm and 20000 Qcm. The detector junctions are formed in 

different ways. For SBD the detector junction is formed by a Schottky barrier. In the 

case of PIPS detectors and most PSD (with resistive electrodes) the detector junction is 

formed by a thin heavily doped p+-layer (see figure 5.1). The p+-layer functions as a 

window for radiation entering the depletion layer. To minimize energy straggling in the 

p+-layer and therefore to optimize the detector energy resolution, the thickness of this 

layer is made extremely thin (500 A). 
The depletion depth d of a p+-n junction is approximately [11] 

(5.1) 

In this expression e is the dielectric constant of silicon, 11. the electron mobility at low 

electric fields (1350 cm2Ns), V0 is the contact potential of the junction("' 0.6V) and N0 

is the donor concentration in the n-type bulk material. If a reverse bias V 8 is applied to 

the junction, the depletion depth can be calculated from equation 5.1 by replacing V0 by 
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(V0 + V8). 

For partially depleted detectors the electric field distribution in the depletion layer as 

a function of depth z (see figure 5.1) is given by 

eND 
E(z) = -(d-z) (5.2) 

E 

When the depletion depth is equal to the detector wafer thickness s the detector is fully 

depleted. The detector is overdepleted, when a higher bias voltage is applied to the 

detector. In the case of an overdepleted PIPS detector the depletion layer penetrates into 

a thin n+-layer, which is present at the back of the detector. In this n+-layer the electric 

field strength decreases to zero. 

Strongly ionizing particles are mostly fully stopped in the depletion layer. During the 

stopping process of these particles electrons are excited to the conduction band leaving 

hole carriers in the valence band (the energy gap for silicon is 1.1 eV). In this way, for 

MeV particles, a large number of electron-hole pairs is created. Not all particle energy 

is used for the creation of electron-hole pairs. The remainder is used to excite lattice 

vibrations and the average energy required for the creation of one electron-hole pair is 

3.66 eV [11]. 

Within the depletion layer hole carriers drift to the p+-electrode and the electrons drift 

towards the n+-electrode. The charge carrier velocity vis given by 

v(z) "' ~J.(E(z)) E(z) (5.3) 

For low electric field strengths the charge carrier mobility Jl is constant and does not 

depend on E(z). The mobility of charge carriers is mainly limited by lattice scattering 

[12]. Another restriction for the carrier mobility is impurity scattering. However. the 

donor concentration for a bulk resistivity p of 500 Qcm is far below the critical value 

of 1017 irnpurities/cm3
, above which impurity scattering influences the carrier mobility. 

At high electric field strengths the charge carrier energy is progressively lost to optical 

phonons and therefore above 2·10'' V/cm the charge carrier velocity approaches a 

saturation velocity. 

A general formula for the charge carrier velocity v, which also holds at high electric 

field strengths is given by [12] 

v(z)- IJ.E(z) 
(1 + 1J.E(z)/v8 ) 

(5.4) 

Jl is the constant charge carrier mobility at low electric field strengths: 1350 cm2/Vs for 

electrons and 480 cm2/Vs for hole carriers; v5 is the charge carrier saturation velocity 
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at high electric field strengths: 1.1·107 cm/s for electrons and 9.5·106 cm/s (all these 

values are valid for T = 300 K). 

Displacement of charge carriers between the two detector electrodes induces charge 

at these electrodes. For a charge e, which moves a distance Az, a charge Aq is induced 

Az Aq =e-
d 

(5.5) 

For overdepleted detectors d equals the detector wafer thickness s. Originally this 

relation has been derived for gas filled detectors in absence of space charge between the 

detector electrodes. Although this is not the case for silicon particle detectors, it has 

been proven using the generalized Ramo's theorem that relation 5.5 is also valid for 

silicon particles detectors [13]. 

5.2.2 Charge collection within the depletion layer 

Consider an electron-hole pair created at a depth Zo· Because of E(z) the electron moves 

to the n+-electrode and induces a detector-charge pulse 0e(t). Movement of the hole 

carrier to the p+-electrode induces a detector-charge pulse Qh(t). These detector-charge 

pulses have been calculated using formulas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5. For a partially depleted 

detector and constant carrier mobilities, the detector-charge pulses Oe(t) and Q,(t) are 

given by [14] 

(d-Zo) t 
Q.,(t) = e--[1-exp( --)] 

d tR 

(d-zo) 1-LJ. t 
~(t) = e--[exp(--)-1] 

d 1-Le 'tR 

~(t) = e Zo 
d 

fort < 'tR 1-Lcln(~) 
1-LJ. d-Zo 

for t > 'tR 1-Leln(-d-) 
llh d-Zo 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

p. and Ph are the constant carrier mobilities for electrons and hole carriers respectively; 

tR = pe is the dielectric relaxation time constant in the n-type detector wafer. For the 

derivation of these formulas the expression of the electric field strength (equation 5.2) 

is rewritten: E(z) = (d-z)l(petJ using 1/p = eNolle· For bulk resistivities between 500 

Ocm and 20000 Ocm the characteristic time scale of the charge collection tR varies 

between 0.5 ns and 20 ns. The total detector-charge pulse is given by the summation of 

Oe(t) and Q,(t). 

When a short range particle enters the detector the electron-hole pairs are created just 
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Figure 5.2 Charge collection time tc as a function of the bias voltage V8 for detectors 

with a bulk resistivity p of 1100 !lcm, 1600 !lcm and 4000 !lcm and with a detector 

wafer thickness s of 300 }Jm. The charge collection time has a maximum value when the 

detectors are fully depleted. 

below the detector window (zJd "'" 0). For such short range particles the motion of 

electrons to the end of the depletion layer detennines the detector-charge pu1se which 

is given (for partia1ly depleted detectors) by equation 5.6 multiplied by the tota1 amount 

of electrons collected. In this case the rise time of the detector-charge pulse does not 

depend on the depletion depth and therefore not on the detector bias voltage V 8 • This 
can be explained as follows: With increasing bias voltage V 8 the depletion depth 

increases proportional to ..Jv 8 and the distance for the electrons to travel increases 

proportional to ..Jv 8 • The speed of the electrons is also proportiona1 to ..Jv 8 (the average 

electric field strength E "'" V pjd = ..Jv 8). Therefore the rise time of the detector-charge 

pulse remains constant with increasing V 8 • 

Equation 5.6 is only true for constant carrier mobilities and partia1ly depleted 

detectors. The influence of non constant charge carrier mobilities on the speed of the 

charge collection has been ca1culated by Tove and Falk [15]. Their ca1culations. 

however, use an incorrect formula for the induced charge Aq [13]. Therefore in this 

work the ca1culations have been repeated using equation 5.5. The depletion depth has 

been split into N parts .6x. For each part Ax the electric field has been ca1culated and 
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the electron velocity has been detennined from formula 5.4. The addition sum of the 

transit times for all4x gives the transit time of the electrons to move from the p+-layer 

to the end of the depletion depth. A charge collection time 'tc is defined as the time 

needed by the electrons to move from the p+ electrode to a depth of 0.63d. 

In figure 5.2 the calculated charge collection time tc is shown as a function of the 

bias voltage for 300 pm detectors with bulk resistivities of 1100 Ocm, 1600 Ocm and 

4000 Ocm. For low detector bias voltages, for low electric field strengths and constant 

carrier mobilities, the charge collection time 'tc equals ta (= pe) {see equation 5.6). 

With increasing detector bias voltage the charge collection time tc increases: at electric 

field strengths above 5·Hr V/cm the electron velocity is not proportional to the electric 

field strength and approaches the saturation value. 

When the detector becomes fully depleted the charge collection time reaches a 

maximum. For overdepleted detectors the travel distance for electrons is equal to the 

detector wafer thickness. As electron velocity still increases with increasing bias voltage 

the charge collection time decreases (see figure 5.2). At very high electric field strengths 

(> 2·104 V/cm) the electron velocity approaches the saturation value {= 1.1·107 cm/s) 

and tc approaches a constant value of 1.9 ns (s = 300 pm). This value only depends on 

the detector thickness s and does not depend on the bulk resistivity. 

5.3 Timing experiment 

Timing properties of silicon particle detectors have been measured in an associated 

particle experiment. For this pwpose thin carbon foils (14 pg/cm2
) are bombarded by 

12.1 MeV alpha particles. Carbon recoils are detected at a detection angle q> of 30° and 

associated alpha particles are detected in coincidence at a detection angle 0 of 101°. 

From time correlation measurements between these particles the timing properties of the 

detectors are measured. These time correlation measurements are slightly disturbed by 

a number of experimental timing errors, which are treated in detail in section 5.3.2. The 

main contribution to the instrumental time resolution is electronic noise (section 5.3.5). 

The equivalent detector circuit and the amplifying properties of a charge sensitive 

preamplifier are discussed in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 

5.3.1 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup of the timing experiment is shown in figure 5.3. The detector

charge pulses from the detector at e = 101° (alpha-particle detector) are converted to 

NIM standard fast signals (amplitude -IV, width 20 ns) using the fast timing output of 

a charge sensitive preamplifier, a fast amplifier and a constant fraction discriminator. In 
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Figure 5.3 Experimental setup for measurements of detector timing properties. PA: 

charge sensitive preamplifier (Silena Catsa 82); FA:fast amplifier(Ortec VF/20); CFD: 

constant fraction discriminator ( Ortec 47 3); D: delay; T AC: time to amplitude convertor 

(Canberra 2145 ); MCA: multi-channel analyzer (Canberra 8075 ). 

a similar way the detector-charge pulses of the detector at <p = 30° (recoil detector) are 

converted to NIM fast signals. The NIM fast signals generated by the alpha-particle 

detector trigger the start of the time to amplitude convertor (T AC). The NIM fast signals 

generated by the recoil detector are used to trigger the stop of the T AC. The T AC output 

pulse is a block pulse of which the height corresponds to the time difference between 

start and stop signal. A multi-channel analyzer generates timing spectra from these T AC 

pulses. The time correlation between the detection time of carbon recoils and associated 

alpha particles shows up as a timing peak in the timing spectra. The width of this timing 

peak is determined by the detector time resolution of both detectors and the instrumental 

time resolution of 125 ps. This instrumental time resolution is sufficient to measure the 

timing properties of the detectors. 

For the best timing detectors studied in the course of this work the time correlation 

peak in the timing spectrum is a single narrow peak slightly wider than the instrumental 

time resolution of 125 ps. For some detectors studied, however, the time correlation 

peaks (timing peak) are broadened or even split into several peaks. To investigate such 

problems in detail, timing properties of the recoil detector have been measured as a 

function of position by scanning this detector behind a fixed diaphragm. The rest of the 

coincidence setup, including the position high-quality timing alpha-particle detector, is 
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Table 5J Contributions to the instrumental time resolution (expressed in ps) without 

(column I) and with (column II) compensation for the contribution of the horizontal 

recoil detection angular range and for the contribution of the beam spot size on the foil. 

In column I the contributions are given for 'fa = 0" and 'lj1 = -60" and in column II for 

'Ya = 45" and 'lj1 = -47.5° . 

contributions to the instrumental time resolution I II 

recoil detection solid angle (horizontal slit width 1 mm) 122 0 

beam divergency (0.4°} 55 29 

energy resolution beam (20 ke V) 4 4 

beam spot size on the foil (horizontal width 4 mm) 56 0 

recoil stopping in the carbon foil (14 Jlg/cm2
) 59 62 

electronic noise (7 ns rise time at CFD} 105 105 

instrumental time resolution 189 

left unchanged. In all timing experiments the high quality timing alpha-particle detector 

is a special timing PIPS detector with a small surface (50 mm2
) covered by a very thin 

aluminum layer (300 A) and with a low bulk resistivity of 500 Ucm. The solid angle of 

this detector is large enough to detect all coincidently scattered alpha particles. Scanning 

results of different types of PIPS detectors are discussed in section 5.5. 

5.3.2 Instrumental time resolution 

The measured time resolution contains, apart from the detector time resolution of the 

recoil and alpha-particle detector, contributions due to electronic noise, time of flight 

differences across the beam spot (on the foil), recoil energy inaccuracy and alpha

particle energy inaccuracy. 

Contributions to the recoil energy inaccuracy and alpha-particle energy inaccuracy are: 

energy resolution of the beam, particle stopping in the carbon foil and kinematic energy 

differences caused by the beam divergency and the recoil detection solid angle. In table 

5.1 all contributions to the instrumental time resolution are listed. 

To improve the instrumental time resolution the contributions caused by the recoil 

detection angular range (in the scattering plane) and beam spot size on the foil have 

been compensated for. This compensation is explained in this section. Because of this 
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diaphragm........-

Figure 5.4 The recoil detection angular range dcp (in the scattering plane) causes a 

coincidence scattering angular difference d9. The energy difference between the carbon 
recoils R1 and R2 and the same energy difference between the coincidently scattered 

alpha particles a.1 and a.2 cause a time difference in the timing spectrum if "'a= 0° (see 
formula 5.8). This time difference is compensated by tilting the alpha-particle detector 
by an angle "fa· In this case a flight path difference dla. (see equation 5.9) between the 
alpha particles a.1 and a.2 is introduced. 

compensation the instrumental time resolution has been improved from 189 ps to 125 

ps and the electronic noise contribution becomes the main contribution to the 

instrumental time resolution. All contributions to the instrumental time resolution are 

approximated to have a Gaussian shape and the instrumental time resolution has been 

calculated by adding all contributions quadratically. 

The recoil detection angular range d<p (in the scattering plane) causes a recoil energy 

difference of (dKR/d<p)·E0·d<p. (KR is the recoil kinematic factor and Eo is the beam 

energy). The associated alpha particles obviously have the same energy difference. This 

energy difference causes flight time differences. For a small recoil detection angular 

range dcp these flight time differences appear as a timing difference dt in the timing 

spectrum 

(5.8) 

1..,, Ma., E..., are the flight path from target to detector, mass and energy for the alpha 
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Figure 5.5 A beam entrance angular difference d~ between two beam particles a.1 and 

a.2 (A) can be regarded as a recoil angular difference d~ when the lab system for one 

beam particle a.1 is rotated by d~ (B). This recoil angular difference d~ causes a 

coincidence scattering angular difference of 2.1 d~. Rotation of the rotated system of 

a.1 back to the lab system shows that a beam entrance angular difference of d~ causes 

a scattering angular difference equal to 1 .I d~ (C). 

particle, and lR., MR, ER idem but for the recoil particle. Equation 5.8 is derived using 

an expression for the flight time: t = l·--J(M/2E), the derivative dt/dcp = dt/dE·d(KE0)/dcp 

and the first order approximation of dt/dE. The first order approximation for dt/dE is 

justified because the recoil energy differences are small compared to ER and E ... Note 

that expression 5.8 is only valid when the particles enter the detectors perpendicularly 

to the detector surface. 

The timing difference dt caused by the recoil detection angular range can be 

eliminated by tilting the alpha-particle detector around the axis perpendicular to the 

scattering plane. This is illustrated in figure 5.4. For a small recoil detection angular 

range dcp around 30° the scattering angular difference of coincident alpha particles d9 

is proportional to dcp: d9 = bdcp (b = 2.1, if cp = 30°). In this case the "spot size" of the 

coincident alpha particles on the alpha-particle detector is l .. bdcp. Tilting the alpha

particle detector by an angle Ya (see figure 5.4) introduces an alpha-particle flight path 

difference dl .. 

(5.9) 

The timing difference caused by dl .. compensates for dt caused by recoil detection 
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Figure 5.6 If two projectiles hit the target at different positions in the sca//ering plane 

a flight path difference d/11 exists between the corresponding ejected carbon recoils and 

a flight path difference (dla" -dla') exists between the corresponding scattered alpha 

particles. The resulting timing differences in the timing spectrum are compensated for 

if the beam entrance angle 'V satisfies equation 5.11. 

angular range dq> if 

(5.10) 

This equation has been obtained by equalizing the timing difference dt = <Ha· 
.J(Mj2EJ caused by dla to dt in equation 5.8. For q> = 30°, Ia = 6 em and IR = 9 em 

the alpha-particle detector must be tilted by 45°. 

A beam divergency d~ (in the scattering plane) causes a recoil energy difference and 

an associated alpha-particle energy difference of dK/dq>·E0·d~. The corresponding flight 

time differences are also compensated for by tilting the alpha-particle detector. This is 

explained as follows (see figure 5.5): Consider two projectiles with a beam entrance 

angular difference of d~. When rotating the lab system for one projectile by d~ this 

beam entrance angular difference can be interpreted as a recoil angular difference d~. 

This recoil angular difference causes a coincidence scattering angular difference of 

2.ld~. Rotating the rotated system for one particle back to the lab system by d~ gives 
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a coincidence scattering angular difference of l.ld~ in the Jab system. 

For full compensation of dt caused by the beam divergency the alpha detector must 

be tilted by 62.5°. This tilt angle has been calculated using equation 5.10 and b = 1.1. 

In the case of full compensation of dt caused by the recoil detection angular range (b 

= 2.1, Yo.= 45°) dt caused by the beam divergency is only a fraction compensated for. 

The width of the beam spot on the foil in the scattering plane causes recoil flight path 

differences dlR and alpha-particle flight path differences dla'· In the case of a tilted 

alpha-particle detector an extra flight path difference <lla" is introduced (see figure 5.6). 

The flight path differences dlR and di,; can be influenced by varying the beam entrance 

angle 'If, the angle between beam direction and foil surface. For 'I' = -60° these flight 

path differences contribute 56 ps to the instrumental time resolution. The flight path 

differences compensate each other if 

dl = ~ M• E,_ [dl '-dl '] -
R ME " " 

R " 

'1'1: WER 1t 1t sin{-+ljl-q>) = -"- [sin(--6-ljl) - cos(--6-ljl)tan(y .. )] 
2 MR E.. 2 2 

(5.11) 

For Ya = 45° the solution of this equation is: 'I' = -47.5° ('I' has negative values 

according to the definition as given in section 2.2 , chapter 2). 

The contribution of recoil energy loss in the carbon foil (95 keY) to the instrumental 

time resolution is 62 ps. To minimize the timing inaccuracy caused by this non -

compensated energy inaccuracy contribution, the detectors are positioned as close as 

possible to the foil. The influence of alpha-particle energy loss on the instrumental time 

resolution is negligible. The contribution of beam energy spread (20 keY) is also 

negligible. 

The electronic noise contribution has been estimated using a test pulse generator. Via 

a 5011 splitter a test pulse was offered to the input of the charge sensitive preamplifiers 

connected to the recoil detector and alpha-particle detector. The rise time of the detector

charge test pulse was comparable to the rise time of the detector-charge pulse generated 

by a particle. From the width of the timing peak in the timing spectrum the electronic 

noise contribution has been determined: 105 ps (FWHM). 

5.3.3 Electronics 

Detector-charge pulses are usually integrated and amplified by a charge sensitive 

preamplifier. In figure 5.7 a block diagram of the equivalent input circuit of an amplifier 

with negative feedback is given. In this equivalent input circuit the feedback impedance 
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amplifier with feedback equivalent circuit 

Figure 5.7 Equivalent input circuit of an amplifier with a negative feedback: A is the 

amplification factor of the amplifier and ZF is the feedback impedance. For charge 

sensitive amplifiers ZF is capacitive. 

~shows up as an impedance Zp'(l +A) parallel to the input of the preamplifier (A is the 

open loop gain of the amplifier). For an ideal charge sensitive preamplifier A is constant 

as a function of signal frequency and ~ is capacitive. In this case the input impedance 

is capacitive: ACF. In reality the open loop gain of amplifiers with negative feedback 

has an integrating behaviour for the signal frequencies of interest; A • AJjrot0 [17] and 

the input impedance of a charge sensitive preamplifier ZA is 

Zp "to 1 z =-=--[ ] 
A 1+A CpAo (1+jw-t0 /AJ 

(5.12) 

The input impedance is resistive for ro < AJ't0, which are the signal frequencies of 

interest 

The input impedance ZA has been measured for a Silena charge sensitive preamplifier 

(TNE Catsa 82) inclusive a connection cable between the detector and the preamplifier. 

Via a resistance of 100 n a voltage sinusoidal signal was offered to the input of the 

preamplifier (see figure 5.8). At point 1 and point 2 (see figure 5.8) the voltage signal 

was picked up by 200 MHz bandwidth impedance transformers, which have a high input 

impedance and a 50 n output impedance. The input impedance ZA has been determined 

from the amplitude ratio and phase difference of the voltage signal between point 1 and 

2. All voltage signals have been measured with respect to the ground. For frequencies 

f between 1 MHz and 60 MHz the input impedance ZA is dominated by a resistance RA 

of 200 n parallel to a capacitance CA of 50 pF. The cable between the detector and the 

preamplifier largely contributes to this capacitance CA" At frequencies above 60 MHz 

the impedance becomes inductive, which is probably caused by a second high frequency 

roll off in the open loop gain of the preamplifier. 

To determine the frequency response of the Silena preamplifier a voltage source was 
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amplifier 

output 

Figure 5.8 Setup for measuring the input impedance and the frequency response of the 

Silena charge sensitive amplifier. The high frequency impedance transformers HFIT 

have a high input impedance and a resistive output impedance of 50 n. 
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Figure 5.9 Amplitude ratio between the voltage signal V0 lfTat the Silena energy output 

and the voltage signal VJN at the input of this amplifier as a function of signal frequency 

for C8 = 1 nF and C8 = 100 nF. The open loop gain equals the closed loop gain at fr 

= 0.8 MHz. The dashed lines represent the progress of different regions. 
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energy output 

Figure 5.10 Simplified electronic scheme of the Silena preamplifier. 

connected to the input of the Silena preamplifier. At the input of the preamplifier, before 

the first amplifier input stage, a large series capacitance C8 of I nF is present. In normal 

operation this capacitance is used to block the detector bias voltage. In this case the 

voltage source at the input of the preamplifier can be regarded as a current source 

parallel to a fictive detector capacitance C8 (if C8 >> CA). 

The frequency response of the Silena preamplifier has been determined from the 

voltage amplitude ratio between point 2 and the energy output of the preamplifier (see 

figure 5.8). Figure 5.9 shows the results between f = lO kHz and 20 MHz. Below f = 
0.8 MHz, for a "detector capacitance" C8 of I nF, the amplification of the input signal 

is equal to the closed loop gain CrJCF (= 650, CF = 1.5 pF). Above f = 0.8 MHz the 

frequency response is determined by the open loop gain behaviour of the preamplifier. 

The open loop gain behaviour has been measured down to lO kHz for a "detector 

capacitance" C8 of 100 nF. (see figure 5.9). The open loop gain shows an integrating 

behaviour and falls off with 20 dB/decade (6dB/octave) above 100kHz. At f = 1 MHz 

the open loop gain is 500 and with A = AJj(l)'t0 the ratio AJt0 has been determined: 

2.6·109
• From CF = 1.5 pF and AJt0 = 2.6·109 the resistive part of ZA has been 

calculated (equation 5.12) and equals 250 n. which is in reasonable agreement with the 

measured value of RA (200 Q). 

The rise time of the pulse at the energy output of the Silena preamplifier (Silena 

energy output) has been determined from the signal frequency fT, at which the open loop 

gain AJ(2rtft0) equals the closed loop gain of (C0 +CA)/Cp (C0 +CA is the total 
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capacitance at the input of the preamplifier if C0 +CA << C8). Above a signal frequency 

fT the frequency response shows an integrating behaviour and below this signal 

frequency fT the amplification is constant (see figure 5.9). This frequency behaviour is 

characteristic of a low pass filter. The minimum rise time of pulses passing such a filter 

is given by 1!(21tfT). With 21tfT= AoCr/'t0(C0 +CA) and equation 5.12 (ZA= RA=tJ(AoCF)) 

the minimum rise time of the energy output pulse becomes RA(Co+CA). For example for 

(Co+CA) = 100 pF the rise time of the energy output pulse is 25 ns. 

Energy measurements require a high pulse height-to-noise ratio. This is realized by 

a pulse shaping circuit with time constants of about 1 ps. Timing measurements, 

however, require a high pulse slope-to-noise ratio. Optimum time resolution is obtained 

if the integration time constant of a pulse shaping circuit is equal to the charge 

collection time 'tc (see section 3.4). The minimum rise time of pulses at the energy 

output is about 25 ns, which is not very well suitable for timing purposes. 

The rise time of the voltage pulse at the input of the preamplifier is approximately 

equal to the charge collection time (of the order of a few ns). To conserve the rise time 

of the voltage pulse for optimum time resolution a fast voltage sensitive amplifier can 

be used. In this case to obtain energy information and timing information both a charge 

sensitive preamplifier and a fast voltage sensitive amplifier would have to be connected 

directly to the detector. A disadvantage of this setup is the additional noise of a second 

amplifier input stage. 

In the Silena preamplifier this problem has been solved by having a fast voltage 

sensitive amplifier and a slower charge sensitive amplifier, which share the input FET. 

A simplified electronic scheme of this preamplifier is given in figure 5.10. Directly 

behind the input FET an amplifier A1 with negative feedback absorbs the FET drain 

current signal from the input FET and sends amplified drain current signals into two 

independent loads. At one of these loads the resulting voltage is picked off by an emitter 

follower. The output of this emitter follower is the timing output of the Silena 

preamplifier (Silena timing output). The voltage signal at the other load is offered to an 

integrating amplifier A2• The output of this amplifier stage is the Silena energy output. 

The operation of the Silena preamplifier can be described as follows: When a particle 

enters the detector a voltage pulse with a rise time 'tc appears at the input of the 

preamplifier. At first this voltage pulse causes a pulse at the Silena timing output. The 

voltage level at the input of preamplifier decreases as soon as the feedback becomes 

effective. The time constant of this decrease is equal to the rise time of the energy 

output RA(CA + C0 ). This rise time is generally much larger than the charge collection 

time 'tc in the detector. 

The frequency response of the Silena timing circuit is given in figure 5.11. It shows 

a constant gain between f = 5 MHz and f = 50 MHz. Above f = 50 MHz the gain 
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Figure 5.11 Amplitude ratio between the voltage signal V0 ur at the Silena timing output 

and the voltage signal VIN at the input of this amplifier as a function of signal frequency 

for C8 = 1 nF. At high frequencies (> 50 MHz) the amplification decreases with 80 

dB/decade. Because of the relatively "slow" feedback a low frequency cutoff exists at fr 

"' 0.8 MHz. The dashed lines represent the progress of different regions. 
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Figure 5.12 Equivalent detector circuit. 

decreases rapidly with 80 dB/decade. For a "detector capacitance" C8 of 1 nF the voltage 

level at the input of the preamplifier decreases with a time constant"' RACs (= 200 ns) 

and a low frequency cutoff at 0.8 MHz is present in the frequency transfer of the fast 

timing circuit (see figure 5.11 ). 
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As an alternative to a fast voltage sensitive amplifier fast timing pulses can be 

obtained from the secondary of a small transformer situated between the detector and 

the charge sensitive preamplifier [1,14]. However, the time constant of the charge flow 

from the detector to the feedback capacitance of a charge sensitive preamplifier is 

generally several tens of ns [18]. In this case the current detected at the secondary of 

the transformer is only a fraction of the charge collection current. This is especially 

disadvantageous for particles with lower energies, because for an optimal pulse slope-to

noise ratio the current pulse must be as high as possible. 

5.3.4 Equivalent detector circuit 

In figure 5.12 an equivalent detector circuit is shown. In this figure I0 is the detector 

current pulse generated by a particle entry in the detector. R8 and C8 represent the 

resistance and capacitance of the undepleted bulk of the detector. C0 represents the 

capacitance of the depletion layer. The product R8C8 is equal to the dielectric relaxation 

time constant of the undepleted bulk (pe). The Laplace transform of a voltage pulse at 

the input of the preamplifier V(p) in response to a detector current pulse I0 (p) is given 

by 

(5.13) 

with 'tA = RA CA and t 8 = R8C8 (p is the complex variable of the Laplace transform). 

For an overdepleted detector R8 and t 8 are zero and transformation to the time 

domain of equation 5.13 gives 

(5.14) 

'tz is the time constant of the preamplifier input impedance(= RA(C0 +CJ) and 'tc is the 

charge collection time. For 'tc << 'tz and t << 'tz this equation approximates the simple 

form: 1 - exp( -t/'tc). 

For a partially depleted detector transformation of equation 5.13 to the time domain 

is more complicated. When R8 is small compared to RA equation 5.14 still holds 

approximately. The effect of R8 on the voltage pulse at the input of the preamplifier can 

be calculated by solving equation 5.13 numerically. 

A precise value of R8 is very difficult to calculate. During the charge collection in the 

depletion layer charge is induced at the interface between the depletion layer and the 

undepleted bulk. At first this induced charge is located at a spot of which the size is of 
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0.7 

Figure 5.13 Equivalent circuit at the input of the preamplifier showing different noise 

sources (for explanation of symbols see text). 

the order of the depletion layer thickness. Calculation of the resistance between this spot 

and the back electrode gives too large values for R8 when compared to experimental 

results (see section 5.7.3). The induced charge, however, does not remain at the spot but 

spreads out with the relaxation time constant pe. In calculations of the voltage pulse at 

the input of the preamplifier the dynamic bulk resistance R8 has been approximated by 

a constant value p(s-d)/A (A is the detector surface, dis the depletion depth and sis the 

detector thickness). 

5.3.5 Electronic noise 

As mentioned in section 5.3.2 the electronic noise contribution of 105 ps is the main 

contribution to the instrumental time resolution of 125 ps. The influence of the statistical 

fluctuations of the charge collection process on the instrumental time resolution is 

negligible because of the large number of electron-hole pairs created (about 106
). The 

arrival time spread of charge carriers at the electrodes has no influence either, because 

the induced charge at the electrodes is determined by the average movement of all 

charge carriers. 

The relation between the noise level at the input of a leading edge discriminator u., 1 

and the (trigger) time variance cr, is given by 

(5.15) 

dUrfdt is the slope of the timing pulse at the input of the leading edge discriminator at 

the trigger time. 

The electronic noise u" at the input of the discriminator is split into two contributions: 

un,input caused by noise sources at the input of the preamplifier and un,circuit caused by the 

1 noise amplitudes are given in rms values 
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noise sources or jitter in the electronic timing circuit after the discriminator input 

Figure 5.13 shows the equivalent input circuit of the preamplifier with the most 

important noise sources: shot noise of the detector leakage current (i0 ), shot noise of the 

gate leakage current of the input FET (io), thermal noise of the bias resistance (uJ and 

channel noise of the input FET (u0 ). The relative importance of these noise sources at 

the input of the discriminator is determined by the pulse shaping properties of the 

electronic timing circuit between the input of the preamplifier and the input of the 

discriminator. For optimum timing a maximum slope dUofdt is required, so the 

differentiation time constant 'to must be large compared to the integration time constant 

••• 
For a single integration time constant 't1 and a single differentiation constant 'to with 

the condition 'to > 't1 U,..iopu, is [ 19) 

(5.16) 

k8 is the Boltzmann constant, T. is the temperature of the electronics (300 K), R is the 

bias resistance (100 MQ), 10 is the detector leakage current (typically 20 nA), 10 is the 

leakage current of the input FET gate (typically below 10 nA [17)), &n is the 

transconductance of the input FET (40 mmho) and A is the amplification factor of the 

preamplifier timing circuit. Substitution of these values in equation 5.16 shows that the 

first term is negligible compared to the second term. The contribution of the undepleted 

bulk to U...tnput is not taken into account because best timing results are obtained with 

overdepleted detectors. For a partially depleted detector an extra term must be added to 

equation 5.16: A2R8C0
2/(C0 +CA)2(k8T/'t1) [20]. 

For 'tc << RA(C0 +CA) the rise time of the voltage pulse at the input of the 

preamplifier approximates 'tc (see section 5.3.4). For 't0 > 't1 the rise time of U0 is 

roughly 2"(•/ + 'tc2
) and with equations 5.15 and 5.16 the timing variance cr~Lnput caused 

by U...tnput is given by 

2 
at,lnJU (5.17) 

Q0 is the total charge liberated in the detector. dUofdt has been approximated by (A2/(C0 

+ CA)) I (2"(•/ + 'tc2
)). The last term of equation 5.17 is minimal for 't1 = 'tc and in 

this case cr~Lnput is optimal. 

Formula 5.17 is only valid for single integration. In reality the frequency response of 

the Silena timing circuit has a high frequency cutoff of 80 dB/decade which corresponds 
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to multiple integration with 4 equal time constants of 3 ns. According to reference 21 

this multiple integration improves GtJnput with 33% compared to single integration with 

a time constant of 3 ns. 

Taking into account the improvement of multiple integration GtJnput has been calculated 

for an associated particle experiment with 6.8 MeV carbon recoils and 5.3 MeV 

associated alpha-particles. For the recoil detector (C0 + CA = 200 pF and 'tc = 3ns) the 

contribution to GUDput is 20 ps and for the alpha particle detector (C0 = 20 pF) the 

contribution to G1,111put is a factor of 2 lower: 10 ps. 

The noise contribution of the electronic timing circuit after the discriminator input 

Gt,<:ireuk has been determined by offering a test pulse with a large amplitude to the input 

of both preamplifiers. In this case the contribution of G1,111put can be neglected (large Qo) 

and from the width of the timing peak in the T AC spectrum G~,circwt has been determined: 

22 ps. Adding GtJnput to G~,circuit quadratically gives the electronic noise contribution to the 

instrumental time resolution in the timing experiment: 74 ps (FWHM = 2.35G). 

The trigger time resolution of a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) is a factor of 

..J (l+f) worse compared to leading edge triggering (f is the CFD trigger fraction) [22]. 

For CFD triggering the electronic noise contribution is 80 ps. This value is slightly 

smaller than the experimentally found value of 105 ps for the electronic noise 

contribution (see table 5.1). 

Improvement of G1,input can be achieved by shorter cables between the detector and the 

preamplifier {low CA), input FET cooling {low T J, and input FETs with a larger gm. If 

no FET's are available with larger g.,., a larger g.,. can be achieved by placing a number 

of FETs parallel to each other. With four FET's Gt.input should improve by a factor of 2. 

However, this is only worthwhile, when the timing jitter contribution G1.circuit is also 

reduced. 

5.4 Detector-voltage pulse shape for detectors with a resistive electrode 

After a detector is hit by a particle charge is collected at the detector electrodes causing 

a detector-voltage pulse (see section 5.2). Before arriving at the input of the charge 

sensitive preamplifier this detector-voltage pulse has to move to the signal contacts of 

the detector. In this section this movement is described for detectors with one resistive 

electrode. A resistive electrode and a detector capacitance together form a continuous 

RC-line. This RC-line delays the detector-voltage pulse and increases the rise time of 

the detector-voltage pulses at the signal contacts. These effects can be calculated by 

solving the diffusion equation (section 5.4.1). In sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 special cases 

of a one dimensional PSD and a circularly shaped standard PIPS detector are treated. 

In section 5.4.4 the timing pulses at the Silena timing output are estimated. 
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5.4.1 Diffusion equation 

At an arbitrary spot S on the resistive electrode of the detector the amount of charge Q 
can be changed by an induced charge collection current fJ·dS generated by the charge 

collection within the depletion layer. The amount of charge Q can also be changed by 

a discharge current JI,dl flowing along the resistive electrode out of spotS: Jl,dl is the 

line integral around the edge of spot S and I,dl is the discharge current at a part dl on 

the edge of spot S. The change of charge Q at spot S is proportional to the voltage 

change U integrated over S 

dQ = Co fdU dS = - f~dl + JidS 
dt Aosdt s s 

(5.18) 

For a planar detector the capacitance at spotS is equal to Co(S/A0 ) (A0 is the surface 

area of the resistive detector electrode, C0 is the detector capacitance). The line integral 

fi..dl can be rewritten to 

-f~dl = (5.19) 
s 

Substitution of this expression in equation 5.18 gives the following differential equation 

(5.20) 

Ro is the square resistance of the resistive electrode, x and y are position coordinates 

on the detector surface. A differential equation of this form is called a diffusion 

equation. 

The solution of equation 5.20 can be written as 

U(x,y,t) = L P111(t)Xm(x,y) (5.21) 
m=O 

where X..,(x,y) is a solution of 

(5.22) 

-Au,2 is the eigenvalue of the eigenfunction X.,(x,y). To achieve a stable solution in time 

for U(x,y,t) only negative eigenvalues values are allowed. 

To determine the coefficients ~.u(t) the charge collection current is expressed as a 

series of the normalized eigenfunctions X.,.(x,y) 
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Figure 5.14 (A) Layout of a resistive-dividing position-sensitive detector (PSD ): Lis the 

length of the resistive electrode, W is the width of this electrode and x0 is the position 

of irradiation with respect to position contact 1; (B) Equivalent circuit of the PSD if the 

position contacts are loaded by the resistances R1 and R2; (C) equal to B, but the energy 

contact is also loaded by a resistance (RJ). 
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J(x,y,t) "' L y m(t) Xm(x,y) 
m•O 

with y m(t) "' J J(x,y,t) ~{x,y)dx dy 
AD 

(5.23) 

Substitution of the expression for U(x,y,t) and J(x,y,t) (equation 5.21 and 5.23) in 

equation 5.20 gives an equation for ~m(t) and the solution for ~m(t) 

t 

Pm(t) "' bfexp{-(t-a)a2J..~ym(a)da 
0 

In this solution a2 equals Aof(RoC0 ) and b equals AofC0 • 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

For a short range particle which enters perpendicularly to the detector surface at a 

point (x0,y0) the charge collection current J(x,y,t) equals (see section 5.2.2) 

J(x,y,t) "' ~(x-Xo)~(y-yo) Oo exp(-...!..) 
'c 'c 

(5.26) 

'tc is the charge collection time. 

5.4.2 One-dimensional position-sensitive detectors 

Figure 5.14 shows a layout and the equivalent circuit of a one-dimensional position

sensitive detector with a resistive electrode (PSD). The PSD with length L has a 

resistive electrode (with on both ends a position contact) and a conducting electrode 

(energy contact). The charge collected at the energy contact is proportional to the total 

liberated charge. When at position x0 a particle hits the PSD and the load impedance 

at position contact 1 is zero, the charge collected at this position contact is a fraction 

xofL of the total liberated charge. At position contact 2 the complementary fraction (l

X0}/L is collected. This resistive charge division process provides the position 

information. 

The one-dimensional solutions of equation 5.22 Xm are given by 

(5.27) 

Normalizing Xm(x) and working out equations 5.23 and 5.25 for J given by equation 
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5.26 gives the voltage distribution U(x,t) along the length of the PSD. With A0 = LW 

(W is the width of the resistive electrode), R0 = Ro 1../W (R0 = the electrode resistance 

between both position contacts), a2 = 1/(R0 C0 ) and b = l/C0 U(x,t) is given by 

(5.28) 

'tm = (R0 Co)A.,/ and 'tc is the charge collection time. Fonnula 5.28 is the general 

solution of the charge division problem for a one-dimensional PSD. The eigenvalues ).... 

and ratio c1,./c2,m are determined from the boundary conditions at the position contacts. 

If the load impedance between the position contacts and the ground is resistive and the 

energy contact is grounded (see figure 5.14b) the following boundary conditions are 

valid 

R1 &U (O,t)-U(O,t) = 0 and 
Ro ax 

R:t au - --(L,t)-U(L,t) = 0 
R0 &x 

(5.29) 

R1, R2 are the resistive load impedances at both position contacts. The expression 

l/R0 BU/Bx(xJL,t) represents the current flowing along the length of the PSD at position 

xJL. 

For a special case without an impedance at the position contacts and the energy 

contact (R1 = R2 = 0) and 'tc = 0 this problem has been solved by Kalbitzer et al [23]. 

They justified the boundary conditions U(O,t) = 0 and U(L,t) = 0 by assuming the 

effective input impedance of a charge sensitive preamplifier to be an infinitely large 

capacitance. For these boundary conditions the detector-charge pulse at the energy 

contact Q,(t) has been calculated as a function of position of irradiation xJL (see figure 

5.15a). Apart from the sign Q,(t) equals the sum of the detector-charge pulses at the 

position contacts. For xJL = 0.5 the delay and rise time of Q,(t) is the largest With the 

general solution (equation 5.28), which also takes into account the charge collection time 

t 0 Q,(t) has also been calculated for 'tc = O.l(R0 C0 ) (see figure 5.15b). 

The input impedance of a charge sensitive preamplifier is, however, not a large 

capacitance but a resistance, as is shown in section 5.3.3. The solution of equation 5.28 

with the boundary conditions specified by equation 5.29 has been calculated and three 

parameters have been varied: the position of irradiation (xJL), the charge collection time 

within the depletion layer (tc) and the ratio between the resistance of the resistive 

electrode and the resistive input impedance of the preamplifier (RofR,J. For simplicity 
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Figure 5.15 Calculated detector-charge pulses at the energy contact of the PSD for 

different positions of irradiation xofL. The boundary conditions are U(O,t) = 0 and U(L,t) 

= 0. In the upper figure the detector-charge pulses are given for tc = 0 and in the 

lower figure for tc = O.l·R0 C0 . 

the resistive input impedances R1 and R2 are both taken equal to RA. The influence of 

(RJR.J on the voltage distribution U(x,t) is illustrated in figure 5.16a-c for tc = 0. For 

RJRA = 1000 the voltage distribution U(x,t) for U(O,t) = 0 and U(L,t) = 0 is 

approximated. Another extreme solution for RJRA = 10·2 shows about an equal voltage 

distribution over the full length of the PSD after t = 0.08R0 C0 (see figure 5.16b). In this 

case the large resistive load impedance prevents a fast charge flow out of the PSD and 

position information is lost. Therefore to conserve position information RJRA must be 

large. 

The solution for a more realistic value ofRJRA (= 4) shows an increase of the voltage 

at the position contacts U(O,t) and U(L,t), when charge from position xofL = 0.25 arrives 
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Figure 5.16 Voltage distribution along the length of the PSD for different times after 

the particle hit: 0.001 (a), 0.003 (b), 0.009 (c), 0.027 (d), 0.08l(e) and 0.243 (f) (these 

times are expressed in R0 C0 ). The particle enters the PSD at xofL = 0.25. The values 

of RofRA and tc are given in the figures. 
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at the position contacts. After leakage of a certain amount of charge out of the PSD 

these voltages start to decrease (see figure 5.16c). The solution for 'tc = 0.1R0 Cr, is 

shown in figure 5.16d. 

For optimal timing the timing pulse must be as fast and as large as possible (see 

section 5.3.4). Therefore for timing measurements with PSD the timing signal can best 

be generated from the voltage pulse at the energy electrode which has the largest 

amplitude and the smallest rise time compared to the voltage pulses at the position 

contacts. In most PSD experiments the position contacts and the energy contact are 

connected to charge sensitive preamplifiers, which all have a resistive input impedance. 

This means that the energy contact is not grounded and the boundary conditions as given 

in equation 5.29 are not valid. In this case the boundary conditions are coupled and the 

voltages U(O,t) and U(L,t) are also determined by the current at the energy contact, 

which is the sum of the currents at both position contacts (see figure 5.14c). 

When xrfL = 0.5 and R1 = R2 U(O,t) equals U(L,t). In this case the boundary 

conditions can still be written in the form of equation 5.29: R1 and R. are replaced by 

(R1 + 2R3) and (R2 + 2R~ (R3 is the resistive load impedance at the energy contact). 

For this special case of xrfL = 0.5 and R1 = R2 = R3 = RA voltage pulses at the energy 

electrode have been calculated. 

To get an insight in the delay of the voltage pulse at the input of the preamplifier the 

time ~ taken by the voltage pulse to reach half of its maximum after a particle hit at 

xrfL = 0.5 has been calculated as a function of RJRA for different values of 'tc. The 

results are given in figure 5.17. For small values of 'tc a lower limit of ~ is reached 

which is of the order of the time needed for charge to reach the position contacts after 

a particle bit. 

For large values of RJRA charge almost immediately leaks from the resistive electrode 

when it arrives at the position contacts, so the maximum voltage amplitude is reached 

when the largest amount of charge reaches the position contact. As the current pulse is 

the largest at the beginning (t = 0) tn does not strongly depend on 'tc· 

These calculations are a first step to calculate the detector-voltage pulse shape at the 

input of the preamplifier. The next step is to take also into account the capacitance CA 

parallel to the resistive input impedance RA of the preamplifier. In this case the 

eigenvalues A., and c1..Jc2.m depend on time and equation 5.29 has to be solved by 

numerical analysis. 

The calculated rise time tn is of the order of the integrating time constant RACA. From 

this the rise time of the voltage pulses in the experiment are expected to be slightly 

larger compared to the calculations above, which only takes RA into account. 

As an alternative the solutions for U(x,t) can also be achieved by solving the charge 

division problem in the frequency domain (Laplace transform). Numerical inverse 
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F1gure 5.17 The time t* taken by a voltage pulse to reach half of its maximum after a 

particle hit at xrJL = 05 as a function of RdRAfor different values oftc (expressed in 

R0 C0 ). The values tc and RfiRA of the PSD studied are indicated by squares. The 

numbers I, 2 and 3 correspond with the PSD number (see table 5.3). 

Laplace transformation gives the solution in the time domain. This has been done by 

Crawford et al [24]. In their calculations the load impedance at the energy contact is 

zero. 

5.4.3 Standard PIPS detectors 

For standard PIPS detectors the implanted p•-layer (detector window) is the resistive 

electrode. The n•-tayer on the other side of the detector wafer is covered by an 

aluminum layer (see figure 5.1). The resistive electrode of PIPS detectors is surrounded 

by a circular collection ring. To obtain the voltage distribution over the PIPS window 

surface area equation 5.20 has to be solved in two dimensions. The solution of equation 

5.20 in polar coordinates is 

(5.30) 

Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind of n-th order, R is the radius of the collection 
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ring. The functions A.,.(t) and B .... (t) can be calculated using equation 5.25 and writing 

J(r,t) as a series of cos(mcp)J .. (A..n.,r/R) and sin(mcp)J11(V/R). 

For an ideal charge sensitive preamplifier (CA = oo and RA = 0) the voltage U(R,t) at 

the collection ring is zero. In this case the total charge Q(t) collected at the collection 

ring (r = R) determines the voltage pulse height at the output of the charge sensitive 

preamplifier. Q(t) is given by 

tla 

Q(t) = _!_JJ 6U(r,q~,t) I R dtn dt 
R 6r r•R T 
·'Do o 

(5.31) 

Integration of dU/dcp over cp from 0 to 21t only gives a non zero solution for the term 

n = 0 (see equation 5.30). Working out A0m(t) with equations 5.23 - 5.26 (x and y 

replaced by r) gives a solution for Q(t) (for a particle hit at r = r0) 

(5.32) 

'tm = ('RoC0 )/(1t"A.,.. ~. The eigenvalues "-m are the positive zeros of the J0 (U(R,t) = 0). 

For a particle hit at r0 = 0 the voltage distribution U only depends on r which 

simplifies the analytical expression of U 

(5.33) 

J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind of order zero and one. The boundary 

condition for a resistive load impedance at the collection ring is 

RA au 21tR- -(R,t) U(R,t) = 0 Ra 6r 
(5.34) 

From this boundary condition and equation 5.33 the voltage pulses at the collection ring 

U(R,t) are calculated. The time taken by this voltage pulse to reach half of its maximum 

after a particle hit ~ has been calculated. In figure 5.18 ~ is given as a function of 

RdRA for different values of the charge collection time 'tc. The insensitiveness of ~ to 

'tc for high values of RdRA can be explained by following the same arguments as given 

in the previous section for PSD. 

The solution U(r,t) for r0 :t= 0 is more complicated and is not worked out here. In this 
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Figure 5.18 The time Its taken by a voltage pulse to reach half of its maximum after a 

particle hit at r0 = 0 as a function of RdR,.,for different values of the charge collection 

time 'tc (expressed in Rr:{:0 ). The values 'tc and RdRA of the PIPS studied are indicated 

with squares. The numbers 1, 2 and 3 correspond with the PIPS detector number (see 

table 52). 

case U also depends on <p and for higher order Bessel functions (10 ) equation 5.34 must 

also be solved. 

5.4.4 Timing pulses at the timing output of the Silena preamplifier 

The frequency response of the Silena timing circuit is discussed in section 5.3.3 (see 

figure 5.11). The slope of the high frequency cutoff is 80 dB/decade (fourth order 

integration). The delta response ~R(t) of this integration circuit with four equal 

integration time constants t 1 is given by 

(5.35) 

The integration time constant 't1 is 3 ns. 

For particles entering the PSD or PIPS at the centre (xJL = 0.5, r0 = 0) the voltage 

pulse V c at the input of the preamplifier has been calculated using formula 5.28 and 
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fonnula 5.33. These fonnulas are only valid for particles entering the detector at the 

centre. For particles, which enter the detector at the edge (xJL = 0 or 1, r0 = R), the 

voltage pulse at the input of the preamplifier V E has been calculated by multiplication 

(in frequency domain) of the charge collection current pulse and the impedance between 

detector the edge and the ground. The charge collection current is given by the 

derivative of equation 5.6. The impedance between detector edge and ground is given 

by the amplifier input impedance RA parallel to the input impedance of the RC-line (see 

figure 5.19). The input impedance of the RC-line is approximated by a lumped 

impedance. For PIPS detectors this lumped impedance consists of the detector 

capacitance Co in series with a resistance 0.4R0 (0.4Ro is the resistance of the resistive 

electrode between r = Rand r = l/3R). For PSD these values are respectively Co and 

0.25R& 

For PIPS detector 1 (see table 5.2) the voltage pulses V E and V c have been convoluted 

with the delta response ~(t) of the timing circuit of the Silena preamplifier, which gives 

the timing pulses at the Silena timing output as shown in figure 5.20. The rise time and 

pulse height of these timing pulses from V E and V c are comparable. The reason for this 

is that the rise time and width of the delta response pulse are large compared to the rise 

time and width of V E and V c· The only difference between the timing pulses is a timing 

shift of 2 ns (see figure 5.20c). The time centroid shift between the voltage pulses Vc 

and VE determines this timing shift and the rise time and width of VE and Vc hardly 

influences the shape of the timing pulses. 

This procedure has also been followed for PSD 1 (see table 5.3). In this case the 

calculated timing pulses, as given in figure 5.21, are not only shifted but also have 

different rise times and heights, because the rise time and width of V c are comparable 

to the rise time and width of the delta response pulse (see figure 5.20 and 5.21). 

The timing pulses trigger the CFD at a pulse height fraction of 0.4. This bas been 

determined by observing both the timing pulse and the CFD output pulse on a storage 

oscilloscope for different rise times (between 7 and 15 ns) of the timing pulse. The 

expected timing shift in the experiment has been calculated for triggering at a pulse 

height fraction of 0.4. For PIPS detector 1 the calculated timing shift between centre and 

edge is 2 ns and for PSD 1 this timing shift is 7 ns (see figure 5.20 and 5.19). 

Note that these calculations do not take into account the capacitance between the 

detector and the preamplifier input CA' When taking CA into account the rise times of 

the calculated voltage pulses V E and V c are expected to be larger, because in this case 

the impedance load at the edges of the detector has an integrating time constant RA CA 

(= 10 ns). This rise time increase is the largest for the voltage pulse with the smallest 

rise time (VJ. Therefore the calculated timing shifts between centre and edge (2 ns for 

PIPS 1 and 7 ns for PSD 1) are slightly too large. 
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RC-Iine 1
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A 
Figure 5.19 Impedance between the edge (collection ring) of the PIPS detector and the 

ground. For calculations of the voltage pulse Ve, in response to a charge collection 

current pulse 10 at the edge, the impedance of RC-Iine (A) is estimated by a resistance 

0.4 R0 and a capacitance C0 in series (B). 
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Figure 5.20 A: Delta response of the Silena preamplifier timing circuit as calculated 

with formula 535; B: Calculated voltage pulses Vc and Ve at the input of the 

preamplifier for PIPS detector 2 (see table 52); C: Voltage pulses at the Silena timing 

output in response to Vc and Ve. The timing difference between r0 = 0 and r0 = R is 2 
ns for triggering at a pulse height fraction of 0.4. 
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Figure 5.21 A: Calculated voltage pulses Vc and Ve at the input of the preamplifier for 

PSD 1 (see table 53); B: Voltage pulses at the Silena timing output in response to Vc 

and Ve. The timing difference between xofL = 05 and xofL = 0 or 1 is 7 ns for 

triggering at a pulse height fraction of 0.4. 

5.5 Timing experiments 

Timing properties of a large number of detectors have been measured in the timing 

experiment as described in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Three types of PIPS detectors have 

been studied: standard PIPS detectors (section 5.5.1), special timing detectors (section 

5.5.2) and rectangular PIPS detectors (section 5.5.3). In section 5.5.4 the timing results 

for PSD are given. 

5.5.1 Standard PIPS detectors 

Standard PIPS detectors are mostly circularly shaped detectors. These detectors have an 

extremely thin detector window of 500 A, so excellent energy resolution for alpha 

particles is obtained (according to the specifications 11 keV for a 50 mm2 detector 
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window area). The detector window is, however, resistive and therefore timing 

differences over the detector surface are expected (see section 5.4.3 and 5.4.4). 
Three standard PIPS detectors have been studied. Details of the timing properties and 

the experimental conditions for these detectors are given in table 5.2. All these detectors 

have been studied for the overdepleted case. The square resistance Ro of the resistive 

electrode of standard PIPS detectors is 500 0 (specified by the manufacturer). 

In the timing experiment as described in section 5.3.1 these standard PIPS detectors 

are positioned at a forward detection angle of 30° (recoil detector). Detector timing 

properties are studied as a function of position by scanning these detectors behind a 

fixed diaphragm. 

The pulse shape of timing pulses at the input of the CFD has been measured by a 

storage oscilloscope. This oscilloscope was triggered by the coincident alpha-particle 

timing pulse. In figure 5.22 the timing pulse shapes are shown for r0 = 0 and r0 = R 

(detector 2, see table 5.2). The timing pulse for r0 = 0 is delayed by 1 ns with respect 

Table 5.2 Specifications and timing properties of the PIPS detectors studied. Detectors 
1, 2 and 3 are standard detectors, detector 4 is a special timing detector and detector 
5 is a rectangular detector. 

PIPS number 1 2 3 4 5 

thickness Al-layer on detector - - - 300 -
window (A) 

detector surface (mm~ 100 100 300 300 2x10 

bulk resistivity (kOcm) 6 7.3 8.6 1.5 5.9 

bias voltage (V) 160 150 200 170 150 

depletion depth (pm) 300 300 300 285 305 

thickness wafer (pm) 300 300 300 300 305 

mean time resolution (ps) - - - 160 200 

maximum timing shift (ps) 900 850 2800 200 200 

total time resolution (ps) - - - 190 280 

best measured time - - - 130 140 
resolution (ps) 
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Figure 5.22 Measured timing pulses at the input of the constant fraction discriminator 

for r0 = 0 (centre) and r0 = R (edge) (detector 2). These timing pulses have been 

measured by a storage oscilloscope, while the trigger was generated by the coincidently 

scattered alpha particles. Also the timing pulse in response to a test pulse (rise time 3 

ns) at the input of the preamplifier is given (dashed line). 
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Figure 5.23 Timing spectra for PIPS detector 1 at three different positions of 

irradiation: at the collection ring (r0 = R), at a position half way between collection 

ring and centre (r0 = lfzR) and at the centre (r0 = 0). The time at the centroid of the 

timing spectrum for r0 = 0 is set to 1000 ps. 
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Figure 5.24 Centroid and FWHM of the timing peak as a function of the position of 

irradiation between the collection ring and the centre for PIPS detector I. The peak 

centroids are given with respect to the peak centroid at r0 = 0 which is set to 1000 ps. 

to the timing pulse for r0 = R. This measured timing shift is smaller than the calculated 

timing shift of 2 ns. This difference is ascribed to the incompleteness of the calculations, 

which do not take CA into account. Also shown in figure 5.22 is the timing pulse in 

response to a test pulse having a rise time of about 3 ns. This timing pulse approaches 

the delta response of the Silena timing circuit and agrees well with the calculated delta 

response pulse, as shown in figure 5.20a. 

The timing spectra shown in figure 5.23 have been obtained by irradiating detector 1 

at r0 = 0, r0 = ~R and r0 = R. In figure 5.24 the centroids of the timing peaks (in these 

timing spectra) are given as a function of position of irradiation. The maximum timing 

shift between the centre and the collection ring is 0.85 ns. When the PIPS detector is 

irradiated closer to the collection ring the FWHM of the timing peak becomes slightly 

worse (see figure 5.24) because of the increased timing shift over the area selected by 
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the diaphragm. At the edge the timing peak FWHM is better, because the detector is 

also partly shielded by detector diaphragm. so in effect a smaller detector surface area 

is selected. At the centre the timing is nearly constant and the best time resolution has 
been measured: 150 ps. 

For larger detectors the time scale of the calculated voltage pulses V c increases in 
proportion to RoCo· For a 300 mm1 standard PIPS detector (detector 3) a timing shift 

of 2.7 ns is expected because the detector capacitance of detector 3 is three times larger 

than those for detectors 1 and 2. A timing shift of 2.8 ns has been measured. 

5.5.2 Special timing PIPS detectors 

To reduce the timing shift caused by the resistance of the detector window this window 

has been covered with a 300 A. thin aluminum layer. An extra energy straggling in the 

aluminum layer only slightly worsens the energy resolution of the detector with respect 

to standard PIPS detectors. Preliminary experiments suggested some improvements of 

the fabrication process after which a special timing PIPS detector (detector 4, see table 

5.2) has been obtained. In figure 5.25 the timing results measured for this 300 mm1 

detector are given. Because of the conducting aluminum layer the influence of the 

resistive p+-layer on the timing disappears. 

However, for special timing PIPS detectors timing variations up to 200 ps between 

different positions remain. The average timing peak FWHM is 160 ps. This value is 

worse than the best measured time resolution at one single spot of 130 ps, which is 

almost equal to the calculated instrumental time resolution (see table 5.1). The total time 

resolution (over the full area) is 190 ps. which is larger than the average timing peak 

FWHM because of the timing variations as a function of position. 

To ensure that these timing variations are not caused by variations in experimental 

conditions the timing experiment was repeated after three weeks. The results are given 

in figure 5.25. 

For all special timing PIPS detectors the influence of the resistive p+·layer on the 

timing has disappeared, but timing variations have still been observed for all detectors. 

These timing variations are caused by bulk-resistivity variations in the n-type detector 

wafer (see section 5.6). 

5.5.3 Rectangular PIPS detectors 

With rectangular PIPS detectors with a width of 2 mm (and a length of 10 mm) it 

should be possible to combine a high energy resolution of PIPS detectors and a high 

total time resolution. Although the detector window is still resistive the centroid shifts 
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Figure 5.25 Centroid and FWHM of the timing peak as a function of position of 

irradiation along a diameter of PIPS detector 4 (V8 = 170 V). The peak centroids are 

given with respect to the peak centroid at the centre which is set to 0 ps. The triangle 

points represent the reproducibility measurements after three weeks. 

caused by the resistive layer are expected to be below 50 ps because of the small 

distances between each position on the detector window and the rectangular collection 

ring. Application of rectangular detectors instead of the usual circular detectors should 

be no problem, because in most cases slits are positioned in front of the detectors. The 

original purpose of these rectangular PIPS detectors is to study radiation damage effects, 

when these (overdepleted) detectors are irradiated from the back (n+ layer) [25]. In this 

case the n•-layer has not been covered with an aluminum layer. The square resistance 

of the n•-tayer is 300 n. 
For a rectangular PIPS detector (detector 5) scans along the length of the detector and 

scans along the width of the detector have been made. In the length scan timing 
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variations up to 200 ps have been observed, which are of the same order as for special 

timing PIPS detectors. For a given position along the length of the detector a width scan 

show has shown a timing shift of 100 ps between centre and edge, which is somewhat 

larger than expected. Unfortunately the edge of the detector junction area was not 

shielded by a detector diaphragm, so particles, which enter the low field region at the 

edge of the detector junction area, are also collected. This relatively slow charge 

collection increases the width of the timing peak and causes a tail on the late side of the 

timing peak. This effect makes it difficult to derive detailed conclusions about the timing 

shift across the width of the detector. Still, it may be concluded that an improved time 

resolution can be obtained using properly shielded rectangular PIPS detectors. 

Table 5.3 Specifications and timing properties of the PSD studied. 

PSD number 1 2 

fabricated by the firm Canberra 1 Sitek 2 

length (mm) 15 10 

width (mm) 2 2 

bias voltage (V) 20 100 

detector capacitance (pF)3 10 5.5 

resistance resistive electrode (k.Q) 8 50 

product R0 C0 (ns)3 80 275 

bulk resistivity (k.Qcm) 9.6 4 

charge collection time 'tc (ns)3 9.6 4 

~ (from figure 5.17) (ns)3 4 8.5 

measured timing shift Ar (ns) 5.5 11 

1 Canberra Semiconductor NV,Lammerdries 25, B2250 Olen, Belgium. 
2 SITEK, Ogardesvagen 13A, S-43330 Partille, Sweden. 
3 for given bias voltages 
4 Timing shift between centre (xofL = 0.5) and edge (xJL = 0 or 1) 
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Figure 5.26 Centroid and FWHM of the timing peak as a function of position of 

irradiation xoJLfor PSD 1 (V8 = 20 V). The peak centroids are given with respect to the 

peak centroid at the edge xoJL = 1 which is set to 0 ns. 

5.5A Resistive-dividing position-sensitive detectors 

Resistive-dividing position-sensitive detectors were scanned behind a 1 mm slit. The 

detector-voltage pulse is picked up from the non-resistive electrode. The position 

contacts and the energy contact are connected to charge sensitive preamplifiers (see 

figure 5.14c). Three PSDs have been tested. Their properties are summarized in table 

5.3. In figure 5.26 the relation between timing peak centroid and position of irradiation 

is given for PSD 1. The measured timing shift of 5.5 ns from centre (xJL = 0.5) to edge 

(xJL = 0 or 1) of the PSD agrees fairly well with the calculated upper limit for the 

timing shift of 7 ns (see section 5.4.4). 

The timing peak FWHM at the centre is 700 ps (see figure 5.26). The main 

contribution to this value is the timing shift of about 500 ps over the area selected by 
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the slit, so the time resolution of PSD 1 for smaller slit widths is estimated to be below 

500 ps. The timing peak FWHM at positions close to the edge of the PSD is larger than 

at the centre because of the larger timing shift over the part of the PSD selected by the 

slit. aose to the edge the timing peak is a convolution of a nearly rectangular shape 

caused by the timing shift over the selected part of the PSD and a Gaussian shape from 

stochastic timing errors. 

The other PSDs (PSD 2 and 3) were originally fabricated for optical purposes by the 

fmn SITEK [26]. When a glass window, in front of the detector window, is omitted they 

can be used in nuclear scattering experiments. The timing shift between the centre and 

the edge is 11 ns for PSD 2 and 5.5 ns for PSD 3. The calculated values of the detector

voltage pulse delay ~ for xJL = 0.5, obtained from figure 5.17, are slightly smaller than 

the measured timing shift between the centre and the edge (see table 5.3). 

The time resolution of PSD can be improved if both the timing and the position of the 

particle hit are measured in a multi-parameter experiment. From the known relation 

between the timing and the position of particle entry (figure 5.26) corrections can be 

made for the timing. 

The PSDs reported in this thesis have a relatively small active area and the timing 

shift between centre and edge is restricted to below 10 ns. In this case subnanosecond 

timing (< 500 ps) with PSDs is possible in a multi-parameter experiment when 

measuring both the timing and the position of irradiation. For larger PSDs with a few 

cm2 active area this is more difficult, because the timing shift between centre and edge 

can reach values of about 50 ns ("' t~"' 0.05R0 C0 ). Hopefully this value can be reduced 

by increasing depletion depth (decreasing C0 ) and decreasing R0 , sacrificing a little of 

the position linearity of the PSD. 

Recently Bennett et al. have reported an idea to flatten the timing response of the PSD 
as a function of position of irradiation by loading one position contact by a resistance 

of the order of R0 [27]. For a PSD with an active surface area of 1 cm2 and a wafer 

thickness of 35 pm they have improved the time resolution from 130 to 25 ns. 

5.6 Bulk-resistivity variations 

5.6.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in section 5.5.2 special timing PIPS detectors still show variations in the 

centroid of the timing peak (of the order of 100 ps) as a function of position. For 

detectors 6, 7 and 8 this effect has been studied in more detail (see table 5.4). A 50 mm1 

special timing detector, specified to have a bulk resistivity of 1500 ncm (detector 6), 

was scanned in detail in two directions (x andy) over a square area of 5x5 mm2 behind 
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Figure 5.27 Centroid of the timing peak as a function of position of irradiation/or PIPS 

detector 6 at V8 = 150 V. At positions 1 (x = -1 mm, y = 1.5 mm) and 11 (x = 0.75 mm, 

y = 1.5 mm) the depletion depth and timing is studied as a function of bias voltage. 

Table 5.4 Specifications and timing properties of special timing PIPS detectors studied. 

PIPS number 6 7 8 

detector surface (mm2
) 50 450 450 

specified bulk resistivity (llcm) 1500 5000 500 

minimum bulk resistivity (llcm) 1100 I 3450 470 

maximum bulk resistivity (llcm) 1600 II 3950 520 

thickness wafer (pm) 300 300 300 

maximum timing shift (ps) 400 30 150 

at a bias voltage of (V) (190 V) (200 V) (200 V) 

total time resolution (ps) 425 150 225 
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Figure 5.28 Centroid of the timing peak as a function of position for PIPS detector 8 

at V8 = 200 V. In this two dimensional plot the peak centroid differences are given with 

respect to the peak centroid at the centre which is set to 0 ps. 

a fixed diaphragm of 0.5x0.5 mm2
• Figure 5.27 shows the variation of the centroid of 

the timing peak as a function of position. This two dimensional scan shows an 

undulating pattern with a maximum timing difference of 400 ps. A two dimensional scan 

of a 450 mm2 detector (detector 7) using a 2x3 mm2 diaphragm also shows sharp locally 

timing variations up to 150 ps superposed on a slow timing fluctuation behaviour over 

the full area of the detector (see figure 5.28). 

These timing variations might be ascribed to bulk-resistivity variations because the 

speed of charge collection depends on the bulk resistivity p (see section 5.2.2). Bulk

resistivity variation values required for charge collection time variations up to 0.5 ns 

have indeed been observed in n-type silicon wafers [28,29] and are within the 

specifications of commercially available wafers. These wafers are fabricated according 

to the floating zone technique [28]. During the float-zone crystal-growth process the 

flow of silicon in the melt zone is not homogeneous, which results in stagnation regions 

with relatively high phosphorus concentrations. For an n-type 1500 !lcm silicon wafer 

with a 4 inch diameter Ammon and Herzer report bulk-resistivity variations up to 50%. 

These variations are the strongest at the edge of the wafer. 

Recent depletion depth measurements with ion-implanted silicon particle detectors 
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Figure 5.29 Energy peak centroid and timing peak centroid as a function of position of 

irradiation x (y = 1 mm)for PIPS detector 6 (see figure 5.27). Energy peak centroids 

for 11 MeV alpha particles have been measured for V8 = 11 V. Timing peak centroids 

have been measured for VB= II V and for VB= /50 V. The peak centroids at x =- 0.3 

mm are set to 0. If the peak is split two peak centroid values are given. 

have also shown strong local variations, which are explained by bulk-resistivity 

variations [30]. Henschel et al. found correlation between timing variations and bulk

resistivity variations [31). They have measured the bulk-resistivity variations by the 4 

point method which destroys the detectors. 

Timing variations might also be caused by surface resistance inhomogeneities or 

delays caused by trapping. To find out whether bulk-resistivity variations cause the 

observed timing differences depletion depth studies have been perfonned. 
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5.6.2 Depletion depth studies 

Depletion depth studies have been performed within the same experimental setup as 

described in section 5.3.1. Energy spectra of the recoil detector have been measured. 

These energy spectra contain mainly two peaks due to 6.8 MeV recoils and 11.0 MeV 

forward scattered alpha particles. 

Alpha particles of 11 MeV produce an ionization column of 80 pm in the detector. By 

decreasing the bias voltage of the detector the depletion depth is chosen to be less than 

80 pm. In this case charge is not only collected by fast drifting within the electric field 

in the depletion layer, but also by slow diffusion of charge from beyond the depletion 

layer. The preamplifier energy output pulse is amplified and shaped with short time 

constants (100 ns integration and differentiation). Because of the short differentiation 

time constant not all charge carriers from beyond the depletion layer contribute to the 

pulse height at the preamplifier energy output, so the 11 MeV alpha-particle energy peak 

(energy peak) shifts to a lower energy position. 

The charge collection process from beyond the depletion layer is independent of the 

depletion layer thickness [30]. The fraction of charge collected from beyond the 

depletion layer only depends on the length of the particle track beyond the depletion 

layer. For a given bias voltage bulk-resistivity variations cause depletion thickness 

variations. In this case the length of the particle track beyond the depletion layer varies 

and the fraction of charge collected from beyond the depletion layer varies. This results 

in a variation of the energy peak position. The charge collection process of charge 

carriers from beyond the depletion layer has been studied in more detail in chapter 3. 

For detector 6 the energy peak has been measured as a function of position of 

irradiation. The energy spectrum has been calibrated by the 6.8 MeV carbon recoil peak 

position, which remains within a few percent at the same position in the energy 

spectrum for bias voltages above 10 V. At a bias voltage of 11 V the 11 MeV alpha 

particles pass through the depletion layer (see section 5.6.3). In figure 5.29 (upper part) 

the energy peak position is shown as a function of position of irradiation. 

Simultaneously with the energy measurements the timing experiment as described in 

section 5.3.1 has been performed. The results are shown in the lower part of figure 5.29 

for VB= 11 V and VB = 150 V. A correlation between the energy measurements and 

timing measurements has been found. In figure 5.30 the timing variations are plotted 

against the alpha-particle energy peak variations at VB = 11 V. For both VB = 11 V and 

VB = 150 V linear least square fits have been made. The average rms value of the 

differences between fit and points is the smallest for VB = 11 V (81 ps), so the 

correlation for VB = 11 V is stronger than for V 8 = 150 V (100 ps). This is probably 

caused by a smoothing effect at V8 = 150 V when charge is collected within a larger 
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Figure 5.30 Timing peak centroid for VB = 11 V and VB = 150 V plotted against the 

energy peak centroid for VB = 11 V (detector 6 ). The peak centroid values are the same 

peak centroid values as given in figure 5.29. The points for VB = 150 V and those for 

VB= 11 V are shifted along they-axis by 150 ps and 600 ps. 

depletion layer. Bulk-resistivity variations do not only occur along the detector surface 

but also as a function of depth. For large depletion depths the timing effects of local 

sharp bulk-resistivity variations are smeared out. A support to this explanation is the 

0.25 mm position shift of the maximum and minimum of the timing peak centroid 

between VB= 11 V and VB= 150 V (see figure 5.29). 

The amplitude of the timing variations differs between VB = 11 V (1 ns) and VB = 150 

V (0.4 ns} (see figure 5.29). The most probable explanation for this amplitude difference 

is the smoothing effect described above. Another explanation may be the influence of 

the resistance of the undepleted bulk on the detector-voltage pulse which is the strongest 

at low bias voltages. Trapping effects may also explain the amplitude difference. 

Trapping effects are expected to be most pronounced at low bias voltages. In this case 

a variation in concentration or in deepness of traps should be correlated with the bulk 

resistance variations to explain the correlation between the timing measurements and the 

energy measurements. 

A correlation between the timing measurements and the energy measurements has also 

been observed for detectors 7 and 8. 
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5.6.3 Quantification of the bulk-resistivity variations 

To quantify the bulk resistivity of the detector the 11 MeV alpha-particle peak position 

in the energy spectrum (energy peak position) has been measured as a function of bias 

voltage between 5 and 25 V. This has been done for two positions I and ll (see figure 

5.27). In figure 5.31a and 5.3lb the energy peak position and FWHM are shown as a 

function of bias voltage for these positions on the detector. Oear transitions are found 

for the energy peak FWHM. 

When the depletion layer thickness is smaller than the range of the 11 MeV alpha 

particles, the range straggling of 3.4 pm causes spread in the amount of charge collected 

from beyond the depletion layer and thus a spread in the energy peak position. The 

magnitude of this spread is proportional to the derivative of the energy peak position as 

a function of the depletion depth (see figure 5.31a). With decreasing bias voltage this 

derivative becomes a non zero value as soon as the depletion layer equals the range of 

11 MeV alpha particles (80 pm). The energy peak FWHM turns out to be very sensitive 

to this transition. The transitions observed at 12 V and 17.5 V correspond to resistivities 

of 1600 ncm and 1100 ncm. 

Pulse height calculations are performed for p = 1100 !lcm and p = 1600 !lcm with the 

diffusion model (as discussed in chapter 3). Some parameters used in these calculations 

are an amplifier time constant of 0.5ps, an effective diffusion constant Derr = 35cm2/s 

and a hole-carrier life time tr. = 300 ns (see chapter 3). A good agreement with the 

measured pulse height values as a function of bias voltage has been found (see figure 

5.3la). 

The experimentally determined resistivities of 1100 and 1600 ncm are also supported 

by timing measurements. In figure 5.3lc the difference in timing between position I and 

position ll is shown as a function of bias voltage. With increasing bias voltage at VB= 

170 V this difference starts to decrease faster. At VB = 170 V the detector is fully 

depleted for position II (p = 1600 Qcm) and 'tc starts to decrease (see figure 5.2). At VB 

= 260 V position I (p = 1100 Qcm) is fully depleted and the charge collection time 'tc 
is comparable for both positions. The timing difference is only measured up to 250 V 

because above this voltage the leakage current starts to increase explosively. More 

details about this experiment are given in section 5.7. 

For detectors 7 and 8 the maximum and minimum resistivities have also been 

determined from energy peak FWHM measurements as a function of the bias voltage 

(see table 5.4). All detectors suffer more or less from bulk-resistivity variations, 

sometimes as large as 50%. In some cases sharp jumps in bulk resistivity (mm-scale) 

occur at random spots on the detector superposed on a smooth variation of the bulk 

resistivity over the full area of the detector. This behaviour and this magnitude of the 
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Figure 5.31 Centroid (A) and FWHM (B) of the energy peak of 11 MeV alpha particles 

as a function of VB for two positions I and ll on PIPS detector 6. In figure C timing 
differences between these two positions are given as a function of VB. Transitions are 
indicated with arrows. The dashed lines in figure A represent pulse heights as calculated 
by the diffusion model (chapter 3) The dashed lines in figure B and C represent the 
progress in different regions. 

bulk-resistivity variations agree with bulk-resistivity measurements perfonned by 

Ammon and others [28]. 

Some detectors fabricated from the same silicon wafer show very low variations, 

whereas others show strong variations. No correlation between the originating position 

on the wafer and the magnitude of the bulk-resistivity variations has been found yet. 

Therefore all detectors should be scanned at least for a homogeneous depletion depth 

to ensure homogeneous behaviour over the full detector surface, when an optimum 

performance in Pulse Shape experiments and Time of Flight experiments is desired (see 
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Figure 5.32 Timing properties as a function of position of irradiation for PIPS detector 

7. A: FWHM of the timing peak at VB = 200 V; B: timing peak centroid at VB = 200 V 
and a curve (dashed line) representing timing differences caused by small recoil flight 
path differences (see figure 5.33); C: timing peak centroid at VB= 25 V, 75 V, 125 V, 
and 200 V after correction for the recoil flight path differences. At VB= 125 V and 200 
V detector 7 is fully depleted for all positions on the detector. The time at the timing 
peak centroid for r0 = 0 is set to 0 ps. 

chapter 3 and 4). A more simple scan experiment, for example with an alpha-particle 

source, should be developed to be able to perform tests without the use of accelerators. 

5.6.4 Overdepleted detectors 

Best timing results have been obtained for detector 7, when this detector is far 

overdepleted at a bias voltage of 200 V. The FWHM of the timing peak fluctuates 

around 140 ps and remains below 150 ps (see figure 5.32a). In figure 5.32b the timing 
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peak centroid is plotted as a function of the position of irradiation. The delay of the 

timing at the edges is caused by small recoil flight path differences when scanning the 

detector behind a fixed diaphragm. This is explained as follows: when the detector is 

moved behind the diaphragm small recoil flight path differences are introduced because 

the detector surface does not follow the rotation circle (see figure 5.33). Obviously for 

large area detectors this effect is the most pronounced. After correction for the small 

. recoil flight path differences the variations of the centroid of the timing peak remain 

below 30 ps (see figure 5.32c). The total time resolution of detector 7 is 150 ps which 

includes the intrinsic time resolution of the alpha-particle detector and the instrumental 

time resolution (125 ps, see section 5.3). The intrinsic time resolution of detector 7, 

which is defined as the time resolution after subtraction of the instrumental time 

resolution, is much lower. The subtraction of the instrumental time resolution (125 ± 5 

ps) from the overall time resolution (150 ± 5 ps) and the assumption of an equal 

intrinsic time resolution for both the recoil detector and alpha-particle detector, give for 

detector 7 and the alpha-particle detector an intrinsic time resolution of about 50 ps. 

For detector 7 the timing as a function of position has been measured for a few bias 

voltages (see figure 5.32c). At lower voltages the timing differences between detector 

positions with different resistivities (between 3450 Ocm and 3950 Ocm) become more 

pronounced. When the detector is far overdepleted at V 8 = 200 V the charge collection 

time 'tc for p = 3450 Ocm and 3950 Ocm approach equality. 
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Overdepleted detectors have the best timing results not only because short charge 

collection times are achieved [4], but mainly because the deterioration caused by bulk

resistivity variations is eliminated. 

5.7 Timing variations caused by bulk-resistivity variations 

Timing variations caused by bulk-resistivity variations may be explained by a variation 

in charge collection time, a variation in plasma delay and a change in the detector 

equivalent electronic circuit. In the following sections these three effects on the timing 

results are discussed. In section 5.7.3 an attempt is made to quantify these effects 

experimentally by measuring the timing as a function of the bias voltage. 

5.7.1 Charge collection time 

The dependence of the charge collection time on the bias voltage is discussed in section 

5.2.2. If the detector is partially depleted the rise time is near to pe, and slightly 

increases with increasing bias voltage. This increase is most pronounced for lower bulk

resistivity detectors (see figure 5.2). If the detector is overdepleted the charge collection 

time 'tc decreases to an asymptotic value of about 1.9 ns with increasing bias voltage. 

For partially depleted detectors and short range particles the shape of the detector

charge pulse is described by an exponential increase to an asymptotic value ~ (see 

equation 5.6). For overdepleted detectors this value is reached in a fmite time. If the 

velocity of electrons has the saturation value the detector-charge pulse is a linear 

increase to Qo as a function of time. 

5. 7.2 Plasma delay 

When particles enter the detector they create a plasma of charge carriers along their 

ionization tracks (initially about 1023 charges/cm3
). It is generally believed that such 

plasmas causes a retardation in the charge collection process, called plasma delay. This 

plasma delay effect is described as follows: The electric field can not fully penetrate this 

plasma column at once. Because at first the electric field penetrates only a thin surface 

layer of the plasma column only the charge carriers in this surface layer are extracted 

from the plasma column, are accelerated by the electric field and are collected at the 

detector electrodes. This process repeats itself for the next surface layers of the plasma 

column. 

Many attempts have been made to describe this plasma dispersal process quantitatively 

as a function of particle type and energy, electric field and bulk resistivity [1,4,6,32,33]. 
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Figure 5.34 Calculated voltage pulses at the Si/ena timing output for different bias 

voltages: V11 = 20 V, V8 = 70 V, and V8 = 120 V (detector 7). 

A common ·conclusion of all workers in this field is that plasma delay is inversely 

proportional to the electric field. Influence of bulk resistivity, particle mass and particle 

energy on the plasma delay are unfortunately unclear as no agreement can be found in 

published work. 

One point of discussion in the qualitative description of plasma delay (as given above) 

is the assumption that the plasma column exists until all charge carriers are extracted out 

of the plasma column. A simple calculation of the radial diffusion speed of the charge 

carriers out of the plasma column shows that the charge density of the plasma column 

decreases within 100 ps from Hf1 charges/cm3 to 1016 charges/cm3 (see section 3.2.3). 

In this case the plasma column becomes a "semiconductor" column with a resistivity of 

about 10 .!lcm. If the range of the particle is smaller than the depletion layer thickness 

the electric field of the depletion layer penetrates into this local low bulk-resistivity 

region and the charge is collected by electric field drifting. From this approach the 

plasma delay is estimated to be small: at most 100 ps. 

5. 7.3 Timing as a function of the bias voltage 

The shape of the timing pulses from the Silena timing output has been calculated for 
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Figure 5.35 Measured timing peak centroid as a function of l!..fV8 for detector 7. 

Calculated trigger times have been obtained from the time at which the calculated 

voltage pulses reach a pulse height fraction of 0.4. 

detector 7. This calculation uses expression 5.13, uses the calculated values of 'tc 

according to the procedure given in section 5.2.2 and takes into account the delta 

response of the timing circuit of the preamplifier (expression 5.35). These calculations 

has been performed as a function of the bias voltage V 8 between 20 and 260 V for p 

= 4000 Ocm. In this case the detector capacitance C0 varies between 150 pF and 280 pF, 

'tz (= RA(CA+Co)) varies between 40 ns and 66 ns (CA =50 pF and RA = 200 0) and 

the charge collection time 'tc varies between 2 and 5 ns (see figure 5.2). The rise time 

of the calculated voltage pulses at the input of the preamplifier is of the order of tc ('tc 

= 0.1'tz). 

For V8 = 20 V, 70 V and 120 V the shape of the timing pulses at the Silena timing 

output is given in figure 5.34. At V8 = 70 V the detector is just fully depleted and 'tc 

= 4.5 ns. If the bias voltage increases to 120 V the charge collection time tc decreases 

to 3 ns, which results in a faster timing pulse at the Silena timing output and a 20% 

increase of the pulse height. At V 8 = 20 V the capacitance of detector 7 is 280 pF and 

the pulse height of the timing pulse is a factor of 1.6 smaller than at V 8 = 70 V. For Y 8 

= 20 V an undepleted bulk resistance R8 = p(s·d)/ A of 13 n is taken into account. 

The timing pulses at the Silena timing output generated by 6.8 MeV carbon recoils 
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Figure 5.36 Measured timing peak centroid as a function of UvV8 for position I (p = 
1100 Ocm) and position /I (p = 1600 ncm)on detector6. Calculated trigger times have 
been obtained from the time at which the calculated voltage pulses reach a pulse height 
fraction of 0.4. 

have been observed by a storage oscilloscope. The storage oscilloscope was triggered 

by the coincident alpha particles. In this experiment the pulse height at V 8 = 70 V is a 

factor of 1.7 larger than at VB= 20 V, which is in good agreement with the calculated 

factor of 1.6. A large bulk resistance R8 ( > R.J would cause a much smaller pulse 

height at V8 = 20 V. These measurements demonstrate that R8 << RA. 
The trigger time of the timing circuit {the timing peak position in the timing spectrum) 

has been measured as a function of bias voltage for detector 7. In figure 5.35 these 

measurements are compared to calculations. The calculated trigger times have been 

obtained from the time at which the calculated timing pulses at the Silena timing output 

reaches a pulse height fraction of 0.4. The slope of the calculated trigger time as a 

function of lf/V B and the slope of the measured trigger time as a function of l!I'V B 

agree if the detector is overdepleted (above V 8 = 70 V). At VB = 70 V in both curves 

a transition takes place to another slope. However, below VB= 70 V, this slope value 

differs between measurements and calculations by a factor of 2. The origin of this factor 

2 is unknown. Maybe the values of the parameters R8 or CA have not been estimated 

correctly. The behaviour of R8 as a function of time and depletion depth is not exactly 
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known. An increase of the parameter CA to 250 pF gives a closer fit to the measured 

values. However, this value for CA is non-realistic. 

For detector 6 the timing pulses at the Silena timing output have been calculated with 

the same experimental conditions as for detector 7 (RA = 200 .0, CA = 50 pF and R8 = 
p(1-d)/A). This has been done for two resistivities: 1100 Ocm and 1600 .Ocm occurring 

at positions I and II (see figure 5.27). The parameters C0 , t 8 and R8 have been 

determined for an average bulk resistivity of 1350 .Ocm. In figure 5.36 the calculated 

trigger times are compared to measured trigger times. Also for detector 6 the slope of 

the calculated trigger time as a function of vrv 8 deviates a factor of 2 from the 

measured slope if the detector is partially depleted. Above V 8 = 170 V the detector at 

position II (p = 1600 Ocm) is overdepleted and the trigger time difference between p 

= 1100 ncm and p = 1600 ncm disappears with increasing bias voltage. 

Plasma delay has not been observed in these experiments. For overdepleted detectors 

the timing variations can be explained by charge collection time variations taking into 

account the properties of the detector equivalent circuit and the response of the timing 

circuit of the preamplifier. The reason that plasma delay has not been observed may be 

the small time scale of this effect. Plasma delays are expected to be of the order of 100 

ps (see section 5.7.2), while the measured timing variations are of a few ns. 

5.8. Conclusions 

The main topic of this study has been to improve the time resolution of the PIPS 

detectors. Firstly the problem of a resistive detector window has been treated and 

secondly the problem of the bulk-resistivity variations. After solving these two timing 

problems by covering the detector window by a thin aluminum layer and by (far) 

overdepleting the detector, only the electronic noise restricts the time resolution of PIPS 

detectors. 

The influence of the resistive detector windows on the timing has been calculated for 

standard PIPS detectors as well as for PSDs. In these calculations the effective input 

resistance RA of the charge sensitive preamplifier has been taken into account. This 

approach has been shown to be realistic, as calculated timing pulses at the Silena timing 

output agree well with those in the experiment. 

A successful solution to avoid the deterioration of the time resolution by the resistive 

detector window is to cover the detector window of PIPS detectors with a thin aluminum 

layer. These special timing PIPS detectors turn out to be reliable detectors with excellent 

time resolution and have been intensively used in CERDA-TOF experiments. 

An alternative for these special timing PIPS detectors are rectangular detectors. With 

rectangular PIPS detectors with a width of 2 mm it should be possible to combine the 
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high energy resolution of PIPS detectors with a high total time resolution. Although the 

detector window is still resistive, the centroid shifts caused by the resistive detector 

window are expected to be below 50 ps, because of the small distances between each 

position on the detector window and the rectangular collection ring. Preliminary timing 

measurements have shown the possibility of timing with these detectors. 

Bulk-resistivity variations turn out to be a serious limit to the time resolution of 

silicon particle detectors. Bulk-resistivity variations up to 50% have been found. 

Depletion depth measurements and timing measurements as a function of bias voltage 

have been performed to quantify these bulk-resistivity variations. 

For fully depleted detectors the timing variations as a function of bias voltage have 

been explained by charge collection time variations taking into account the properties 

of the detector equivalent circuit and the response of the timing circuit of the 

preamplifier. Indications for plasma delay have not been observed and the literature 

about the influence of plasma delay on the timing has not been confmned. 

The best timing results are obtained for a far overdepleted detector. In these detectors 

the charge collection time is relatively insensitive to bulk-resistivity variations and 

approaches the saturation value of 2 ns (for 300 pm wafer thickness). In this case the 

electronic noise contribution dominates the time resolution. Further improvement can be 

achieved with detectors having a lower bulk resistivity, but to stay insensitive to bulk

resistivity variations higher bias voltages or thinner wafer thicknesses should be used. 

Also the timing properties of silicon resistive-dividing position-sensitive detectors 

(PSD) have been studied. It has been shown that high quality timing (FWHM < lns) is 

possible at the centre of the PSD for a selected area of about 30% of the total length of 

the PSD. The timing pulse is generated by the detector-charge pulse taken from the non

resistive electrode. If the relation between timing and position of irradiation is known 

corrections to the timing using position information may improve the time resolution to 

the low subnanosecond region for the full length of the PSD. 

The associated particle method has been shown to be very useful in determination of 

the timing properties of silicon particle detectors. The contribution to the instrumental 

time resolution of time of flight differences caused by beam spot, carbon foil thickness 

and kinematic energy spread can be kept low compared to the electronic noise 

contribution. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

ERDA experiments and backscattering experiments using high-energy alpha-particle 

beams have shown to be successful in depth profiling of light elements in a heavy 

matrix. Analytical properties of these experiments have been studied. For ERDA 

experiments a large effort has been put into the development of recoil detection 

methods. 

The analytical properties of ERDA with high-energy alpha-particle beams have been 

compared to those of conventional ERDA with heavy ion beams. Compared to heavy 

projectiles (for example CI), alpha projectiles transfer a similar fraction of their energy 

to carbon. nitrogen and oxygen recoils. Because of the lower stopping power. the alpha

projectiles cause less sample radiation damage. It would be interesting to quantify this 

difference in sample radiation damage. The depth resolution below the surface is 

fundamentally limited by multiple scattering angular spread, lateral spread and energy 

straggling. Although the stopping power of alpha projectiles is much lower than that of 

heavy projectiles. the fundamental limit to the depth resolution in ERDA with alpha 

projectiles is only slightly worse (a factor of 1.5) compared to ERDA with heavy 

projectiles. 

Two recoil detection methods for ERDA with high-energy alpha-particle beams have 

been developed: pulse shape discrimination (ERDA-PSD) and coincident ERDA in 

combination with time of flight measurements (CERDA-TOF). 

ERDA-PSD (Pulse-Shape Discrimination) is a quick analysis technique with a depth 

range of about 250 nm. Recoils may be selected by finding a suitable strong scattering 

resonance which only enhances the element of interest The amount of other elements 

can be determined by changing the recoil detection angle or the beam energy. Depth 

resolution in ERDA-PSD is limited by the detector energy resolution and the detector 

solid angle. A surface depth resolution of 12 nm has been measured for oxygen in a 

Si20 3N layer at a recoil exit angle of 15°. The sensitivity for oxygen in ERDA-PSD is 

about 0.3 monolayer (5-1014 at/cm2
). Practical particle doses in ERDA-PSD are 25 pC 

(He++). The frrst routine analyses with ERDA-PSD have been performed with 

hydrogenated carbon layers and amorphous Si-H layers on silicon substrates. The use 

of extremely thin detectors, if available, is an alternative to the pulse shape 

discrimination recoil detection method. 

Pile-up effects from a large number of forward scattered alpha projectiles (from a 

thick substrate) cause a background in the energy spectrum which limits the sensitivity 
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of ERDA-PSD. This background decreases as a function of energy. Therefore an 

improved sensitivity would be expected for larger beam energies (larger recoil energies), 

provided that at larger alpha-particle beam energies suitable cross-section resonances are 

investigated. 

Depth range in ERDA-PSD is limited by the maximum energy at which forward 

scattered alpha projectiles appear in the energy spectrum. For a PIPS detector with a 

bulk resistivity of 500 Ocm this alpha suppression energy is 4 MeV. An alpha 

suppression energy below 3 MeV is expected for properly operating detectors at 

extremely low bias voltages or for detectors with an extremely low bulk resistivity( .. 

10 Ocm). 

If the samples are sufficiently thin CERDA-TOF may be applied. In this experiment 

recoil mass is selected by coincidence measurements between the recoil and the scattered 

alpha particle. Recoil TOF measurements have been performed to improve the depth 

resolution. In reflection geometry the depth resolution is 5 nm (for carbon in a carbon 

matrix; a beam energy of 13 MeV, a beam entrance angle of 15° and a recoil exit angle 

of 15°). In this geometry the beam spot size on the sample limits further improvements. 

A transmission geometry allows an improvement of the depth resolutions with about a 

factor of 2. In this geometry the depth resolution is limited by the beam quality (beam 

divergency and beam energy spread). When using a Tandem Van-de-Graaff accelerator 

with better beam properties compared to those of a cyclotron, surface depth resolution 

values down to 1 nm are possible. For an alpha-particle beam energy of 13 MeV 

CERDA-TOF has a depth range of about 1 pm in reflection geometry. In transmission 

geometry this may be increased to several pm. 

The application possibilities of CERDA-TOF are not restricted to self supporting foils. 

Thin layers of a few times 100 nm on substrates with thicknesses up to 20 pm can also 

be analyzed. To analyze thin films on thicker substrates with CERDA-TOF higher alpha

particle beam energies are required. The sensitivity of CERDA-TOF for oxygen on a 10 

pm aluminum foil is about 5·1014 at/cm2 and the particle dose required for this is 150 

pC (He++). This sensitivity can be improved by adjusting the recoil flight path length to 

1.25 m to reduce the background of accidental coincidence counts in the TOF region of 

interest 

Mass/depth ambiguity disappears when more than one recoil detection parameter for 

one single scattering event is measured in a multi-parameter experiment In CERDA

TOP recoil time-of-flight, energy and scattering angle of both the scattered alpha 

projectile and the recoil can be measured for one single scattering event In this case the 

sensitivity of CERDA-TOF improves because accidental coincidences are suppressed 

more effectively. 

An improved sensitivity (and a decrease of the sample particle dose) may be obtained 
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by using ion-focusing magnetic elements in the TOF beam pipe which enlarge the recoil 

detector solid angle. These magnetic elements would not increase the number of detected 

forward scattered alpha projectiles as much. Therefore the number of accidental 

coincidences would decrease. 

A AE-E telescope can also provide recoil mass selection. From the ratio of energies 

deposited in both AE detectors the recoil mass is determined. Plans exist to build an 

"adjustable" AE-E detector. This detector will consist of a p-type substrate, covered with 

ann-type layer( .. 10 pm) and an implanted p+-layer on top of it. The thicknesses of the 

two depletion layers in the n-type layer can be adjusted to the recoil mass selection 

problem by varying the applied voltages to the detector window (p+-layer) and the p

substrate. 

In backscattering experiments high-energy alpha-particle beams are also used for depth 

profiling of light elements. Large cross-section resonances for backscattering on carbon 

and oxygen exist (2 bam/si:' for backscattering of 13.3 MeV alpha particles on oxygen). 

Detailed cross-section value measurements as a function of energy are required to find 

out whether these resonances have a flat top of sufficient width. 

For very heavy masses the cross section for backscattering of 13.4 MeV alpha 

particles still has a Rutherford value and the mass resolution in a RBS experiment is 

improved (the surface edges of Sm and Ba have been separated). 

In this thesis much attention has been paid to the timing properties of PIPS (passivated 

implanted planar silicon) detectors which are used in CERDA-TOF experiments. The 

resistance of the detector window (p+-layer) limits the time resolution of a standard PIPS 

detector to a few ns. An improvement of the time resolution has been obtained by 

covering the detector window with a very thin aluminum layer. However, timing 

variations as a function of position are still observed. These timing variations are 

ascribed to bulk-resistivity variations. The influence of bulk-resistivity variations can be 

much suppressed by overdepleting the detector. In this case the rise time of the charge 

pulse tends to a constant value which only depends on the thickness of the detector. For 

an overdepleted detector with a detector surface of 450 mm2 and a detector thickness of 

300 pm the time resolution for 7 MeV carbon particles is below 100 ps. 

Timing properties of resistive-dividing position-sensitive detectors have been measured 

as a function of position. With position-sensitive detectors corrections to the timing can 

be made in a multi-parameter experiment and subnanosecond timing with PSD should 

be possible. In the future these position-sensitive detectors may be used in CERDA-TOF 

experiments to determine the scattering angle of (coincidently) scattered alpha particles. 

Timing differences have been measured as a function of the detector bias voltage. 

These measurements are compared to calculations which take into account the movement 

of liberated charge carriers to the detector electrodes and the amplifying properties of 
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the timing electronics. For overdepleted detectors measurements and calculations agree 

well. For 7 MeV carbon particles no indications for plasma delay effects have been 

observed. 

In connection with the development of the ERDA-PSD technique the collection of 

hole carriers from beyond the depletion layer has been studied. To describe this charge 

collection process a diffusion model has been proposed. To fit this diffusion model with 

experimental results a short electron-hole recombination time constant of about 300 ns 

has to be assumed. Strong indications for funneling effects have not been found for 

alpha particles. 
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Samenvatting 

Materiaalanalyse speelt een grote rol in het ontwikkelen van nieuwe materialen, in het 

ontwikkelen van materiaal modificatie technieken en in meer fundamenteel vaste stof 

onderzoek. Een groot aantal materiaalanalysetechnieken wordt toegepast om de 

samenstelling van materialen en hun eigenschappen te onderzoeken. MeV deeltjes

bundels zijn geschikt voor het profileren van elementenconcentraties als functie van 

diepte, tot op dieptes van enkele 100 nm of meer onder het oppervlak. Conventionele 

technieken in dit deelgebied van analysetechnieken zijn Rutherford Backscattering 

Spectrometry (RBS) en Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA). Deze technieken 

worden meestal uitgevoerd met 2 MeV alfa-deeltjes bundels (RBS) of met zwaardere 

ionen bundels (ERDA). De ERDA-techniek is bij uitstek geschikt voor het profileren van 

Iichte elementen in een zware matrix. De centrale vraag die behandeld wordt in dit 

proefschrift is: zijn hogere-energie alfa-deeltjes (> 10 MeV) ook geschikt voor materiaal 

analyses, en zo ja, wat zijn precies de analytische mogelijkheden ? 

ERDA-experimenten en terug-verstrooiingsexperimenten met hoge-energie alfa-deeltjes 

zijn succesvol gebleken in het diepteprofileren van Iichte elementen in een zware matrix. 

De analytische mogelijkheden van deze experimenten zijn bestudeerd. Veel aandacht is 

besteed aan de ontwikkeling van detectiemethodes voor het meten van de uitgestoten 

deeltjes (recoils) in ERDA-experimenten. Hierbij zijn de detectieeigenschappen van 

silicium-deeltjes-detectoren uitgebreid bestudeerd. 

De analytische mogelijkheden van de ERDA met hoge-energie alfa-deeltjes zijn 

vergeleken met die van ERDA met zwaardere deeltjes. Vergeleken met zware 

projectielen (bijvoorbeeld Cl) dragen alfa-projectielen een ongeveer gelijke fractie van 

hun energie over aan koolstof-, stikstof- en zuurstof-recoils. Vanwege de lagere 

afremming, veroorzaken de alfa-projectielen minder stralingsbeschadiging in het te 

onderzoeken sample. Het zou interessant zijn dit verschil te quantificeren. Hoewel de 

afremming van alfa-projectielen veel minder is dan die van zware projectielen, is de 

fundamentele beperking van de diepteresolutie (onder het oppervlak) voor ERDA met 

alfa-projectielen iets slechter (een factor 1.5) dan die voor ERDA met zware 

projectielen. 

Twee recoil-detectiemethodes voor ERDA met hoge-energie alfa-projectielen zijn 

ontwikkeld: pulsvormdiscriminatie (ERDA-PSD) en coincident-ERDA in combinatie met 

vluchttijdmetingen (CERDA-TOF). 

ERDA-PSD is een snelle analysetechniek. Van bijvoorbeeld zuurstof kan binnen 

enkele minuten een diepteprofiel van zuurstof worden gemeten. Met behulp van 

detector-pulsvormdiscriminatie kunnen de recoils worden gescheiden van de voorwaarts 
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verstrooide alfa-projectielen. Enkele analytische mogelijkheden van ERDA-PSD voor 

zuurstof zijn: een diepteresolutie van 12 nm, een dieptebereik van 250 nm en een 

gevoeligheid van 5·1014 atomen/cm2
• Recoils kunnen worden geselecteerd door een 

geschikte verstrooiings-werkzame-doorsnede-resonantie te gebruiken, die het interessante 

element accentueert. Verbeteringen van de ERDA-PSD-techniek zijn onder andere 

mogelijk door met een hogere bundelenergie (> 20 MeV) te werken en silicium-deeltjes

detectoren met een lagere resistiviteit te gebruiken (resistiviteit van de n-type 

detectorbulk). ERDA-PSD is inmiddels toegepast bij het bepalen van zuurstof

verontreinigingen in plasma-gedeponeerde koolstof-lagen en in amorfe Si-H-lagen. Als 

een alternatief voor ERDA-PSD geldt het gebruik van extreem dunne detectoren, indien 

beschikbaar. 

Wanneer de samples voldoende dun zijn dan is de CERDA-TOF-techniek een goed 

alternatief. Door middel van coincidentiemetingen tussen recoils en (terug-)verstrooide 

alfa-projectielen kunnen recoils worden geselecteerd van voorwaarts verstrooide alfa

projectielen. Door de verstrooihoek en/of energie van de coincident-verstrooide 

projectielen te meten, kan de massa van de recoil worden bepaald. Omdat de detectie

energieresolutie van silicium-deeltjes-detectoren de diepteresolutie beperkt, zijn recoil 

vluchttijdmetingen uitgevoerd, die de diepteresolutie verbeteren tot enkele nm. De 
toepassingen van CERDA-TOF zijn niet aileen beperkt tot zelfdragende folies. Dunne 

lagen van ongeveer 100 nm op substraten met een dikte van 10 pm zijn ook 

geanalyseerd met de CERDA-TOF-techniek. De gevoeligheid van CERDA-TOF voor 

zuurstof is op dit moment 5·1014 atomen/cm2
• Een verbetering van deze gevoeligheid 

is onder andere mogelijk met behulp van een multiparameterdetectie-systeem. 

In terugverstrooiingsexperimenten zijn hoge-energie alfa-deeltjes ook gebruikt voor het 

verkrijgen van diepteprofielen van Iichte elementen in een zware matrix. Zo is 

bijvoorbeeld een hoge werkzame-doorsnede-resonantie voor de terugverstrooiing van 

13.3 MeV alfa-projectielen op zuurstof waargenomen. 

Een voordeel van hoge-energie alfa-projectielen in RBS experimenten is de verbeterde 

massaresolutie voor zware elementen. De zware elementen Sm en Ba in hoge-Tc 

supergeleidende SmBaCuO films zijn met succes gescheiden. 

De tijdseigenschappen van ion-geimplanteerde silicium-deeltjes-detectoren zijn 

onderwerp van uitgebreide studie in dit proefschrift. In samenwerking met het bedrijf 

Canberra Semiconductor N.V. zijn de eigenschappen van PIPS (passivated implanted 

planar silicon) detectoren onderzocht. De weerstand van het detectorvenster (de 

geimplanteerde p+-Jaag van de p+-n detectorjunctie) is een beperking voor de 

tijdsresolutie van de detector. Een verbetering van de tijdsresolutie is bereikt door een 

zeer dun laagje aluminium op het detectorvenster aan te brengen. Na deze verbetering 

zijn resistiviteitsvariaties in the n-type detectorbulk de beperkende factor voor de 

tijdsresolutie. De invloed van deze resistiviteitsvariaties kan worden onderdrukt door de 
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spanning op de detectorjunctie op te voeren en de detector volledig te ontruimen. 

De tijdseigenschappen zijn ook voor positie-gevoelige detectoren (PSD) bepaald als 

functie van de plaats van bestraling. Deze metingen tonen aan in een multiparameter

experiment de tijdsresolutie van PSD moet kunnen worden verbeterd tot in het sub

nanoseconde gebied. 

Studies van ladingsverzamelingsprocessen in silicium-deeltjes-detectoren zijn verricht. 

Deze processen zijn beschreven in het ontruimde gebied en in het niet-ontruimde gebied 

in de detector. Bij de beschrijving van ladingsverzameling in het ontruimde gebied moet 

rekening worden gehouden met de verzadigingssnelheden van ladingsdragers bij hoge 

electrische velden. Voor volledig ontruimde detectoren is een goede overeenstemming 

gevonden met het experiment, wanneer ook rekening wordt gehouden met de 

eigenschappen van de ladings-gevoelige versterker. De ladingsverzameling in het niet
ontruimde gebied is beschreven met een diffusiemodel. Dit model toont een goede 

overeenkomst met het experiment, wanneer een korte levensduur voor vrije positieve 

ladingsdragers wordt aangenomen. 
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Terugblik en dankwoord 

In april 1989 ben ik aangesteld als aio in de "elementen-analyse"-groep van de 

Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. In dat jaar had het cyclotrongebouw inmiddels een 
hele geschiedenis achter zich. In 1968 verhuisde een A VF cyclotron (deeltjes versneller) 
voor een symbolisch bedrag van Philips naar de universiteit Onder Ieiding van prof. 
H.L. Hagedoorn werd het cyclotron opgebouwd. Aanvankelijk werd bet cyclotron 
gebruikt voor kernfysische experimenten met een gepolariseerde protonen (waterstot) 
bundel. Gaandeweg is het cyclotron gebruikt voor andere toepassingen. In 1985 begon 
het bedrijf Cygne B.V. met de productie en distributie van radioisotopen voor 
ziekenhuizen. In deze tijd werden de activiteiten van de "kernfysica-groep" afgebouwd 
en groeide de belangstelling om het cyclotron te gebruiken voor materiaal analyses. 
Daarom werd in hetjaar 1989 een nieuwe vakgroep "elementen analyse" gevormd naast 
de al bestaande vakgroep "deeltjesversnellers". 

De "elementen-analyse"-groep is enthousiast van start gegaan onder Ieiding van 
Martien de Voigt. Martien gaf mij het vertrouwen en de mogelijkheden om een 
proefschrift te schrijven. Een van de doelstellingen aan bet begin was bet bouwen van 
een "channeling opstelling" en een "UHV-verstrooikarner", uit te voeren door mijn 
collega Frans Munnik en mij. Het eerste half jaar is veel tijd besteed aan het opstellen 
van eisen aan een te bouwen goniometer voor de "channeling opstelling". Na een half 
jaar kwamen we tot het inzicht dat het bouwen van een "channeling opstelling" niet 
binnen twee jaar kon worden gerealiseerd. De bakens moesten verzet worden. V anaf dat 
moment is er een zeer hechte wetenschappelijke band gegroeid met Siebren Klein, die 
boordevol met waardevolle ideeen zat, maar een promovendus nodig had om ze te 
bediscussieren en uit te voeren. Deze band is de afgelopen vier jaar zeer vruchtbaar 
geweest hetgeen blijkt uit dit proefschrift en de vele publikaties. Siebren, ik wilde je 
hiervoor hartelijk bedanken. 

Aanvankelijk werden de experimenten uitgevoerd met een "verstrooi-kamer" wat kon 
worden beschouwd als een erfenis uit het "kernfysica-tijdperk". Deze "verstrooi-kamer" 
was hard aan revisie toe. Tegelijkertijd speelde de wens om ook andere meetopstellingen 
opnieuw op te bouwen en het geheel logischer in te delen. Mede omdat de 
meetopstellingen in betonnen bunkers moeten staan, vanwege de stralingsactiviteit 
gedurende de experimenten, heeft deze verbouwing ruim een jaar geduurd. Met hulp van 
veel mensen is deze klus geklaard. De bedrijfsgroep, die "normaal" bet cyclotron 
onderhoudt en de bestralingen voor Cygne vezorgt, heeft hierbij een grote inspanning 
geleverd. Deze "bonte" werkploeg bestond uit Rinus Queens (de "chef"), Jan van den 
Berg, Frits van Hirtum, Henk Heller, Wim Kemper, Eric van den Eerden, en Ad 
Wellens. Peter Mutsaers heeft de verbouwing vanuit de "elementen-analyse"-groep 
gecoordineerd. De "verstrooi-kamer" is weer opgebouwd door de vakrnan Henk Heller 
en Rob Bergman die tijdelijk in de "elementen-analyse"-groep werkzaam was. Bij het 
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verzorgen van de electrische aansluitingen en het opbouwen van een PLC systeem kon 
ik altijd op steun rekenen van de bedrijfsgroep en Leo de Folter. 

In april 1991 was de "verstrooi-kamer" klaar en konden de experimentele resultaten 
binnen gehaald worden. Oat moest snel gebeuren want op de conferentie "Ion Beam 
Analysis", dat jaar in Eindhoven, moesten we goed voor de dag komen. De conferentie 
met ongeveer 400 deelnemers werd een groot succes. 

Het onderzoek waarvan in dit proefschrift verslag wordt gedaan, bestaat uit twee 
hoofdonderwerpen: "lonen-bundel-analyse met hoge-energie alfa-deeltjes" en "Tijds

eigenschappen van silicium-deeltjes-detectoren". In een vruchtbare samenwerking met 
dr. P. Burger (Canberra Semiconductor N.V. Belgie) zijn de tijdseigenschappen van 
PIPS detectoren verbeterd. Zonder de speciale detectoren, ter beschikking gesteld door 
Canberra Semiconductor, zou een groot gedeelte van dit proefschrift niet mogelijk zijn 
geweest. 

Leo van Uzendoom kwam onze groep versterken in maart 1991. Kersvers uit bet 
Philips bedrijf had hij een verfrissende kijk op ons werk. De vele discussies hebben dan 
ook een stimulerende invloed gehad op het onderzoek. Ad Kemper heeft me ingewijd 
in de wondere wereld van de snelle electronica en daarbij een bijdrage geleverd aan het 
meten van ladingsverzamelingsprocessen in de detectoren. Tegenwoordig kan niets meer 
fatsoenlijk worden uitgewerkt zonder een computer. De vragen hierover werden geduldig 
beantwoord door Wim Verseijden en Frans Munnik. Administratieve zaken werden 
netjes verzorgd door Coby Damsma. 

Hoewel de leden van de bedrijfsgroep een hekel hadden aan "alfas" waren ze altijd 
behulpzaam als er problemen waren met het cyclotron en "toften" ze lekker mee. Geen 
enkel experiment behoefde te worden afgebroken vanwege problemen met "vrouwe" 
cyclotron. 

Aan dit onderzoek hebben ook enthousiaste studenten bijgedragen: Paul van Dijk, 
Patrick Frederix, William Jacobs, Jeroen Jonkers, Els Koffeman, Wilco Ligthart, Leon 
Teeuwen en Hoite Tolsma. Paul van Dijk en Jos Maas zijn besmet met het "ion beam 
analysis"- virus en werken nu met de "channeling opstelling" en de "verstrooi-kamer". 

In de laatste fase van het schrijven van dit proefschrift hebben prof. C.W.E. van Eijk, 
dr. E.M. Schooneveld, prof. F.H.P.M. Habraken en prof. H.H. Brongersma het nog eens 
kritisch doorgelezen. Monique Roos-ter Brugge heeft de Engelse tekst onder de loep 
genomen. 

Ik wil mijn dankwoord geven aan al deze mensen die het schrijven van dit proefschrift 
mogelijk maakten en met wie ik een fantastische tijd heb doorgebracht. Speciaal bedank 
ik (ook Shell) voor de mogelijkheid die me vorig jaar werd geboden om een aantal 
instituten en conferenties in Amerika te bezoeken. Het was een bijzondere ervaring. Ik 
zal bet cyclotrongebouw met zijn bewoners nooit vergeten. 

Tenslotte wil ik mijn ouders en mijn broer bedanken voor hun onmisbare steun tijdens 
mijn schooltijd, studie en promotie. Zonder hun aanmoediging had ik nimmer zover 
kunnen komen. 
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Het instellen van het bundel-transport (voor de verbouwing). 

De "meet-en-tel" ruimte. 
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De "zwart" werkers. 

"Aan het werk". 
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De verbouwing van de bunkers. 

De verbouwing van de bunkers. 
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De "verstrooi"-groep. 

Het cyclotron. 
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De "verstrooi-kamer" direct na plaatsing in de nieuwe bunker (joto is 9Cf' linksom 
gedraaid). 

De "verstrooi-kamer" na de verbouwing. 
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I 

Het verder opvoeren van de junctiespanning in silicium-deeltjes-detectoren, nadat deze 
volledig ontruimd zijn van vrije ladingsdragers, beeft een gunstig effect op de 
tijdseigenscbappen van deze detectoren. De voomaamste reden biervoor is dat variaties in de 
ladingsverzamelingstijd, ten gevolge van variaties in de resistiviteit van bet basismateriaal, 
kleiner worden (zie boofdstuk 5, paragraaf 5.6.4). 

II 

De reactietijd van de tijdselectronica op deeltjesinval in de detector is omgekeerd evenredig 
met bet electriscbe veld in de detector. Dit experimentele resultaat wordt toegescbreven aan 
bet "plasma-effect". Dit effect is in de literatuur ecbter onvoldoede beargumenteerd, omdat 
geen rekening is gebouden met ladingsverzamelingstijden, die afhankelijk zijn van bet 
electriscbe veld in de detector (zie hoofdstuk 5, paragraaf 5.7.2). 

III 

De ingangsimpedantie van een ladingsgevoelige versterker is niet capacitief, zoals algemeen 
in de literatuur wordt aangenomen, maar resistief (zie boofdstuk 5, paragraaf 5.3.3). 

IV 

Modellen die het "funneling-effect" bescbrijven, zijn experimenteel getoetst met detectoren 
waarvan bet basismateriaal een resistiviteit van enkele Ocm beeft. Voor hogere waarden van 
de resistiviteit voorspellen deze modellen een te lange levensduur voor het "funneling effect", 
omdat geen rekening is gehouden met diffusie van ladingsdragers die het "funneling-effect" 
eerder afbreken (zie boofdstuk 3, paragraaf 3.2.3). 

v 

Het verschil in diepteresolutie onder het oppervlak van bet preparaat tussen ERDA met alfa
projectielen en ERDA met zware projectielen is veel kleiner dan men op grond van 

verscbillen in de stopping-power van het projectiel zou vermoeden. Het voordeel van een 
grotere stopping-power van een zwaarder projectiel gaat bijna volledig verloren door de 
toegenomen meervoudige verstrooiing van het projectiel (zie boofdstuk 2, paragraaf 2.6.2). 

VI 

Vanuit bet oogpunt van minimalisatie van stralingsschade aan het preparaat geniet het gebruik 
van alfa-projectielen in ERDA experimenten de voorkeur hoven het gebruik van zware 
projectielen. 



VII 

In tegenstelling met de algemene opvatting dat de toepassing van coincidentietechnieken zich 
beperkt tot zelfdragende folies, kunnen ook dunne films op relatief dikke substraten met deze 

technieken worden onderzocht (zie hoofdstuk 4, sectie 4.6). 

VIII 

De voorgestelde stralingsnorm dat het stralingsniveau slechts 1% mag toenemen ten opzichte 

van de natuurlijke achtergrond, getuigt van een totaal gebrek aan realiteitszin. Indien strikt 

toegepast dient de nabijheid van andere personen vermeden te worden en zal het 

geboortecijfer catastrofaal afnemen. 

IX 

Het voortdurend bijstellen van het beleid rond de studiefinanciering heeft ertoe geleid dat 

uiteindelijk niets ten goede is veranderd. 

X 

Democratie, zoals wij die kennen in Nederland, is helaas onmogelijk in Ianden waar 

bevolkingsgroepen met een verschillende etnische, culturele of godsdienstige achtergrond 

gescheiden wonen. 

XI 

Marathonschaatsen is de enige tak van sport, waarvan de populariteit afhankelijk is van de 

weergoden. 

XII 

Omdat wetenschap meer vragen oproept dan dat deze beantwoordt zijn onderzoekers in steeds 
nauwer wordende deelgebieden actief. 

XIII 

De meeste proefschriften zijn niet geschreven opdat men er iets uit zou leren, maar opdat men 

weten zal dat de promovendus iets weet. 


